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THE HARRIS SYSTEM
A simple and very economniol manner of

utllizing the Direct Pressure of

l the MIn-COMPRESSED

The Compressor nd AIR
Switoh ln the Engine Room-No Floats.
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Pulley Covering, Rubber Clothing ad Boots.
.. MANUFACTURED BY.

LTHEI UTTA PERCHA & RUJBBER IG. CO. 0F TONTO Lnited
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Tunnels, Mines
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STRAIGiHT LINE, DUPLEX AND COMPOUND

AIR OOMPRESSORS
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THE CANADIAN MINING REVIEW.

HADFIELD'S PATENT MANGANESE
Is the Best and Most Durable Material for the
Wearing Parts of Ore Crushing Machinery, Tramway
Track Work, Points and Crossings, Elevator and Creeper
Links, Dredger Bucket Links, Pins and Bushes, etc.

STEEL CASTINGS AND FORGINGS
STEEL FOUNDRY CO,LIMITEO'.SHFFIELDHAU IEL sE NGLA N D

Agent for Canada:

FRANCIS T. PEACOCK, M.E.,
44 Canada Life Building

MON T R EA L.

THOS. FIRTH & SONS, Ltd., Sheffield,
Tool Steel and Rock Drill Steel

AL-WAYS CARRIECD IN S"TOCK.

SHOLS ANU BILS. q
H. W.

Agents for Canada.

CAMS, TAPPETS, BOSSES, HOUL
SHELLS, CIUSHER PLATES.

DeCOURTENAY & CO.
S ar-id 6 NIcGILL STREET

MONTRE:AL.

Adamantine Shoes and Dies and Chrome Cast Steel.
THE CANDA PATENT SELF-LOCKING CAM

TAPPETS, BOSSES, ROLL SHELL and CRUSHER PLATES. Also Rolled Parts for Huntington and other Mill.
These castings are extensively used in aIl the Mining States and Territories throughout the World. Guaranteed to prove

better and cheaper than any others. Orders solicited subject to above conditions. When ordering send sketch with exaLct dimen-sions Send for Illustrated Catalogue to

CHROME STEEL WORKS,
KENT AVENUE, KEAR BR OOKLY N. N.Y. U.S.A.

&No0PER TREETS. U..A. Canda Ca.
F. E. CANDX%, PPesident. . C. J. CANDA, Vice-President. F. MORA CANDA, SecPetaPy. T. I. JONES, TPeasuPer.

Mining Cars
0F EVERY DESCRIPTION FOR ALL PURPOSES.

Easy dumping, withstand rough usage, shocks and collisions.Especially adapted for carrying and discharging Ore, etc.

COMPLETE TRACK ARRANCEMENT FOR MINES
Includin Light Rails, Switches, Turntables, Frogs, etc., also

ALWAYS IN STOCK FOR PROMPT SHIPMENT.

ARTHUR KOPPEL Dept. B
66-68 Broad Street NEW YORK

Write for Catalogue No. 16.

STEEL



ii THE CANADIAN MINING REVIEW.

Electric Blasting-Apparatus.=
Adapted for Firing ail kinds of Explosives used in Blasting.

Victor Electric Platinum Fuses.
Superia r tcahlathers for exploding any make of dynamite or blasting powder.

Each Fuse falded separately and packed in neat paper boxes of 50 each. All
tested and warranted. Single and double strength with any.length of wires.

U~ii Blasting Machines.
The strongest and most poverful machines ever made forrElectric Blasting.

I They are especially adapted for submarine blasting, large railroad quarrying,
and mining works.

Victor Blasting Machine.
Fires 5 to 8 holes ; weighs 15 lbs., adapted for prospecting, etc.

Insulated Wires and Tapes, , Blasting Caps, Fuse, Etc.

M vav RF,>AMES MACBETH & CO., 128 Maiden Lane, New York, U.S.A. SEND FOR
CATALOGUS

Hamilton Powder Company
Manufacturers of Explosives

Office: 4 Hospital Street, Montreal. Branch Offices throughout Canada.

"WITEaROSS" Best English RopeWIR E R0P E Plough Steel and OtheP gPades,
Imported Promptly at Lowest Prices.

A. C. LESLIE & CO., Canadian Agents, Montreal.
Ia rYoCorotdwta

J. Bertram & Sons
Canada Tool Works,

DULiNDCAS, ON T.
Builders of Iron

••••WORKING MACHINERY

REPAIR SHOP,
BOILER SHOPS,

CAR SHOPS,

MACHINE SHOP, SHIP YARDS
ENGINE WORKS,

FORGE WORKS.

OUR EQUIPMENT AND WORKS ARE THE LARGEST IN CANADA.

OUR LNE oF

!VF\CuINE TOOL.S
WILL SUPPLY A SHOP COMPIETE.

&NRAL

IONT RORE: 321 St. JAMES STREET.
B.C. Agency: The Wm. Hamilton Mfg. Co., Vancouver, B.C

Pull Information obtained ai the Above Addr«.sas. Write 1fr Psitas

Are You Confronted with a
Difficult Ore-Separating Problem ?

THE WETHERILL MAGNETIC SEPARATING PROCESS
IVIay Prcov'e thie Soluticrn

... A L'- o...

WETHERILL SEPARATING CO., 52 Broadway, New York

Manufacturing Agents for Canada, ROBERT GARDNER A SON, Montreal, P.Q.

SPRINGHILL GOAL.
The Caumberland Railway & Coal Company

Are prepared to deliver this well known
Stean Coal at all points on the lines of
G. T. R., C. P. R. and I. C. Railways.

Head Ofice: 107 ST. JAMES STREET, MONTREAL
Address: P. 0. BOX 396.

m
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THE CANADIAN MINING REVIEW.

ALLIS- IIALMERS C0.
THE EDWARD P. ALLIS CO. FRA.%SER 8 CHAL MERS, GATVES IRON WORKS, DICM-SODN MFG. CCO>.i

Milwaukee,W'is. Chicago, 11.C iao111. Scranton,Pa.1

BUILDERS OF HIGH GRADE

MINING MACHINERY
The Lamb Automatic Tailings Sampler

B
*WATER

PIPE EVERY UP-TO-DATE
MILL SHOULD HAVE

THIS SAMPLER

A
Do you keep a check on
what your Mill is doing?

How high is the percentage
of saving or extraction

of values?

How rnuch is carried off in
the Tailings?

If you are not watching these points
you should do so. The simplest and best
method is by the use of the Lamb Sam-
pler. Very simple. automatic and per-
fectly accurate. absolutely Reliable, re-
quires no attention and can be put under
lock and key to prevent any interference
with the semples.

WRITE FOR FULL
DESCRIPTION

The Lamb Automatic Tailings --.. apler

BRANCH OF FICES:
NEW YORK, Broad Exchange bldg.
P'ITTSBU7RG, 3056fer.Nadi.Banik Bldg

MINNEAPOLIS. H CornEx\changeSidg
DINVER. 1649 Tremont St.

SALT IME CIT. Dooly Block.

BRANCH OFICES:
SPOKANE, 512 first Ave.
SAN fRANCISCO. 137 Montgomery St.
CITovMEXIC. 8 Calle (anie.
LONDONENG. 160 Dashwoodhfouse.
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Hard to Beatj

A Gold tiner says:

Vour Compound Side Cranik Engine has been running day
and night for over three years' (equal to seven years regular work)
and during that time we have not expended one dollar for repairs
It is today running noiselessly and without vibration.

I believe I was the first to apply a high speed engine to stamp
mill work and I am well pleased at having done so. It has en-
abled me to maintain a constant speed under all conditions of
load, and resulted in crushing upwards of 8oo tons of hard rock
each month with my io-stamp mil, a record hard to beat.

Robb Engineering Co. Ltd.
AnI1HERST, N.S.

WILLIAM McKAY, 19 MeKenzie Crescent, Toronto.Agents WATSON JACK & CO., 7 St. Helen St., Montreal.
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FIRING EXPLOSIVE CHARGES
USED IN

ADOPTED BY

TUE LEADING CONTRACTORS
IN EXCAVATING WORKS FOR

VAILWAYSe DOCKS, CANALS, &C
IN ALL PAPITS OFTHE IM-

WORLO.

K

Sok Manufacturers,
W%1BENNE3TT,SONS @

1ROSKt-UAJfSVWORKS,
CAMBoRNE. CORaNWALL.

ACENTS IN CANADA:
J. H. ASHDOWN, Winnipeg, Man. MECHANICS SUPPLY Co., Quebec.
CAVERHILL, LEARMONT & CO., St. Peters St., Montreal. WM. STAIRS, SON & MORROW, Halifax, N.S.

ROWLAND MACHIN, Ceneral Agent, Yates Street, Victoria, B.C.

MUM&
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MINE EQUIPMENT
COMPLETE PLANTS FOR THE EXCAVATION AND TREATMENT OF

ROCK, COAL and ORE
WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF

Rlotary and Side Dumping Ore Cars with McCaskill Wheels and Boxes

Cages and all Hoisting Appliances

Self Dumping Ore Buckets and Skips, Water Buckets .

HOISTING, WINDING AND HAUIAGE ENONES
0F LOCOMOTIVE LINK MOTION AND FRICTION TYPES.

The

Baldwin
Mine L

Acetylene
amps

Burns Acetylene Gas, which is admitted
to be cheaper, light for light, than Elec-
tricity, Oil, or Candles, being a bright
penetrating light, free from smoke or
smell. The ideal light for underground
workings or chambers.

...SEND P.C. FOR ILLUSTRATED PAMPHLET...

JANES COPER LAN'F'UGC.Limited
MONTREAL.

IRANCH OFFICES: 116 Hollis St., Halifax, N.S. Hilliard Opera House Block, Rat Portage, Ont. P.O. Building, Rossland, 8.4
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PAGEFIELO IRON WORKS, WIOAN.
WALKERS' PATENT FANS

"INDESTRUCTIBLE TYPE."

BWALKE BROTHERS have had 24 years' experience
in the construction of Ventilat-

ting Machinery for Collieries and Railway Tunnels. They have a large number of
Fans in operation for the heaviest duties required in this country, viz: from 250,000
cubic feet per minute with 4-inch water gauge, to 500,000 cubic feet per
minute with 6-in. water gauge (in some cases a water gauge of 10 inches is provided
for), besides a greater number for lighter duties. Their Fans are driven from the
Engines by ropes, straps, or directly by the Engine.

They respectfully beg to call attention to the fact that the Engines for driving Fans
may be more wasteful of power (fuel) than the Fans. It has been their care to give equal
attention to Engines and Fan, so as to ensure freedom from breakdown with a high useful
effect. The greater number of their Fans are now worked by Compound Con-
densing engines, which will bear comparison in their working, as to fuel
economy, with any other class of Steam Engines.

The leading feature of their Ventilating Machinery are strength and simplicity
in construction, easy access for inspection to all details, with moderate velocities of
of the moving parts in working.

Their chief object has been to supply Ventilating Machinery which will bear
continuous working without stoppage for repairs, with the least annual expend-
iture on fuel and general cost of maintenance.

They have received unsolicited testimonials recording tests made by Mining Engi-
neers, which prove that their Fans give a useful effect surpassed by no existing Fan.

WALKER BROTHERS supplied the Machinery to ventilate the
Severn Tunnel, the Mersey Tunnel,

the Glasgow Central Railway, (Argyle Street Section), the Midland Railway
Tunnel, St. Pancras, and other Railway Tunnels.

The Ventilating Machinery already supplied represents in the aggre-
gate an exhausting capacity of over 40,000,000 cubic feet of air per minute.

FRANCIS T. PEACOCK, ME.,R for Canad 44 Canada Life Building, MONTREAL
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COMPLETE ASSAY OUTFITS.
THE MAIIILTON-MERRITT PROSPECTOR'S OUTFITS.....

Becker's Balances and Weights.
Battersea Crucibles and Muffles.

Hoskins' Gasoline Furnaces.
Kavalier's Bohemian Glassware.

Munktell's Swedish Filters.

OUR 1897 CATALOGUE ON APPLICATION.

Lyman, Sons & Company
880, 882, 884 and 888 St. PAUL STREET

MONTREAL.

LONDON NEW YOUEChemical and
Assay Apparatus -

ZINC, CYANIDE and SULPHURIC ACID
FOR CYANIDE PROCESS.

Finest Quality and Shapes at Lowest Prices.
:WORN OUT CARBONS AND FRAGMENTS BOUGHT.

MILL AND MININC MACHINERY
Shafting, Pulleys, Gearing, Hangers, Boilers, Engines, Steam
Pumps, Chilled Car Wheels and Car Castings. Brass and Iron
Castings of Every Description. Li-ht and Heavv Foririntrs.

ALE X. FLE CKl®OOTTAWA

M

Ironl and Steel Structures for Collieries,
Metal Mines and Smelting Works. . . .

Steel Bridges for Railways and Nighw,-ays. Steel Pier-s and Trestles. Steel Water
Towvers and Tanks. -Steel Roofs, Girders, Beamis, Columins, for Buildings.....

. . A LARCAE >COCK O

ROLLED STEEL BERMS, JOISTS, GIRDERS, CHANNELS, RNGLESTEES, Z BARS AND PLATES
ALWAYS ON HAND, IN LENGTHS TO THIRTY-FIVE FEET

Tables, giving Suzes and Strength of Rolled Beamis, on application. Post O1ffice Address, - MONTREAL.

Dominion Bridge eo., Ltd., Lchie:'o"ks, P.Q.

m

a
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J. BASZANGER & CO.
108 FULTON ST., NEW YORK, N.Y., U.S.A.

. IMPORTERS OF

CA R BO NS (BLACK DIAMONDS)
ANDEBORTZ

For Diamond Drills and ail Mechanical Purposes.
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NOVA SCOTIA STEEL & COAL GO.Ltd.
PR 1 0lPIT0PS, MIXERS AND
SHIPPEZS 0F...

.. Sydney linos fBituminous coal..
Unexcelled Fuel for Steamships and Locomotives, Manufactories, Rolling

Mills, Forgez, Glass Works, Brick and Lime Burning, coke, Gas
Works, and for the Manufacture of Steel, Iron, Etc.

COLLIERIES AT SYDNEY MINES, CAPE BRETON.

MANUFACTURERS OF

HAMMERED AND ROLLED STEEL
FOR MINING PURPOSES

Pit Raits, Tee Raits, Edge Raits, Fish Plates, Bevelled Steel Screen Bars, Forged Steet
Stamper Shoes and Dies, Blued Machinery Steel 3 < to y Diameter, Steel Tub Axles

Cut to Length, Crow Bar Steel, Wedge Steel, Hamme r Steel, Pick Steel, Draw
Bar Steel, Forging of all kinds, Bright Compressed Shafting 5½.' to 5"

true to , ', ,part of One Inch.

A Full Stock of 1llILD FLAT, RIVET-ROIJND and ANGLE STEELS Always on Hand.
Special Attention Paid to Miners' Requirements.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

Steel Works and Head Office: NEW GLASCOW. N.S.
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DEEP DRILLING
makes economical mining and the deepest
hole can be drilled at the smallest cost by a

DIAMOND
ROCK DRILL
It can eut through 2,500 feet of solid rock in a
vertical line. It brings up solid cylinders of
rock, showing formation and character.

Made in all capacities, for Hand or
Horse-power, Steam or Compres-
sed Air-mounted or unmounted.

You will find lots of
information in our
new catalogue-
may we send it ?

American Diamond Rock Drill Co.
120 Liberty St., NEW YORK CITY, U.S.A.

Cable Address, "Occiduous," New York.
m

1 m
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Sullivan
AiP0 OmpoP

Latest Design Sullivan StPaight Line Two Stage CompressoP.

Diamond Drills

Rock Drills
Mining Machinery of Al Kinds

Prospectors for prospecting Mineral
Lands with the Diamond Drill.

SULLIVAN MACHINERY COMPANY
35 Adams St., CHICAGO, ILL., U.S.A.

Eastern Office and Works: Claremont, N.H.
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COLLIERIES AT WESTVILLE, NOVA SCOTIA.
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The Standard of Excellence

in Bituminous Coal and Coke

for Blast Furnaces, Foundries,

Manufacturing and Domestic

Use . . . . . . . . . . .

RELIABLE, UNIFORM and STRICTLY HIGH GRADE
Shipped from Pictou Harbour, Halifax, and all. Points
on Intercolonial Railway and Connections by the.

Intercolonial Coal Mining Co.Limited
AGENTS:

Hugh D. MacKenzie, Halifax.

Chas. W. Ives, Pictou.

Darrow, Mann & Co., Boston.

Arthur E. Scott, Quebec.
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SHIPPING PIER AT GRANTON, PIcTou HARBOUR, N.S.
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4.4.4.4.4.4.

Head Office MONTREAL, Que.
JAS. P. CLEGHOIRN,

President.
CHARLES FERGIE,

Vice-Pres. & General Manager.
D. FOpBES ANGOUS,

Seeretary-Treasurer.

COAL
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C OA L.
DOMINION COAL COMPANY , LIMITED

Glace Bay, C.B. Canada
MINERS OF

BITUMINOUS GOALS
The celebrated " Reserve"
coal for Household use.

~eEL3?13r ~~tpiu~

"INTERNATIONAL" CAS COAL
And the best steam coal from its
Collieries on the Phalen seam.

3, cccl, coe

International Shipping Piera of the Dominion Cou lCo. Linited, at Sydney. C.11.

Shipping facilities at Sydney and Louisburg, C.B., of most modern type. Steamers carrying 5,000 tons loaded in twenty-four
hours. Special attention given to quick loading of sailing vessels. Small vessels loaded with quickest despatch.

Exn OP c7OEL1
The Dominion Coal Company has provided unsurpassed facilities for bunkering ocean-going steamers with dispatch.

attention given to prompt loading. Steamers of any size are bunkered without detention.
By improved screening appliances, lump coal for domestic trade is supplied, of superior quality.

Special'

APPLICATIONS FOR PRICES, TERMS, &c., SHOULD BE MADE TO

C. SH I ELDS 2nd Vice-President Gace Bay, C. B.
Ci. SHIELD & ~Ceneral ManagerCeaeBy .I3

KINGMAN & CO., Agents, Custom House Square, Montreal, P.Q.
M. R. MORROW, Agent, 50 Bedford Row, Halifax, N.S.
R. P. & W. F. STARR, Agents, St. John, N.B.
HARVEY & 00., Agents, St. Johns, Nfld.

THE CANADIAN MINING REVIEW. xiii



THE CANADIAN MINING REVIEW.YCOAL MININOJEFFRE ~ELEVATING MAHNR
COAL HANDLING
COAL WASHING

JEFFREYCON VEYING A H N R
SEND FOR CATALOGUES

Address:

The Jeffrey Manufacturing Co.,
Columbus, Ohio, Un Se A.

JEFFREY CENTURY RUBBER BEII CONVEYOR.

COA

MINE SUPPLIES

OUT ERS
Electric Locomotives.

Chain Conveyors

Cable Conveyors

Pan Conveyors

Dump Cars

Skip Cars

Dredging Machinery

Coal Washing Machinery

Excavating Machinery

Rubber Belt Conveyors

Spiral Conveyors
Screens

Elevator Buckets

Coal and Coke Crushers

LABOR SAVINC
APPLIANCES

Electric Coal Cutters

Compressed Air Coal
Cutters

Shearing Machines

Long Wall Machines

Electric Mine
Locomotives

Power Coal Drills

Electric Mine Pumps

xiv
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BABCOCK &THE

BOILER
ail.'m

BABCOCK & WILCOX LIMITEDENGINEERS
5 AND BUILDERS.HEAD OFFICE FOR CANADA:

NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE COMPANYS BUILDINC, Il PLACE D'ARMES, MONTREAL,

CALEDONIAN IRON WORKS
JOHN MCDOUGALL,

BOL LER
- MONTREAL, OUE.S TANKS AND

WROUGHT IRON
WORK.. m

HYDRAULIC AND MILL MACHINERY

GEARS, PULLEYS, HANGERS

IRON CASTINGS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

Meters, Etc., Rife Hydraulic Engin
Filter Manufacturing

PuMPS
es and The New York
Company

WILCOX
WATER TUBE

STEAM...

GENERAL AGENTS
IN CANADA FOR WORTHINGTON

m

was first patented by Stephen Wilcox, in

1856. Over 3,000,000 H.P. now
in use. Has no equal for MINES,
RAILWAY, SMELTERS, ELECTRIC

1IGHT''ING or other power purposes.

Large book " STEAM " sent free on

application.
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HNADAIANARANDDURIttl

MANUFACTURERS 0F

..AIR COMPRESSORS..

MEASTERNBRANCHES HEAD OFFICIE & WDRK58 WESTERN BRANCHES

GREENWOODeD.C.
MONTREÀL,,QUE, RDSSLANDeB.C.

SHERBROC]KEU NEEj GR 0 SiVANCOUVER la
HALI FAX.N.5. QUEBEC. 

AT p
RATPORTACEtONT.1

ToRoNToOONT@
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John Davis & Son (Derby) Ltd.

DAVIS'S IMPROVED HEDLEYDIAL
Telescope and Sights Interchangeable and Patent HofTman Tripod Head.

ENGLAND.

Xining Instruments

Surveying Instruments

Miners Safety Lam pB
STOCK KEPT ON HAND AT MONTREAL.

Sole Representative fo CanadaCO

Francis T. Peacock
44 Canada Life Building TRANST THEODOLITE

with

.. MONTREAL.. Trough Compass.

Surveying, Mining and Engineering Instruments
ACCURATE AND MINING TRANSITSMOST IMPROVED

A COMPLETE LINE OF ENCINEERS INSTRUMENTS AND SUPPLIES.
Reasonable Prices. Send for Catalogue. Repairs a Specialty.

HEARN & HARRISON NOTREI4 4STREETMONTREAL

A. LESCHEN & SONS ROPE CO.
SOLE IANUFACTLRERS OF

Patent Flattened AeLHE S TRAM
Strand Wire Rope BEe- WireTWAYS

'rrade Mark Registered ~ ia 5 ~ ~ ~ ~ Bok of every
REMEMBER! Aillgenuine Herculesw Mire RopehasMaaRednStraid.,iSre ope,ivaniaS n Wood, Iron and Steel Blocks ,escription

HOME OFFICE: 920-922 No. First St., St. Louis, Mo. BRANCHES: Nan o chico,

I THE DENVER FIRE CLAY CO,|I1742-1746 Champa St., DENVER, COLORADO,U.S.A.

ASSAYERS and CHEM ISTS:
SUPPLIES,
NIUACTURERS F

Furnaces, Crucibles, *
Scorifiers, Muffles,
and all kinds of Fire Clay goods for*
metallurgical purposes. Also Bone
Ash, Borax Glass, and strictly C.P.
Granulated Lead.

* SELLING AGENTS FOR

AINSWORTH BALANCES.
*. WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

Brunton's Patent Pocket Transit
For Surface or Underground Surveys

1 HE accompanying illustration shows an
operatortaking verticalsangles with the

J Brunton Patent Pocket Transit.

It is the most accurate and reliable pocket
instrument made for preliminary surveys of
every description.

Case of aluminum 24 by 24 by i inches;
weight 8 ounces.

Nearly 1,ooo in use by prominent mining
engineers, mine managers, civil engineers and
geologists everywhere.

May be urchased from any rellable supply house
or direct froni the sole manufacturera.. .. .. ...

Wm. Ainsworth &
Sole Manufacturers

Denver, Colo., U. S. A.
Send for Catalogue B-5 for full particulars.

Sons,
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THE GRIFFIN
THREE ROLLER

..ORE MILL..
The Griffin Three Roller Ore Mill is a simply constructed Mill, suitable for working all

kinds of ores that require uniformiy fine crushing by the wet process. This Mill is a modi-
fication of the well-known Chilian Mill, but the rollers run upon a crushing ring or die,
which is inclined inwardly at an angle of about 30 degrees, the rollers themselves also being
inclined to the central shaft of the Mill, thus utilizing the centrifugal force, as well as the
weight of the rollers themselves as a crushing agent. The Griffin Three Roller Ore Mill is
therefore a 'Mill of great strength, and has few wearing parts. We construct these Mills,
with extreme care, using only the best of raw niaterials, which are most carefully worked
by men who are specialists as mill builders. We sell the Griffin Ore Mill on its determined
merits, and will gladly supply full information regarding it to any one.

Send for free illustrated and descriptive catalogue to

PUIVpiZer Co iBOSTON,BradleyPZ CoMASS.

FORSAL 56lb STEL E-LVIG R ILSINCANADA,
in Excellent Condition, with Fastenings, Rails Ready for Ship-
ment. Also Locomotives, Steam Shovels, and other Railway
Equipnents.

For prices and particulars, also our new Catalog, write :-

NEW AND SECOND HAND M. MITSHKUN CO.
FOR RAILWAYS, TRAMWAYS, &c. DETROIT, MICH.

THE

Bleichef Wire Rope Tramway
MORE BLEICHERT TRAMWAYS 1%; USE THAN ALL OTHERS.

C-1 odigTerminaa and Dock Hoist of Beihert Tramway. at Mane Insane Hospital, Augusta, Me.

MANUFACTURED BY

THE TRENTON IRON CO.
TRENTON, N. J.

Engineers and Contractors and sole licensees in North Anerica for the Bleichert System.

Also, Wire Rope Equipments for Cable Hoist-Conveyors, Surface and Underground Haulage, etc.

Illustrated book upon application.

New YoPk Office-CoopeP, Hewitt & Co., 17 Burling Slip.
Chicago Office-1114 Monadnock Building.

Iron
Grooved

Wheels

Dodge M'f'g. Co.
TORONTO
CANADA
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MINING 0F ALLSUPPLIESKINDS
PICKS

DYNAMITE
BAR IRON

SHOVELS
POWDER

STEEL

WIRE ROPE
DETONATORS

DRILL

CHAIN
FUSE

SELIN LONG ANDS T EESHORT LENOTHS

STEAM & COMPRESSED AIR HOSE HARDWARE
VALVES FITTINGS

RIOE L¯E-W-IS & SO]LT
HARDWARE

LTMITED

TORONTO

THE BUCYRUS COMPANY
SOUTH MILWAUKEE. WISCONSIN.

STEAM SHOVELS AND DREDOES.
PLACER MINING MACHINERY 0F THE ELEVATOR BUCKET TYPE.

RAILROAD WRECKING CARS AND PILE DRIVERS. CENTRIFUGAL DREDGING PUMPS.

For
Miners
Pit Sinkers DYNAMITE AND EXPLOSIVES For

Q ua rry mon
Contractors

... Manufacturera and Dealers in ...

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS, FUSE, CAPS, &c.
OAN'L SMITH,

Presi dent.
C. A. MACPHERSON,

Sec.-Trous.
ONTARIO POWDER CO Limited 176 ONTARIO STREET

Kingston, Ont.

ScholI of Plactical Science, Toranto
ESTABLISHED 1878.

AFFILIATEID TO THE UNIVERSITY 0F TORONTO.

This School is equipped and supported entirely by the Province of
Ontario and gives instruction in the following departments:

i-CIVIL ENGINEERING
2-MINING ENGINEERING

3 -MECHANICAL & ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
4 -ARCHITECTURE
5-ANALYTiICAL AND APPLIED CHEMISTRY

Special Attention is directed to the Facilities possessed by the School
for giving Instruction in Mining Engineering. Practical Instruc-
tion is given in Drawing and Surveying, and in the following
Laboratories :

s-CHEMICAL
2-ASSAYING 3 -MILLING 6-ELECTRICAL

4 -STEAM 7-TESTING
5 -METROLOGICAL

The School also has good collectionr uf Minerais, Rocks and Fossils.
Special Students will be received as well as those taking regular courses.

FOR FULL INFORMATION SEE CALENDAR.

L B. STEWART, Secretary.

PIPE ETC.
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The Collins Process OF

AND
DRYING Compressed Air

A NEW process recently discovered and patented in
Canada, and patents applied for in foreign

countries. By this process Compressed Air, Liquid
Air, and Air power in any form can be utilized effect-
ively and economically in any climate, and at any
degree of temperature.

FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS APPLY TO

J. J. COLLINS and E. J. WALSH, Civil Engineers. OTTAWA, CANADA.

"NOT AN EXPERIMENT: IN GENERAL USE THROUGHOUT THE 'W'ORLD"I

The NeW JaCkSOn Hand Power Rock Dil
Handled and operated by ONE MAN, will accomplish work of THREE MEN drilling with Bits and Hammers.

WILL WORK IN ANY POSITION, IN ANY ROCK._
It Saves Steel,

It Saves Labor,

Write for Catalogue.

H. D. CRIPPEN
It Saves

SOLE
MANUFACTURER

Money.

52 Broadway, New York

IMPROVED
On a PATENT PNEUMATIC and SELF-

ACTINC PRINCIPLE,
IN GLASS

NEEDLE LUBRICATORS.

IMPROVED STEAM TUBE LEANER.

TUE CLEANER TUAT CLEANS CLEAN.

No Moisture. No Scale. Saves Cost Quickly.

WRITE FOR PRICES TO

THE HAMILTON BRASS
MFG. CO,, Limited.

HAMILTON, ONT.

INSTRUCTIONS for FITTING and ADVANTAGES

The Lubricators being carefully fitted by enlarging the oil hole to fit
the plug part of stopper, or otherwise by reducing the plugs to fit exist-
ing oit holes, the needie must be perfectty round, smooth and dlean, so
as to wiork freeLb in the tube, the flattened end reaching about half-way
up the inside of Lubricator, while the other end rests on the shaft or
axIe, will produce the following results, viz.

ist.-Free working of the machinery by perfect lubrication.

2nd.-A saving of more than 75 per cent. in oil.

3rd.-Corresponding economy in steam-power and coals.

4th.-Cleanliness, and consequent saving in labor, engineers'
stores, etc.

ALL OUR LUBRICATORS ARE FITTED WITH BRASS TUBES.

r- -À
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HENRY BATH & SON,
London, Liverpool and Swansea,

BROKERS.
All Description of

Metals, Mattes, Etc.
Warehouses, Liverpool and Swansea.

Warrants Isued under their Special Act of
Parliament.

NITRATE OF SODA.
Cable Addresse: - BATHOTA, LONDON.

SADLER & HAWORTH
TANNERS AND
MANUFACTURERS OF

Oak Leather Belting . . . . . ..g
Hydraulic and Mechanical Leather

MONTREAL and
TORONTO.

KIN BROTHERS
15 Bell's Lane

QU EBEC.

Lumber
Asbestos

Chromie Iron
Mille at River Ouelle, Lyster, Kingsburg,

Pabos, Cedar Hall.

ASBESTOS-Crude, Fibreized and Paper
Stock Hampden Mine, Thetford.

CHROMIC IRON MINE-Black Lake.

T IE GOVERNMENT OF ONTARIO HAS TWO
Diamond Drills, one boring 400 to 500 feet and

the other 1200 to 1500 feet, the services of which may
be had by parties desiring to explore deposits of mineral
in Ontario. Thirty-five per cent. of the cost is borne by
the Government. Application for use of drills and full
information may be made to

THOS. W. GIBSON, Director,
Bureau of Mines, Toronto.

R. T. Hopper & Co.
SUCCESSORS TO IRWIN, HOPPER AND CO.

ESTABLISHED 1878.

Miners and Shippers of Minerals, &c.
58 Canada Lite Buildiag, Montreal, Cao.

Asbestos, Crude and Manufactured, Mica,
Plumbago, Soapstone, Etc.

NICKEL . . .

BEST QUALITY FOR ANODES

CERMAN SILVER AND NICKEL STEEL

The CANADIAN COPPER CO.
12 Wade Building

CLEVELAND, 0H10, U.S.A.
Gable Address: "OUNIOKLE."

Use Lieber's or London 4th Edition

A B C Code.

ORFORD COPPER CO.
ROBERT M. THOMPSON, President.

99 JOHN ST., NEW YORK.

Copper and Nickel Smelters
WORKS AT CONSTABLE'S HOOK, N. J.

Opp. New Brighton, Staten Island.

Copper Ore, Mattes, or Bullion Purchased. Advances

made cn Consignments for Refining and Sale.

Specialty rade gf Sgiver-bearing Ores and Mattes-
Copper Ingots, Wire Bars and Cakes-Ferro-Nikel
and Ferro-Nickel OxIdes for use In preparing Nickel
Steel for A rmour Piatés.

NICKEL AND NICKEL OXIDES.

LICENSES TO PROSPECT
or work Minerals on any of their Lands and Reserva-

tions covering nearly a quarter of a million acres in

Eastern Ontario, and principally within the belts con-

taining Iron, Phosphate, Gold, Galena,.Plumbago,

Mica, Marble, Building Stone, and other valuable

minerals, are issued by

The Canada Company
For list of lands and terms apply to the Company's

Mining Inspector and Agent

ANDREW BELL, C.E., D.L.S., Etc
ALMONTE, ONT.

OLDEST EXPERTS IN
Molybdenite,

Scheelite,
e 6Wolframite,

Chrome Ore,
Talc, Nickel Ore,
Mica, Cobalt Ore,
Barytes, ~Cerium, and
Graphite, ail Ores
Blende,, and
Corundum,
Fluorspar, . M
Feldspar.

LARCEST BUYERS. BEST FICURES.
ADVANCES ON SHIPMENTS.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLCilEO. •

ZAntas-Blackwell, Liverpool, ABC Code, Moreing
& Neal, Mining and General Code. Liebers
Code and MullerSCode.

ESTABLISHED 1869.

LEDOUX & o.
99 JOHN ST., NEW YORK.

Sample and Assay = e
at the Port of

Ores and Metals. Nwork°oni:y°

We are not Dealers or Refiners, but Receive
Consignments, Weigh, Sample and Assay them,
selling to highest bidders, obtaining advances when
desired, and the buyers of two continents pay the
highest market price, in New York Funds, cash
against our certificates.

MINES EXAMINED AND SAMPLED.
ALSO ANALYZE EVERYTHING.

GROUNDMICA
Various brands, for makers of

Malleable Castings, for Furnace Lin-
ing and Annealing, for Mica Lubri-
cants, for Fire-proof Paint and roof-
ing mixtures, for paper makers, etc.

MANUFACTURED BY

The Ontario Mica Works
6 and 8 PRINCESS ST.

KINGSTON, ONT.

Canada Atlantic Ry.
THE SHORT FAVORITE ROUTE

BETWFEN

Ottawa and Montreal.
TRAINS DAILY

EXCEPT SUNDAY
And Sunday Train Both Directions

PULLMAN BUFFET PARLOR CARS

Close Connections at Montreal with Trains for

Quebec, Halifax, Portland
And all Points EAST and SOUTH.

FAST THROUGH SERVICE BETWEEN

Ottawa, New York and Boston
And ail NEW ENGLAND POINTS

Through Buffet Wagner Sieepers between Ottawa and New YorkL
Baggage cheked to abl points and passed by custcms in transit.
For tickets, time tables and information, apply to nearest ticket

agent of this company or connecting lines.

E. J. CHAMBERLIN, J. E. WALSH,
General Manager. Ass. Gen. Passenger Agt.

C. J. SMITH, Gen. Traffic Manager.

McPherson, Clark, Campbell & Jarvis
Barristers, Solicitors, &c.

OFFICES :

Trusts and Guarantee Building

16 King St. West, Toronto, Can

Cable Address: CLAPHER, TORONTO.
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DIRECTORY OF MININC ENCINEERS, CHEMISTS, ASSAYERS, ETC.

JOHN E HARDMAN'i, S.B. JOHN B. HOBSON J. B. TYRRELL
CONSULTING CONSULTING MINING ENGINEER :,ate of the Geological Survey of Canada.
MINING ENGINEER Manager Con. Cariboo Hyd. Mining Co., Limited

Room 2, Windsor Ilotel Montreal. BULLION, BRITISH COLUMBIA. MINING ENGINEER
28 years' experience in the equipment and operation

20 years' e in the andof large Ilydraulic, Deep Gravel, Drift and Gold DAWSON YUKON.

experience i Mining a Reduction f Quirtz Mines, in California and British Columbia.
Gold, Silver, Lead and Copper. Telegraphic and Cable Address: Telegraphic Address-Tyrrell, Dawson.

13 years as a Specialist in Gold Mining and M illing. "HoBsoN," ASCHROFT, B.C. ode used-Bedford McNeil's.

MONTRFAL TESTING LABORATORY. J. BURLEV SMITH

MILTON L. HERSEY, M.A.Sc. (IcGill) CIVIL AND MINING ENGINEER F. H1LLE
CONSULTING CHEMIST OFr THE 30 Years Experience. MINING ENGINEER.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY. RAT PORTAGE .ONTARIO.

146 t. Jmes IONTEAL Undertakes tl.e Prospecting of mines and Minerai Lands.
146 St. James Street NIONTR EALMiean irlI.dsxmndadr-Street ~~~~~~~~~Diamond Drill BorinRs made by contract for al minerais Mie d inaiLdsemndanr-

A~~A~7a g'~~ ~ earthy and metalliferotrsý Arte-ian Wells ant ili pirs ported on. Plans and Estimates on Concen-
ASSAYS OF ORES also Deep Soundings for Harbors.Riers, Canais.unnels and

ANALYSES of ail materials made with greatest accuracy. Bridge boundatiot.s. Quarry Sites and Clay Fields tested.SA MPLE BYMAI-r strt' e 4 z... Itxtî 24~-. Plans and Sections made bhowing resuit of Borings-Gold
SAMifts tested ta Ledge by the new Pneumatic and HydraALi-
I N STR UCTION IN ASSAYI1 N G, Etc., to Prospect- ' ube System and the yield ascertained-Flutes, Ditches, PORT ARTIIUR, ONT.

ors and others. %tonitors and Placer Mining Plant generally designcd and con-

MIN ERAL PRO PE RTI ES EXAMINE D. structed. Properties Examinedasud Reported on, Assays made.CAD.

J. T. DONALD FRANK B SMIT H, B.S .
ASSAY'ER AND MINING GEOLOGIST. CIVIL AND FRANK C. LORING

CVLAMINING ENGINEER MNN

112 St. Francos-Xaer St..E ine

MONTREAL. Certificated Colliery Manager Great Britain and ENGINEER

Anlss n ssy f rs Fes FraeBritih Columbia. NO. 45 Broadway NEW YORK

Anayss ad ssys f res Fel, FrnceREPORTS ON 'MINING PROPFRTIMS Office, Room 83.
Prolurts, Waters, ett. Mines and Mining Pro h
pertirss examined and valoed. CALGARy ALTA.

JOHN ASHWORTH J. H. CHEWETT, B.A. Se. CHAS. BRENT
CONSULTING MINING ENGINEER (lonor Graduatein Applied Science, Toronto Univesiy

0f the firmr of Asso. Mene. Can. Soc. C.E. MINING ENGINEER AND METALLURGIST

ASHWORTH & MORRIS MINING ENGINEER Rat Portage, Ont.
Civil ans Mining Surveyors aia

Engineers. Valuers. Consultation. Reports. Development. Examines and reports on Mining Properties.

8-KING STREET8 87 YORK ST., RosstN BLOCK, Superinends the erection of Mining and Milling

MANOHESTER, ENGLAND TORONTO. Plants.

PeORET RTIIUR, OT

JOHN McA REE, B.A. S. made. CANADA.

S II MINING CIVIL AND MINING ENGINEERS.
L .ENGINEER ONTARO LAND SURVEYORS.

M NNINING
Surveys. Reports. Development. Installation.

ENGINBER Ontario and Dominion Land Surveyor.
Crsble ad<resq, "DEMoRsiSIiJR.
Codes, Lieber's and BtixfarmlMcNeil's.

RAT PORTAGEF ONTARIO. SUDBUR, ONTARIO.

WM. BLAKEMORE A. W. ROBINSON, M. Amn. Soc. C.E., M. Arn. Soc. M.E.

M II -ENGINEEMECHANICALRENGINEER

oN sDREDGING MACHINERY. PLANT FOR PUBLIC WORKS. GOLD DREDGES.

EgnesVaur.Consultation. Reports. Development' xmnsadrprs nMnn rpris

Montreal. 879 DORCIESTER STREET, MONTREAL

CANADA.

1
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40- --- M

COMPLETE POWER EQUIPMENTS _

Forni a very large proportion of our product, ranging from small portable plants for a
prospecting etc., to the complete permanent installations for Mine or Mill, including 2
all that is desirable and applicable in the way of Compounding. Condensing, Induced a
Draft Production, etc.' We would be pleased to submit estimate for your requirenients.

THE JENCKES MACHINE CO.
TORONTO. 2 A S OW ES .MONTREAL.

27 LANSDOWNE ST.
ROSSLAND and 194, Hollis Se.
GREENWOOD, B.C. SHERBROOKE, Que., CANADA. HALIFAX, N. S.

G R E E BGREENIG W 1R E CO0
e e •(LIMITED) -I-

WIRE MANUFACTURERS a

@ @ &. METAL PERFORATORS

e Oe eHAMILTON

e ib &MONTREAL.ý

M. BEATTY & SONS,
Welland, Ontario.

MANUFACTUREAS OF

Dredges, Ditchers, Derricks and Steam Shovels
for Dredging, Dykeing, Ditching, GOLD

MINING, Etc., of various Styles and
Sizes to Suit any Work.

MINE HOISTS, HOISTING ENGINES,
HORSE POWER HOISTERS,

SUSPENSION CABLEWAYS,
STONE DERRICKS, GANG STONE SAWS.

Submarine Rock Drilling Machinery.

C,eatrifugal Pumps for Drainage Works,
Pumping Sand, Gold Mining,

Contractor's Use, &c.

WIRE ROPE AT MARKET PRICZS.

AGENTS:

E. LEONARD & SONS
MONTREAL, QUE. ST. JOHN, N.B.

Wire Screens
FOR EVERY CLASS
OF MATERIAL.

Perforated metal of Steel, Copper, Brass,
Zinc, for all purposeb. Special attention
given to

MINERS' REQUIREMENTS,
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20ih VEAR OF PUBLICATION.

THE OLDEST AND ONLY OFFICIAL MINING AND ENGINEERING JOURNAL PUBLISHED IN
THE DOMINION OF CANADA.

. T. A BELL, Editor and Proprietor. Published Monthly. OFFICESM{otenu. tr.
Secretary. cnnadian Minig Institute. etc.

VOL. XXI., No. 4. APRIL, 1902. VOL. XXI., No. 4.

The Future of the Dominion Coal Company.

Thte sensational advance in this stock fron 33, at which it stood

a year ago, to the high-water mark of 149 during the present month is
probably without precedent in the history of industrials, and the
extreme fluctuations which have taken place during that time are only
natched by the extreme views taken by those who have tried to

expiain the cause. That much of the buying has been speculative,
and that the public has rushed in and out a dozen times to scalp a few
points is notoriously true, but no one acquainted. either with the
character of the property or with the methods of stock exchange
manipulators will for a moment believe that the stock has been carried

to the present high price by any such speculation. Other hypotheses
have been put forward, any one of which may be true, as for instance
that an amalgamation with the Steel Company would be effected on
more favorable terms than the 6 per cent. interest originally specified.
Or, again, that a still larger financial scheme was on foot through the
agency of the Managing Director, which would effect the amalgama-
tion of the two companies on the basis of a stock valuation. The
third suggestion can only have been a mere guess, namely, the revival
of the rumor of a year ago that a sale of both properties to the
United States Steel Company was on the tapis.

We are not concerned either to confirm or deny any of these
rumors, but for the information of our readers propose to discuss the
intrinsic value of the stock on its own merits as a profit earner, our
rcmarks being based upon actual data furnished to us by a competent
expert, and our object to prevent a feeling of panic amongst those
who may have bought stock at recert prices, should any of the
imaginary schemes fail to be realized. Nothing would be more
disastrous both to the individual investor and to the industries of the
Maritime Provinces than that there should be any serious collapse in
the pricc of Dominion Coal stock, and that this is not necessary, what-
ever may happen to outside schemes, is well known to those who have

thorough knowledge of the capacity of the concemn.
Our conclusions are based upon an estimate as to the future

profits of the concern, but wc will anticipate the very natural question
to why such profits are expected in view of the fact that the com-

any has been in operation for 9 years without paying any dividend
n common stock. This must be explained before one can claim
edence for favorable estimates of the future. Briefly then, the past
tory of this company may be summarized as follows:-

Acquiring in the fall of 8392 all the operating coal mines of the
ounty of Cape Breto:, except the Old Sydney Mine, they commenced

seriously in 1893 to rernodel and equip the mines, which they pro-
posed to operate according to modern ideas. The history of the coal
trade in Cape Breton for 3o years preceding this had been that of 6 to
8 months work and 4 to 6 months enforced idleness during the winter,
with a very modest profit in favorable years, and no profit at all at
other times; and in addition the cost of producing coal was extremely
high in consequence of the antiquated methods of machinery employed.
This is evidenced by the fact that in the first report issued by the new
company they stated that the average cost of coal when the mines
were taken over b>y &i.em was $1.14 a ton; it was, in S9 8, reduced to
8o cents. In addition to equipment a larger market was necessary,
and especially a winter trade. To secure this Mr. Whitney made a
desperate effort to carry frce coal in the United States Senate, and it
is a matter of histcry how at the last moment the measure was
defeated. This was a source of great disappointment to the pro-
moters, and for the moment seemed almost fatal, since they had
expressed the utmost confidence in the passing of the measure, and
had spent enormous sums of money in equipping their mines and
building railways ald piers on the strength of the possibility of the
New England market, which consumes S,ooo,ooo tons of bituminous
coal a year, and would undoubtedly have taken from the Dominion
Coal Company as much as they could furnish. This then was the
first great blow which the company received, disappointing then as to
an outlet for a larger tonnage, and rendering useless much of the heavy
expenditure which had been incurred. Whilst on this point of
expenditure it is only fair to our statement of the case to say that a
great nistake was made in placing men without any previous know-
ledge whatever of mining operations in charge of most of this expen-
diture. Men, who had distinguished themselves in other professions,
such as electrical engineering, civil engineering, and street railway
work, were importcd to devise and superintend the equipment of coal
mines, a policy which undoubtedly cost the company several million
dollars, and is represented in Cape Breton to-day by numerous monu-
ments of folly in the shape of heaps of scrap iron, and abandoncd
machinery and appliances. We do not hesitate to say that if the
management had been conducted upon the same intelligent lines which
have been adopted during the past year since the concern came under
Canadian control, with a capable business man at the head of affairs,
a practicak mining engincer in full charge of mining operations, and an
expert controlling each departnent, all with a free hand in their own
section, the company would have been saved from an enormous
expenditure upon uscless appliancc, and would have developed far
greater capacity than has yet been reached. It has long been an
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open secret that until the advent of the present management there was
no executive head; officers in Boston, officers in Montrea1 and officers
in Cape Breton were working at cross purposes, questioning each
other's authority, underiniing each other's influence, and fritterin'
away one of the finest properties on this continent, until when it was
taken over by Mr. Ross and his associates it was practically on the
verge of bankruptcy. To illustrate this point we cannot do better
than refer to the ridiculous and ill.advised opening of the Emery seam,
which was insisted upon two years ago by an official who should have
had no influence whatever in the mining department, but whose
favorite hobby it had been for at least 7 years to develop this seam.
The experts were unanimous in their opinion that the coal could not
be profitably worked, and in support of their contention pointed to the
fact that nearly $îoo,ooo were spent between 1890 and :893 in
endeavoring to work it near the Reserve mine, and after a thorough
proof and a heavy loss it was abandoned. The result of the latter
experiment, which has just had so ignominious a conclusion, was the
further expenditure of more than $250,coo, and the abandonment of
the operations after an expensive modern plant had been erected, and
every preparation made for doing a large trade. Equally fatuous was
the policy of the same official in bringing about the closing of the
Victoria mine in 1896; a mine which contained the best quality of
coal on the company's areas, and the only quality which would com-
pare with that produced by the Old Sydney mines. True, this coal
was costing 20 cents a ton more to mine than the average of the other
coals produced by the company, but it easily sold for 25 cents a ton
more, and will have to be re-opened if the company wish to compete
with the Nova Scotia Steel and Coal Company for domestic trade.
A third blunder, worse than either of the foregoing, was committed in
3896, on the advice of an official who had no possible connection with
the mining department, in the closing down of the Stirling mine.
This mine operated in the Harbour seam, and had been splendidly
equipped during the two preceding years at a cost exceeding
$2oo,ooo; in fact the old plant had been torn out and replaced by
the most modem appliances, and a successful system of haulage and
coal cutting by machinery established. At the time the mine was
closed it was producing coal cheaper than any other minè belonging
to the company, all the same it was shut down and dismantled almost
before the mortar was dry in the new buildings. The most remarkable
feature of the case, however, is that the company continued to operate
upon the same seam, an old ill-equipped mine, the International, which
has been a source of trouble ever since, litas been partially flooded for
the last 4 years, and is still working at a much heavier cost than would
have been necessary at the Stirling mine. Such gross stupidity can
only be explained on the ground of utter ignorance and incompetency,
and we have referred to it simply to confirm our statement as to the
kind of management. which is responsible for the position in which this
company found itself in the spring of igo. Passing from the
blunders made in Cape Breton, we come to what has so far proved the
most suicidai policy upon which the company has ever embarked.
When the measure for wiping out the duty on coal imported into the
States was killed. the energetic president began to look around for
some other means of establishing a market, and with great energy and
Ekill in the face of tremendous odds succeeded in establishing the New
England Gas and Coke Company. It is a secret, but not an open
secret in spite of the lucubrations of Mr. Thomas Lawson, what this
measure cost, but it must have been something considerable. So far
the policy was an enlightened and commendable one, but in the light
of recent events it was manifestly the greatest mistake which could
have possibly been made, both for the Coal Company and the New
England Gas and Coke Company. The former were tied to a con-

tract compelling them to furnish a tonnage of coal which at that time
was equal to almost the whole of their output, and which ma% be
stated as a maximum of î,ooo,ooo tons a year, at a price which left
absolutely no margin of profit. There have been numerous contradic.
tions as to what this price actually is, since it is a moveable one, but
at the present time it may be stated at $i.5o a ton; it has been as low
as $1.05. The on'y effect of this contract so far has been to deprive
the company of the opportunity to sell from 6-o,ooo to 8oo,ooo tons
of coal in the open market at prices ranging from $2.50 to $3.50 z
ton, and the best authorities have estiniated the actual loss, being the
difference between cost and selling price, as involving the company in
a loss of $25o,ooo last financial year. The most singular aspect of
the matter isj hat even upon such a low contract the New England
Gas and Coke Company have not been able to manufacture their pro.
duct at a profit, but are at the present moment in liquidation, having
lost every cent of the common stock invested in the company, and
being dependent upon the good will of the bondholders if the concern
is to be reconstructed. In view of these facts it is haid to set at what
price the Gas Company could import Dominion coal and manufacture
their goods at à profit; it looks as if they would have to beg it.
Undoubtidly this was the last straw that broke the camel's bac,
loaded up the Dominion Coal Company with nearly $2,ooo,ooo of a
floating debt, and kept their common stock wavering between to and
25. Now all this is changed, we find common stock at 149 with
plenty of eager buyers, and everyone connected with the concein
jubilant as to the future. How far is this state of mind justifiable?
We will endeavor to answer the question, and the first reasonabt
ground of expectation is based upon the fact that totally in.
adequate management has been replaced by a well organâd
and systematic staff, with admittedly one of the strongest and most
brilliant of Canadia financiers at the head. Under this new controi,
in the short space of one year, the capacity of the mines has been in.
creased at least 25 per cent, in spite of the legacy of blunders which
they had to shoilder. The directors have for the first time realized
the impossibility of doing any considerable trade with the United
States so long as their high tariff wall exists, and have boldly gone out
over the seas to establish a new market. The result of this enterprise

-îs already known. The coal has been successfully placed in some of
the best European markets, and it is now not a question of seeking a
market but of producing sufficient coal to supply at remunerative
rates. The West Indian and South American markets have not vet
been touched, but we are satisfied in the course of a few years it will
be demonstrated that theie are possibilities in that direction.

We have said nothing hitherto about the great twin enterprise the
Dominion Steel Company, because we intend to deal with that in a
future article, but it furnishes one of the most important factors in
considering the coal company because of the permanent market which
it affords for a large tonnage, and it would be unfair not to admit thai
Mr. Whitney is entitled to the highest praise for his conception and
successful launching of this great enterprise; it is the true solution of
the difficulty as to a permaneznt market. Summarizing our conclusions
we consider that during the financial year ending February 1903 the
profits of the company should be $2,6oo,ooo, based upon the sale of

x,ooo,ooo tons to the Steel Company at a
profit of 5o cents a ton..................... $ 500,000

i,4oo,ooo tons in the open market at a
profit of $ .50 a ton........................ 2,100,000

$2,600,OO

This assumes the sale of Goo,ooo tons to the New% England Gas
and Coke Company in the event of their continuing to do business,
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DR. EUGENE HAANEL, SUPT. OF MINES, OTTAWA
Dr. Haanel will, in every likelihood, be the Director of the new
Departnient of Mines and Gcology, at present being organised
by the Hon. Clifford Sifton, M. P., Minister of the Interior.
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upon whicli no profit will be made, but it will probably be produced The New Superintendont of Mines.
at cost. If, however, the coal should not be shipped to that concern
it could be classed with the sales in open market, and would show a At the moment when the Dominion Government has under con
further profit of $9oo,ooo. These estimates of profit do not include sideration the reorganization of the Geological and Natural history
interest upon bonds. Survey of Canada and its consolidation with the new Department of

From this it will be seen that the balance of the floating debt Mines and Gcology, the portrait of Dr. Haaneli who will, in ail likeli.
which is in the neighborhood of $8oo,ooo could be paid off, and a hood, be the head of this important institution, wiIl, we are sure, be of
haridsome dividend also paid upon common stock. It also shows that interest to our readers.
when once the floating debt is got rid of there should be a substanttial For some tine past Dr. Haanel has occupied the position of
dividend even upon a consolidated capital account of $2o,ooo,ooo Supetintendent of Mines Io the Federal Government at Ottawa, his
which has recently been talked about. first vork being the designing and cquipment of the excellently organ.

This estimate is based upon the earning power of the coal as an izedGovernenîAssayOfficeatVancouver. Thîsofficehasacapacitvof
independent going concern. In view of what has been demonstrated handling $Sooooo per day, and it is equipped and managed so excel.
during the past year as to the possibilities of coal, we do.not believe lentlyhat- k is possible b 'give--the value of the dust to the miner
that thT Steel Company, even if disposed, can exercise their option on wiNin 24 hours of w s presentation at the office, and in few cases dots
the basis of 6 per cent. interest. Should it be found nEcessary to the delay extend over 48 bouts. As an encouragement t miners to
amalgamate upon an interest guaransee, we hold that it should have theiregold assayed at i is office, the Goverlmeni bas passeNu a
cerainly not be less than o per cent, and would remind our readers regulati onbyfwhich miners who personally deliver their gld at the
that in the earlier days of the concern there ias an isue ofpeMrference office are rfùnded o e- per cent, on the ne value cf thc old apo
stock bearing as much as 124 per cent. .wich the have.paid royalty, so that in the case of suare miners the

Since the above went to press the foliowing ,statement has been 'Yukon royaity is îeduce to only four per cent. This cncession vill
miade public by Mr. James Rosýs, Mlanaging Pircor, conceraing thF - no doubt act as an incentive to ainers to patronize the institution.
amitlgamation of both companiesS:- Up to sn January. ist thé office reated 465 deposits, representing

. 'flie Steel Comspany ngree f pay the fixed charges of the Cotl 57,221 ounces of gold of a value of $9t39,6544e.
C.nsllpitày. that is, the interest on its6 per cent. bonds, the dividend *çus in addition to the work f supervision of the aining terriory of the
S per cent. preferred stock and the sinkiig fund of se per ton on tbe enlre tekon and Nort-West Territories controlled b the Federal Govern.
output to proide for th redenpton of se bonds and xreferredpstiok 2phn

that n th erient daysofted concern te ws a u o n eocn,.and the p oparati6n.of saistics and other work of his depart. 

stoc bA6ria mchas dii2n pnte c nt. tck f. wihte aepi oats hti h aeo uhmnr h

3. At allowance o $p,000.s a year for th Coalmpahy'se- Ykenf;.Dr.yal is .eduly engaged in designing-and laying out plnl
panses, tue latter copany hvng Mnaintain a staff ook t o t acs a int toem to patronie the stuon
perty, and for acutcyworke, etc. a(esspq ortebnsm atinlMsuawihwl,~ehpbfr

amalgamaountbot companet:- ~very long, adorna tre public buildings of the capital.
"4. The Steel Company to pay to the Coal Co pargye ofo t. Cash, 2

as a forfeit for he due carrving out of the ternis of the c tkon anNrttough only a short time with us, Dr. Haanel bas creat r d an
u 5. T e Steel Company to pay to the Coal Conpany adsgyaItyof i e-cýllent impression among th.t.aining men wih whom he has been
"6.per t ct Se tont din to a te o mon p satci mEese andthe ipraonce sttistis d oh r o ip 3. toAon alerown of $ otof te rfort ite C 'o 35oaoo bro ht into contact. Ht srikes us as a shrewd, broad-mninded officer,

tons er any hne year.ms k ' h N n M our w , r
perty an fo aconac wok et. et. u.lley lion dr the publince buidingcss of he caia l epnd

tons Sna teel Coa mpany to assume and pay all the debts and li i lfiés of. ful alv.oteipotneadncsste.forrail.xadn

the Coil Company, less the value of certain cash assèts, which the Coal mining industries. He possesses an excellent technical training for his
Company w.s to retain. The obligition of the Steel Comp'any in this work, and, we should judge, will make an excellent administrator of the
respect involves an jinmediate payment of about $2.ooo,ooo.oo. new Department of Mines.

7. The property to b leased did not include all the ÿroperties of-the
CoalCo.npay, ertan vînale raprtie, icluingshop an th cn~rr Dr. Eugene Haanel ivas born in Breslau, the capital of Silesia.LCoal Co:npany, certain valuiable properties, including shops and the entire

niercatijle business of the Coal Company, being excepted." Germany, May .24, 184.1. His parents were at the time people of
The Directors, in considering wlhat modifications of the ternis of the wealth, his father being a lawyer of considerable repute, having charge

option mnight be ni ide. so as to nake an arrangement that would be entirel y of landed estates in and about the city of Breslau.
s itisfactory to both companies, and ensure harmony between them, had to
c.)nsider the following points : The earlier days of· his youth were spent in Breslau. He pass<d

zst-The Coal Company had carned during the past two or three years bis school days thereand graduated from the gymnasium ina classical
$r,530.oco in excess of all its fixed charges, but none of this lad been distri. collegiate course in 858. At the age of 17 an irresistible longing to
ted amnongst its comm n stockhiolders by way of dividend, and it was ad- visit foreign lands led tht young mi to America and for about a year
mitted by all concerned that the stockholders were entitled to this surplus
in the event of the option being exercised by the Steel Company. bis adventures as a vanderer tbrough the Sothera States vit of

2nd-The ability of the Steel Company. to raise the $6oo,ooo and the most romantic kind.
other sums required to discharge the debtsand obligations of the Coal Com- Aftér a years visit to bis parents and bis native city he returned
pany, which. as above mnentioned, would amount to about $2,ooo.ooo more. t

3 rd- -The disruption of the business now carried on by the Coal Coi-
pany, if.but part of its p -oprties and assets vere taken over, lcaving still Dr. Haanel enisted in tht Union Army as an hospital steward. He
in the hands of the Coal Company valuable assets, including its mercantile served in ibis capacity for tbret years and was tben appointed fir5t
business.

Attr crefl onsdertin, b ws nnntnoslyreolvd b bth ,oadslieutenant of tht Second Maryland Volunteers, tvhere he strved marîil tAfter careful consideration, it was unanimously resolved by both boards
that, subject to ratification by the shareholders of each company, an agree- tht end of the war, participating in many of the principal engagements
ment should be entered into embodyinîg the following ternis Not ong after tht close of the war Prof. Haanel was elected ta

(a) " The present agreement to be modified so as to make it include all tht professorship of moder languages in Adriati College, at Adtian,
the properties and assets of the Coal Company, including the $1,53o,oco sur-
plus earnings above referred to. ihgn.H evdiibspstofroeya ndhn n o

(h) " The Coal Company to pay off its bonds and preferred stock by te Hillsdale Cohege, where he taught tht moder languages and philos-
issue of $5,ooo,coo comioni stock at 12o to its common shareholders thereby opby.
increasing its total capital to $zo,ooo,ooo. In 1867 Professor Haanelwaselected professorof

(c) "l The Steel Company to be relieved from the obligation to provide
the $6oo,ooo forfeit noney, and to pay the Coal Company a rental equal to
8 per cent. on its $20,0o0,00o capital stock." biA work ai ais institution, whic lased four ytars, ie workted laor

to meic t lve Th Wr f heReelionson roe utan
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FOR KING AND EMPIRE.

The following is excerpted fron the despatch to
the Standard describing the gallant stand made by
Lieutenant Carruthers and his brave Canadians:-

In the neanwhile, the smiall band of Canadians
and mounted infantry on the other flank found
themselves opposed to a force seven times their
own number. About 6oo Boers advanced upon
them, nuder cover of the belt of trees. and charged
down upon the thin line, calling upon then confi-
dently to surrénder.

Lieutenant Carruthers,of the Canadians. prompt-
ly sprang to bis feet, and crying " Back ' no sur-
render!" shot down the foremost man with bis
revolver, at a distance of 15 paccs. The men were
not slow in enulating their gallant leader. There
was absolutely no cover for them, except the short
grass, but lying down in it at full length, they fired
steadily and straight, and forced the Boers to bolt
back to the screen of trees. The enemy, however,
were deternined to capture or annihilate the little

band. While some of them climbed into the trees,
and, from that position of advantage, fired down
on to our men, the others extended their line, and
quickly brought the defenders under a decimîating
cross-fire.'

But every man of the seventy proved hiniself a
liero. For two hours, until all but 15 of their nun-
ber had beezn killed or wounded, they kept the 6oo
Boers at bay. It was not till tien that the enemy
ventured ta nake another rush, and succeeded in
capturing the liandful of survivors. The.Canadians
bad 21 men out of the 24 killed and vounded, and
the mnounted infantry lost 30 out Of 45. Lieutenatt
Carruthers was the only officer who was not either
slain orserioxsly hurt. Hehadseveral flesh wounds,
and bis clothes were perforated in nany places by
bullets, but he stoutly refused to go to hospital.
When be was taken prisoner, some of the Boers
wanted to shoot him there and then; but they
ultimiately thought better of it, saying that lie was
" too brave a man to die in that way."

LIEUTENANT BRUCE CARRUTHERS, KINGSTON, ONT.

A mîember of The Canadian Mining Institute
who greatly distinguished himself last month
in action at Hart's River. South Africa.
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iously for the department of which he was the head, with the result
that it became the largest and one of the finest equipped in the insti-
tution. While at Albion he received the degree of Master of Arts
from Ohio University.

At the end of-his fourth year at Albion, Prof. Haanel's health was
so seriously broken down from overwork that he made a second visit
to his parents in Breslau. He soon recuperated in his native air and
within a ycar graduated with honor as Doctor of Philosophy
from Breslau University. His inaugural dissertation, chosen from only
a slightly investigated field and entitled "A Galvanometric Method
for the Determination of the Earth's Magnetism and Its Oscillations,"
gave hirn at once a high standing among scientific men.

Without loss of time Dr. Haanel returned to Amrica and joined
the staff of Victoria University, Cobourg, Ont.,where he was for fourteen
years the dean of the department of Science and director of Faraday
Hall. Many men who were his pupils during these days have since
become prominent in Canadian affairs.

Dr. Haanel then went to Syracuse University in z888, upon the re-
noval of Victoria University to Toronto. He was at the time offered a

chair in Toronto University at a much larger salary than he was to re-
ceive in Syracuse, but he realized that there were great possibilities in the
department of physics in Syracuse University and chose the position
there.

When he took charge of the department of physics it was inad-
equately equippid, but under his supervision and through the generos-
ity of friends of the University, apparatus and equipments have been
added so that the department is considered to be superior to that of
almost any other institution of the size in the country. Students have
been taught the manufacture of apparatus and much of the valuable
equipment bas been made by their labor.

The regard with which Dr. Haanel was held in Victoria Univer-
sity is illustrated by an incident which occurred soon after his departure
from that institution and shows no greater esteem than his students in
Syracuse University held for him. The year after his.departure from
Victoria he returned to Toronto in order to give examinations in some
of the science work. Faculty and students met him in a body at the
train when he arrived. He was taken to the University in a carriage
surrounded by several hundred students acting as an escort.

Reported Nickel Consolidation.

The International Nickel Company, which was organized recently
in New Jersey, is the result of the plans to consolidate and control the
niciel production of the world, to which reference has been made in
our columns heretofore. The plan was originated by Col. Robert M.
Thonpson, president of the Orford Copper Company, and has been
carried through chiefly by his efforts, though lie has lad recently the
aid of Mr. Schwab, of the United States Steel Corporation, and Col. J.
R. De La Mar. The purchase of the stock of the Nickel Corporation,
Limited, from its London owners was one of the steps toward the present
consolidation.

The International Nickel Company will issue $z2,ooo,ooo in com-
mon stock; $12,000,000 in preferred stock carrying 6 per cent. divi-
dends, non-cumulative, and $io,ooo,ooo in 5 per cent. bonds having
30 years to run. 0f the authorized capital stock $9,oco,ooo common
and $9,ooo,ooo preferred will be issued at once to acqure the proper-
ties named below. Theremaining stock will be reserved for future use.

The officers of the company are announced as follows: President,
Ambrose Monnell, fornerly assistant to the president of the Carnegie
Steel Company; chairman of the board, Col. R. M. Thonpson, of the
Orford Copper Company; general counsel, Max Pam, of the United
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States Steel Corporation; treasurer, Stephen· H. 1. Bell; secretar,
Joseph Claudet. The list of directors includes, besides those nastå
above, E. C. Converse, of the United States Steel Corporation ; Juseph
Wharton, of Philadelphia; Dr. Leslie D. Ward, Archibald W. Alacoa.
ochie, Col. J. R. De La Mar; Millard Hunsiker, of London.

The properties in which the new company will own a controlizg
interest-if not the whole-are those of the Canadian Copper Company
in Canada and the United States; the Orford Copper Company, with
extensive reduction works at Bayonne, N.J.; the Anglo-American Iron
Company and the Vermillion Manufacturing Company n Ontanio; is
American Nickel Works of Joseph Wharton in Camd.n, N.J.; the
Nickel Corporation, Limited, and the Société Miniere Ciledonienne l
New Caledonia,

The Société Le Nickel, with its extensive properties in New CaleC
donia and its reduction works in France, is not included in the comb>
nation. It is intirnated, however, that the International Nickel Compan,
bas already a full understanding with the French company. It is be
lieved that a community-of-interest plan bas been arranged whicl W
regulate production, prices and a division of the markets.

The nickel compa.aies iot in the combine include the Nlond
Nickel Company, which bas good propcrties in the Sudbury Distttc
Ontario, and refining works in England; the Mond process, howevte.
has not-yet proved itself to be as great a success as its projectors el.
pected, and its actual output bas not been large. The same may be
said of the Lake Superior Power Company, under the direction oi %Ir.
F. H. Clergue, which bas properties in the Sudbury District and pro
poses to refine nickel at the Sault Ste. Marie works. The Nickel-Coppe
Company of Ontario, which was organized to work mines at Sudbur
and to refine the metal by the Frasch process, is doing nothing at
present. In Germany the firm of Basse & Selve produces some nckdci
fromt Norway and New Caledonia ores and occasionally from Canadiaa
matte, and there are one or two other refineries in Germany. The neC
International Company and the Société Le Nickel, however, will controi
by far the greater part of the world's production of nickel. The Inter.
national Company will also have a considerable output of copper from
its Canadian ores. We may add that there are believed to be sont
valuable-nickel areas in the Sudbury District in Ontario which have no:
yet been taken up and are open to lease or location.

The extended use of nickel in steel making explains the interest in
the new company which is evidently taken by the United States Stced
Corporation; though there is no official connection between the two
companies. Under date of April 14th, the C/eve/and Leader sti)pek
ments this information with some particulars concernng th.. sale of ir
Canadian Copper Company. It says:-

Without owning a dollar's worth of the stock, Judge Stevenson Biurt
of Cleveland remains president of the Canadian Copper Company, wlicl
was sold to the syndicate headed by Robert M. Thompson, of New Vor,.
over a week ago. The transfers of stock were completed, and the comupauj
became the property of Mr. Thompson and his associates week before last.

There has probably never been another instance of such a remnarkabrt
coufidence in the history of financial transactions. There is probably ncti
another immense company that, is left in the hands of a president who L
sold every dollar of his interest in it, and it affords one of the uost reiarl.
able instances of confidence the business world ever saw. The figme s'.
which the shares of the Cleveland stockholders was bought, $175, shous te
value of the company to be over four million dollars, the capitalization hat.
ing been two and one-half millions.

H. P. McIntosh, secretary treasurer, and general manager of the com-
pany, still remains the executive official of the company, alhough hie, likt
th* rest of the larger Cleveland shareholders, bas sold his stcck. The sale
of an immense company like this is usually followed immediately by the
election of new directors and officers, who represent the purchasers, but te
Thompson syndicate seems satisfied to Icave its enormous purchase in ite
bands of the former owners. No announcements have been made that i.&
cate an inmediate election of directors or officers to succeed Judge hurbe
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and tihe other officers and directors who have sold out their stock in the

ciony, and they continue in control. Nearly all the Clevelanders who

liad stock in the comspany have sold out, the price paid for ail the stock
beinsg about $175, or $75 premium. The stock has never been on the market,

and( was liheld altogether as an investient, so that it can onlly be assumned
that the price paid by the Thompson syndicate was a good one, or it would

lot have been sold.
This syndicate is said to have also bought the great E nglishs company

tlat practically controls the nickel business of Great Britain. This leaves
tie Tihomfpson syndicate and Le Nickel, the great French comnpany, ownsed

by tise Rothschilds, in control of the nickel business of the world. The
CanaliaI Copper Conpany was, despite its naime, inuch less important in

tie copper business thans in the nickel business The ore i& took from its

Canadlian mines bore about equal paris of copper and nickel, but the nickel
.wa. of smiuch the greater value. It spent hundreds of thousands of dollars

at au experimiental works in the Cuyaboga valley in the southeastern part of
Cleveland, developing processes for refiniug the output of its mint s. separat-
isg tie product into pure copper and pure nickel, and the process was just
tbessg perfected when the company was sold to the Thompson syndicate."

-The Production of Copper in the Boundary District, B.C.

By DR. ALD5tRr R. LEDOUX, New York.

While the general public receives its impression of mining as an

indistry from reports of rich strikes and phenomenal yields, it is pro-

bably safe to assert that the industry itself depends upon the lowgrade
mines. As a rule the ,ich veins are narrow and uncertain, and railroads

okng to permanent returns hesitate to build into a region ofi "one

man " fissures or rich pocket deposits, but hesitate less to invest large
[sums for construction in districts where large ore bodies promise soie

degree of permanence from their size alone, even if low in assay.
It may be stated in the outset that so far as my observation goes

the mines of the Boundary Creek District belong to the latter class. The

ares are very low grade, but the ore bodies large, if irregular. Nature

has conpensated to a great extent for the grade of the copper ore by
making it self.fluxing, so that probably nowhere on this continent can
smelting be carried on more cheaply, given fair railroad rates and fuel
at a reasonable cost.

It is also nothing but simple justice to say that Boundary is today
a producing district 'ecause of the railroads ; that it is doubtful if there

is a mine within its borders that would pay except at very favorable
freight rates and reasonable coke charges. It certainly required con-
iderable courage and considerable faith to build the Columbia and
Western Railroad, and no one making the trip from the Columbia
River to Phoenix can fait to .realise at what expense such excellent
railroad facilities were supplied to the various camps. But it is niot
enough for railroads to build into a district surch as this ; they must be

repxared to handle its product at a minimum cost and to bring in the
imber, machinery, supplies, and fuel at the very lowest rates that will

pay, if the prosperity of the country is to be established and maintained.
'here is little or nothing in the way of traffic to be gotten out of the
oundar% District,excepting that produced by or relating to the mines.

i ouight to say in the outset that my personal observation of the
osundary District has been limited, but from many assays and analyses
f its ores ; from having handled its entire copper product since it be-
ame productive, and from the reports of mining engineers who have
arefifly examined for ie several of the camps other than Phoenix, I
fel confident that I know pretty well the characteristics of the Boun-
ary mines and of their ores, and know what may be rcasonably ex-
ected of some of them, and what has been their record.

Geoogy.-It is not my purpose to go into the complicated geology
f the Iloindary District. This bas been studied with the usual pains-
aking accuracy of your Geological Survey, and I understand that the
esults are soon to be made public.

Fromt such personal observations as I made it is plain that the dis-

trict is one of great disturbance; that within very.small areasialmost
every variety of later and earlier igneous rock can be found, with the
faulting, crushing, folding, and metamorphos;s due to these. This is
nowhere more apparent than at Phoenix.

I may venture to generalize with the assertion that the ores of
Phoenix Camp are almost exclusively altered limestone. On the north
side of the ravine which divides the town, the limestone cap is in place,
massive and unaltered save by the pressure which has crystallized it,
the outcrops of ore being largely at contacts between intrusive eruptive
rocks and the body of the limestone. This is notably true of the out-

crop, at the Brooklyn Mine, where the uplifting of the limestone by the
intrusive igneous rock is very marked, and along the vertical crusiuing
zone there has been a second flow of pasty porphory, forming in the
most interesting manner a brechia containing sharp, angular pieces of
unaltered limestone and of the older porphorv. I may say here that
in using the term " porphory " I generalise, not haing attempted to
distinguish the varieties of eruptive rocks, extending vertically or
horizontally between the granites and limestones, or filling fissures in
the granite itself. These igneous rocks have doubtless received
careful classification at the hands of the Survey. In the mines on the
north side I am informed that the ore bodies exist in irregular masses
ofgreat size in unaltered lime, largely resembling caves which have
been refilied with the ore bearing material. The average ore of the
best developed mine, showing nearly 5oo,ooo tons in sight, is said to
contain 38 per cent. ofsilica, 16 per cent. of oxide of iron, 15 per cent.
of lime, and about 4!4 per cant. of sulphur, copper i.8o per cent,
besides gold and silver.

In ail of these claims on the north side of the ravine the ore is
frequently cut off unexpectedly by vertical dykes or horizontal floors of
pornhory in a way which would be the despair of those whose duty it
is to develop the property, were it not for the great size of the bodies
when found On the south side of the guich of Phoenix I venture to

affirm that the mountain was originally divided by a strong dike of
fine grained felsite, which crops out boldly in the railroad -ut where it
crosses the Victoria claim, and is traceable for 4ooo feet to the south,
crossing the Aetna and disappearing on the War Eagle. This dike
bas not been cross.flssured by any subsequent geologic action, so far as
can be observed by its appearance on the surface and at depths

attained at present, or by the result of exploration with the diamond
drill which has penetrated it for several hundred feet at various dcpths

and in different directions from the westerly side. It seems to me pro-
hable that on both sides of this main dike, which forms a sort of wall,

and for a thousand feet or more to the east and to the west, the lime-

stones originally overlying the granite, shattered by innumerable dis-
furbances and cross-fissured by secondary intrusions, have been
mineralized and entirely altered by the solutions following up the main
igneous dike and spreading, until nowhere that I could observe was
the limestone left unaltered, so practically ail of the original limestone
that was not eroded bas been mineralized to greater or less extent.

There is everywhere a notable quantity of calcite, a secondary re-

deposit of the lime.
To the east of the dike which divided the Phoenix Hill the same

general characteristics are noted which I have outlined above, being

observed on the Gold Drop and Snov Shoe Claims, and on the
Monarch, except that on the Knob Hill, Ironsides, and other westerly

claims there is a large, ahered, oxidized zone, in which the copper is

carried by magnetic iron oxide, whik on the easterly side the iron cap
is not so extensive.

2The Ore.-I have already stated that the ore of the mines on the
north side of the gulch of Phoenix is said to contain on an average

38 per cent. of silica, 16 per cent. of oxide of iron, z5 per cent. of lime
and 4/ per cent. of sulphur, there being little change between the
surface and lower ores so far as the chief constituents are concerned.
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This is about the composition of the lower ore from the south side,
although mrny other conditions are distinctly different. The tpper
ores are largely oxidized and, as stated, consist of massi% e magnetic
iron ore carrying copper sulphide and gold ; this surface ore changing
at an average depth of perhaps 25 fcet to ore more nearly resembling
that of the Brooklyn, the iron being largely combined with sulphur, or
sesquioxide, tlher than in the higher oxidized forni. By ni.ing these
surface ores with those from lower levels an ideal mixture is obtained,
enabling the furnaces to produce directly a 45 to 50 per cent. copper
matte, carrying pr.ict;cally ail of the gold and siher which the ore con-
tains.

I have said sonethîing about the characteristics of these ore
deposits at or near Phoenix, but nothing concerning the quantity of
ore which may be depended upon. Of course " available " ore depends
on cost of treatment and price of its valuable constituents. With
adequate railroad freights and fair charges for coke it is probable that
there are reasonably in sight in the Phoenix Camp today several million
tons of ore, which with copper at 12;4C pet pound could be treated
successfully. In Deadwood Camp the ore deposits are also enormous,
averaging over 130 feet wide, and so situated that surface working can
be prosecuted by quarry, a single drill dislodging a train.load of ore in
a day. But the problem of mining the iv.ver levels of ail these mines
without excessive cost of timber or the permanent abandonment of one.
half or one.third of the ore, necessarily left in pillars, must be causing
serions thought. The tonnage that can be extracted from the mother
Iode is also up in the high figures, and cheap smelting a welcome fact.

There have been numerous published guesses as to the grade of
these Boundary Creek Ores, and this after ail is the vital point from
which ail the others depend. On the north side of the Phoenix ravine
the large amount of ore developed is estimated to run about i.8o
per cent. copper, $2.40 per ton in gold, and 25c per ton in silver. The
workable ores from the south side of the Phoenix ravine contain on an
average copper 1.70 per cent, gold $z.6o and silver 33 cents per ton.
The ore from the easterly side of the main dike, dividing the Phoenix
Camp, as represented by the Snow Shoe, Gold Drop, etc., probably
runs by the carload as shipped about i.6o per cent of copper, $1.50 in
gold and 30 cents in silver. The run of the mines in the Greenwood
Camp, as shown by the smelter returns, is probably r.6o per cent. of
copper, $i.8o in gold, and 5o cents in silver.

I nay say that I have had :nusual opportunities for ascertaining
what are the facts. In arriving at these figures I have not been obliged
to depend on statements of managers. The entire product of the
Granby Consolidated Mining, Smelting and Power Company an. of
the Briti h Columbia Copper Company passed through the hands of
my firm, Ledoux and Company, and from the freight records it is
readily ascertainable from how many tons of ore came the matte and
blister copper which we have handled. The statements given me of ore
mied tally with those of the railroad company representing ore de-
livered to the smelters, and the statements of the superintendent as to
the grade of this ore tally closely with those figured from the copper
matte handled by us in New York, checked again by my personal
investigations on the spot.

I was accorded every facility in several cases both for ascertaining
the ore in sight and the relative assays of the product from different
claims. The Granby Company, especially, bas kept complete records
of ail shipments from each claim, not only because this was a proper
business policy, but because prior to the recent consolidation of the
various interests now included in the Granby Company the Knob Hill,
Ironsides, Victoria, and other claims were owned by separate corpora-
tions, so that it was necessary to render separate statements of the ore
shipped from each claim. It may, therefore, be taken as a safe
estimate that the very large amount of ore available in the Boundary
District will vary from 25 pounds to 35 pounds of copper per ton of
2000 Ibs., with from 25c to 40c of silver per ton, and from $t.50 to
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$2.5o per ton in gold. It may be stated that there are some inine
like the " B.C." iear Eholt, whose ores as shippec contain colsider
ably more copper than the above, but the figures I have given ai,: we
within the limits for the average.

Coss.-Next to she quantity and grade of ore, the all-imporiam
question is how cheapi. can the values from these Boundary ores b
extracted and marketed.

I imay say that one of the objects of my last visit was to <nab
mue to assure prospective buyers of the product of the smelters thal
they could safely depend upon the tonnage contracted for, and ned
not fear a sudden stoppage from lack of o. Theice had been t.rmuns
rumors prevalent in New York, such as that only the surface ores wert
being mined: that these surface ores were richer than those lower
down: that when depth was attained costs of mining would prOI
shipments - that the costs of nining were necessarily excessive L.,lnia.
ering the grade, because the ore was so 2d by hand: that. only surface
ores were self-fluxing, etc., etc.

It is easy to disprovc the statement that only surface ores ha·
been treated, because the records at the smilters show from w
portion of the working, as well as from what particular claims, shî
ments were made. For instance, take the Knob Hill Mine as an
example. During the year 1901 there were mined:

From the surface ......................... 6 per cent.
"4 "4 200 ft. level.........-- ..-. 57 "

250 ft ................... 9 "

300 f. " ................... 18

100 *

Taking the Ironsides and Knob Hill together for the years 19
and 1o0, the figures show that 74 per cent. was from below grcund
and 26 per cent. from surface ore, varying with the time of year. h
the summer time a great deal more ore was taken from surface wott
ings than from beneath; in the winter time surface mining vas largely
interruî pted. The cost of mining these large ore.bodies in the Boundar
lias varied from $1.66 per ton to $2.io per ton, the first nentionîe<
figure being the more recent. It is a difficult problem, as I hie
already hin:ed, and the one uncertain element in the prosperity of thi.
district, how to handle the very large ore-bodies without the risk el
caving and ruining the mine, on the one hand, or the necessary e.
ployment of excéssive amounts of timbering, or leaving in the imine:4
large blocks of pay ore as a support. The management of the coi
panies have been studying the problem and the Granby Company hast j
comnicîced ore.handling with steam shovels, and propose to still furthu
decrease the cost of mnining by stripping froni the surface down to th A
prese. level of the railroad track, and by the introduction of the canig
systei for lower workings.

Smeting Costs.-It bas been seen that cost of mining in the dis
trict, even with high wages to miners, is very low, the conditions being
most favorable. I come now to the all-important statement of these
smeltiig costs.

'lhe Boundary ore being self-fluxing, indeed rather basic in char.
acter, allows the admixture of a certain quantity of silicious ores froM-
the Republic Camp or other districts whose ores carry gold and si·er,'
and the sulphur being low permits of smelting without prelinunan
roasting. With the advent of railways from the south the Boundmd..
smelters can procure more dry silicious ores at profitable rates. f
may also be stated at this point that the freedom of the ores frot bins
muth, arsenic and antimony renders it easy to obtain a ready mîark:U
for the copper product.

In considering the cost of smelting it is also necessary to take imo
account the los: :s in slag and otherwise. I was allowed to sanple th
slag dumps and to take portions of weekly slag samples which had
been preserived in the laboratory. Befoi-e the establishment of bessem.
erizing the slag loss of the Boundary smelters averaged copper o..i
per cent, gold 12 cents per ton, and silver 3 cents per ton. Wmah ar
consumr.tion of about i i per cent. of coke, and with freight charges asK,
they exist today the cost of smehting at the most favorable location i:
the Boundary District, after charging against the smelter the costsol
marketing the product, must be considerably under $2.oo per to.
Adding the present cost of mining, the total outlay for mining and.
smelting must be less than $3.66 per ton.

Wi:h the introduction of caving and steam shovels at mines. arMd
of bessemerizing at smelters; with further reductions in cost of freigri
and fuel, sure to come with or without the advent of competmîg rai
ways, I unhesitatingly affirm that the copper ores of Boundary should
be mined, smelted and their contents marketed with profit with copper
at 12 cents in New York, and as railway extensions make other ores
available that can be purchased cheaply, the profit should increas:.
But there must always be, as elsewhere, many shipping mines too smai
to justify their own individual smelters, and mutual co operation andia'
broad business policy should allow them ail to prosper.
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Coil Minlng in the North-West Territorles and its
Probable Futu .

By FRANiK B. SMITH, B.Sc., M.E., Calgary, N.W.T.

This vast tract of land with which I will try to deal is too extensive
to treat with in detail, but as far as possible I will give a general outline
of the coal mining and its value.

'l'he Territories were at one time known as the Indian Territories,
but have now been formed into an organized district with a Legislative
Assemxbly. The North-West Territories, however, is the only settled
Urganiized district in the Dominnion with a Legislative Assembly that has
not been granted autonomy.

''ie area of the three districts which is governed by this Assembly
is about 304,340 square miles and comprises the districts of Alberta,
.mnxiboia, and Saskatchewan. Each of these districts has about an
cjual area, and arc divided from each other by imaginary hles of longi-
tude and latitude.

On the south we have our Anierican cousins, separated from us by
the 49th parallel ; in the west ve can shake hands vith our British
Colunbia neighbors overthe summit of the Rocky Motntains until the

54th parallel is reached, th-., from that point northwards wve are divided
froi them by the 12oth .neridian of west longitude. On the north we
have only a few India. friends who cross and recross about the 55lx

pa-allel at thxeir own sweet will. In the east our Mantoba friends are
anxious to extend their boiundaries from about the z2nd ieridian of
west longitude to a poi.d as far west as they can reach, so as to secure
a part of the valuable asset in the lignite coal fields of south-eastern
Assiniboia.

He would truly be an i;.aginative writer who could picture
the scenery over the x,ooo miles he would require to travel froni
the eastern to the western boundaries of the Territories. From the
immense tract of level prairie, with its waving fields of yellow grain, to
the xoing, grassy plains of the foothills, studded vith cattle, until the
traveller would strike the seemingly impenetrable mural escarpments of
palæozoic rocks; and again, sliould he 'make a journey fronx the Inter-
national boundary northwards, these former scenes would be repeated
with many diversities, leaving the rich ranching plains of soùthern
Alberta, crossing streanx and -lake until he reaches the valuable timber
helts of the northern country, with its well stocked limxits of wild ganxe.

Geologial.-The very important consideration, however, for settlers
on these vast plains is the question of fuel, and thanks to a bountiful
nature there is an unlimited supply of this necessary article within easy
reach of every one, as I think it might be truthfully said that there is no
point on this immense area that is more than sixty miles from a coal.
bearing belt, either developed or lying dormant.

In the eastern portion of the Territories, as far as the eye can reach,
there is not a tree or shrub to be seen, except it nay be a few smiall scrub
cottonwood on the banks of a river. The fuel supply here, then, is ob-
taned from the lignite beds of the Larimie series. The seamxs vary in
tixcknîess from 2 to 8 feet, althotugh at some points they have been
fuiînd to attain a thickness of î8 feet. The coal underlies the level
prairie at a depth of not much over xoo feet and the coal seani is usually
ov-rlain by soft, soapy sandttones and clays. The exposures along the
Suaris River are well defined, and the coal easily obtained by an adit
level driven in fromx the river bank at a heiglt of about 30 feet above
theî water This lignite coal has a great tendency to dismntegrate wiere
exinsed to the atmosphere on account of the large percentage of hygro-
scopic and combined moisture. An analysis from an average sample
of this section is as follows

Moisture . , . . . 16 92 per cent.
Volatile combustible matter . . 38.58 "
Fixed carbon . 40.72
Ash .o- - . . .8

This coal, however, will stand- transportation in box cars and for
some time withstand the action of the weather without being hermetically
sealed as has often. been sarcastically stated. The coal is lamellar in
structure, but when freshly broken sometimes shows a conchoida frac-
ture and much resembles some cannel coals.. Journeying further west
we come to the coal of the Medicine Hat district, which is also a
truc lignite, but is an intermediate coal between the Souris lignites and
the lignitic coals of the Bow and Belly River near Lethhrdge. The
coal of this district is very similar to the Souris coal in structure, althoughx
conaining from 4 to 6 per cent. less moisture, but still has the tendency
to split into angular fragments when exposed to the atmosphere. 'l ne
next important point we arrive at is the Lethbridge coal field, the coals
of wlhich are termed lignitic and are much superior in qualty to those
lying fartier east. The coal area in this district foris a low.lying syn-
clinal be'tween Lethbridge and the foothills, but even iere we seeni to
trace in the workings of the Lethbridge Colliery, by fauling, the extrerre
limit of the waves caused by the treiendous uphcaval of the Rocky
Mountains Tie coal, as ias been already nxentioned, is superior in
quality to that farther east, and the closer we approach the foothilis
this becomes more marked, the coal containing less moistuie and more
bituminous in character. WVhether this alteration ias been produced
by superincunbent piessure or metanorphism caused by the uiphxeaval
of the Rockies is a miatter rather diflicult of determination. A compar-
ison of four different analyses of coai will admirably show this transition:

Moisture . .
Volatile . .
Fixed carbon
Asi . . .

Souris.
16.92
38 58
40.72
3.78

oooo

Lethbridge.

12.08
26.87
54.93

6.12

100.00

lBlairmnore.
2.07

22 84
68.35

6.74

100.00

Anthracite.

0.71
1 0.58
82.14

6.57

100.00

Approaching the foothills of the Rockies, the coal assuming a more
bituminous character has in many cases prove.i to be of good coking
quality, although not equal to that 2)f the Crow's Nest Coat Co. on Elk
River, wili still make a formidable rival in the smeltin? -.. :-ket.

''ie coal seais in the foothills are more nurmxerous than on the
plains and occupy a lower horizon in the Cretaceous series, no doubt
being of the same contemporaneous age as the Cretaceous coal beds of
Vancouver and Queen Charlotte Islands.

The Palæozoic rocks of the mountain ran'ges, with a general trend
from S.E. to N.W., protrude through the Cretaceous strata, and form
many detached troughs of coal beds hidden away in the valleys, the
coal seams repeating thenselves along lines of folding and varying in
pitch from io° to vertical.

Physical Geograp/y.-To gain any idea of the physical features of
this western country at the time of deposition of all these coal beds
vould require more data than we at preseit have, but some crude scene
miglht be pictured of the general features. With the clinate intensely
tropical it seems probable that thxere was a vast swamp at least from the

55th parallel ini the north and extending far southx into the States and

from the western borders of .anitoba to Vaincouver Island in the west.
Tihis swamp being surrounded by higi Silurian and Carboniferous
mountains with numerous islands of the sanie geological age dotted all
over it.

The area of these older rocks mxust haie been considerable when
ve begin to examine the general thickness ol the Cretaceous deposits as

exposed in the mouitains, forming at least a thickness of 3,000 feet,
composed chiefly of conglomerates, sandstones, shales and coal. The
earth's movements at the tinxe of the Cretaceous era was no doubt
extensive, but the general upheavals and subsidence of this part of the
continent, fromi all indications, was more of a wavy movement ihan the
sudden movements which subsequently happened to this area. The
sandstones as a whole must have been deposited in shallow waters, and

1

10o.0o "gTotal.
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movenients frequent, as seldom can one find anything but false bedding
exposed. The great movement which subsequently took place. throwing
up the great white limestone nhountains, has defaced the previous phys-
ical configuration and with denudation, actions cf the last glacial epoch
and other forces of nature have left to us still, however, an immense
monument of wealth.

Coa Mines in Oeration.-The coal mines in operation over this
vast territory are numerous, but few of them as yet have amounted to
much more than a prospect or that of supplying the local consumption.

hlie principal mines are those of the Alberta Railway and Coal Co.,
at Leuthbridge ; tie H. W. McNeill Co., at Canmore and Anthracite;
the Souris Coal Mining Co., at Coalfields, Assa., and the Canadian.
Aimerican Coal and Coke Co., at Frank, Bllairmore District. Outside
of these there are over thirty smail mines working at Estevan, Medicine
H it, Edmonton, Knee Hill, and Shecep Creek ail supplying the local
trade.

The Alberta Railway and Coal Co. are now hoisting coal from only
oie shaft, with screening, loading, and general pit.head arrangements of
the most modern type.

The rooni and pillar method is here adopted for working, being
more suitable for flat seams of this kind and more economical The
systen, however, has been improved on here on account of the cover
and the character of the roof and pavement. Two parallel entries are
driven north and south with cross cuts bewceen themt every 6o fecet for
ventilation ; front these entries rooms are driven off every 65 feet, with a
narrow neck of 15 feet [rom the main entries then opened out to roun
wiJtht, which is from :o to 22 feet. When these rooms have been
driven a distance of i5o feet they are cut off by another single entry
running parallel to the main entry. This constitutes what is termed the
four entry system. From this 3rd or 4th parallel entry as the case may
b, rrons are driven off a: right angles with a narrow neck a distance
of about 34 feet apart and continued room width for a distance of 25o
feet, which is Ie limit unless special emergencies ariec. These rooms
driven 5a fecet in the solid, are connected about every 90 fect by cross-
cuts and. when the limit bas been reached, long wall retreating begins
and is carried on till it reaches the 3rd or 4111 entry, and part of the
pillar is also taken from the lower sideof these entries. This 3 rd or4th
entry is cut off hya slant from the main entines about every Soo fet,so
that ail rails mav be drawn (rom the long-wail retrcating, ar.d a pillar of
at least 130 feCet left each sideof the main entries, which has been found
ample to prevent squeezing until the section iscompletedand the pillais
all drawn from that locality.

The seanm is about 5 fect 6 incites thick, and is separated i the
middle by a small band of clay varying in thickness from z to 6 tiches.
At thi colliery, however, hand mining is practically a th;ng of the past,
as both ronms and entries are cut by the Iniger:.olSergeant punchng
machine. This cutting work is carrned on double.shifted and the blasi-
ing and loadiig complcted by the loader un the day shifi, who is not
nccessarily a thoroughly practical miner, but zt this work unskilled
labor can carn fron $2.50 to $3.co per day.

hlle mine dcvelopmcnt is carried on vcry systematically and ilicir
sys em of cndless rope haulage is cqual in any on the continent, the
auxiliary horse haulage seldon exceeding ,ooo feet. Their banner
hoisting day lias been reached this ycar, a tonnage of io less thin 1577
t mns being hoisted from one shaft in ten hours.

Thc ventilation is produced by a Capeil fan, which is capable of
producing tooooo ctbic fcet of air per minute. Tlis company also
owns the narrow-.gauge railway from Lethbridge to Great Fails, U.S.,
with a branch line running wcst tapping tre finesi ranching and grain
country in the Territorics, now that it is being wactred from the irrigation
canal supplicd by the waters of the St. Mary's river.

The mine at Canmore, operated hy the H. W. McNeill Ce., is an-
other steady coal producer, supplying aIl the steam coal used on the

line of the Canadian Pacific Railway between Calgary and Revelswke.
Their system of working is the pillar and stall, which within the past
two years lias been modified by working across the pitch instead of up
the pitch as formerly followed. This modification bas been fully dis.
cussed in a former paper before the Institute by Mr. O. E. S. White.
side, and to add anything to it would be presumptuous on my part, but
this I must say, that I consider it will certainly reduce the number of
accidents, and a less liability to accumulation of gas ; also the amount
of cial recoverable will be greatly to the advantage of the operators.

Tie number of searis heing worked in this field are four, varywng
in thickness from 3 to 6 feet. The seams as a whole are clean, shipped
direct into the cars and used on the locomotive as run of mine coal.
The area of this field is curtailed by the close proximity of the limestone
range, and (rom this cause also considerable faulting and folding is en.
countered which tends to niake economical working a matter of great
anxiety to the management.

Ventilation is here produced by Iwo fans capable of producig
about So,ooo cubie feet of air per minute, but each htaving separate
districts to ventilate and acting entirely independent of ane another.

The H. W. McNeill Co. also operate the mine at Anthracite, winch
produces about :oo tons per day. The coal iere produced is equal in
value to the Pennsylvania Anthracite, although just an advanced stage
of the Canmore bituminous coal altered hy metamorphism. Thte systien
of working is similar to that at Canmore, and ample ventilation is sup.
plied by a force fan. The field here is considerably more disturbed as
it approaches the west, but a new concession has been obtained in the
eastern portion of the field which will ensure a steady output and a
supply of this quality of coal in the market for many years to come.

The Souris Coal Mining Co., Ltd., operate four mines in south.
eastern Assiniboia and have a shipping capacity of Soo tons per day.
The mining is mosly accomplished by punching machines of the lair.
rison type. The seam is about S feet thick of clean coal, and burns to
a very fine woody ash. Ventilation at present is produced by a furnace,
but it is contemplated in the near future to install a fan.

Consolidation of ail the small interests bas taken place in this
district lately, and will tend to give an impetus to mining in this localîîy
whici is impossible where so many smali concerns are operating wititut
railway facilities.

hlie Canadian-American Coal and Coke Co. operate one mine at
Frank, which bas been opened by two adit levcl.s, and the whole descl.
opment, for a producer of 5oo tons per day, completed in one year.
The sean bas a thickness of 12 feet and stands nearly vertical with a
footwall of bard sandstone and a hanging wall of metanorphosed shale.
The system of working isa conbination of pillarand stall and long-iall.
rooms or iong-wall being worked for a distance of 90 ect, and then n.aîh

a p'iliar Of 40 fcer left with a manway in the centre and cross-cuts finm
them to tite rooms Most of the coal at present is left in, but will n.'
doubt be nearly ail recoverable when the pillars are being drawn. Vt n-
tilation is producèd by a 4-ft. Murphy fait, forcing into the working
and producing 2o,ooo cubic fect of air per minute. Six bec-nive ov ns
for coke teting have been huilt at the mine, and the coal lias hut n

proved to produce a strong coheremt coke.
The mines in the other districts menioned arc carried on mit a

systematic manner, and ail of them as fat as consistent complying - th
the Coal Mines Ordinance.

Mining Laws.-About ten ycars ago intingregulations wcre dranti
up by the Legislative Asenbly and an inspector appointed tasee tii, ni
carried out, but on account of the great increase in coal mining in thc
Territories within the past few years, a new Ordinance wças passed mn
iS9S by the Assembly which practically covers ail the requirenir-lis
carried out in other Provinces of the Dominion. A fcw alterations ai
course will bc made from year to year, and one point which I considc
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shoud be carried out by all Provinces regulating coal or metal mines,
and that is in the matter of enforcing a supply of all ambulance requi.
sites being kept at the works. With regard to this ambulance work,
grcat progress has been made in recent years by reason of the facilities
for training which can now be obtained under the auspicesof the various
ambulance associations throughout the Old Country. If it was made
compulsory that these ambulance requisites had to be kept at the works
here, then we would soon have the medical men of this country also
take up courses of lectures on the subject, and after a full course the
students subjected to a thorough examination to test their fitness for
undertaking the preliminary treatment of an injured person until a

properly qualified practitioner arrives to take charge of the case. To
those successfully passing this examination on ambulance work or first
aid to the injured, a certificateof merit or proficiency might be awarded.
The appliances required at every colliery or public work includes
stretchers, boxes containing splints, bandages, tourniquets, needles,
thread, antiseptics, oil paper, sticking plaster and other odds and ends.
These requisites should always be kept in a place easy of access, and in
the case of a colliery in the weigh-house on the pit-bank.

This matter, if taken up by the management, which is most desir-

able, would save many a laboring man hours of suffering and earn for
the employers eternal gratitude from their employees.

Probable Future.-It might reasonably be asked why the develop-
ment of this vast field of wealth has been so long delayed, but the answer
does not require much enquiry for when a glance at the map is taken.
I Want of railway facilities to reach a foreign market, the sparseness of
population and no industries to niake a home market The coal mining
of the past in the North-West Territories bas been one long struggle for
the companies operating to keep their head above water, but the dawn
is now approaching and the cloud begins to show its silver lining.

Since the building of the Crow's Nest Pass Railway a magnificent
stretch of country has been opened out, and the prospecting which has
been carried on in that Pass for the last year has shown to the country
a wealth of coal which is daily directing capital towards it.

The long-reaching arm ofi the Canadian Northern Railway wtill pass
through the northerni end of this coal belt, and as the country is scttled
closer to the foothills numerousadditions will be made to our knowledge
o this inexhaustible coal field. The coal of the foothills has been

proved to be of good coking quality, and the past year marks an era in
the history of the North-West which for generations to come will stand
out ·re-eminently as the golden year of the Territories.

To attempt to estimate the quantity of available coal in the Terri-
tories would be to attempt the impossible, but from wvhat we know of
the natural exposures and whbat has been proved, will ensure for us
cenu-ics of consumption and a surplus for exportation which will make
of the North-West a Province second only as a coal producer to the
State of Pennçylvania.

In the districts of Souris, Medicine Hat, Lethbridge, Red Deer,
Fdmonton, &c., the estimated quantity of coal per square mile is from
5 to i: million tons and practically inexhaustible as a domestic fuel.
When this point is conceded. it possesses no additional meaning when
iwe aucmpt to estimate the quantity of coal buried in the foothills except
for s:caning and coking purposes it will bean immense source of wealth
ta tie countrv. There are many points in the foothills coal aiea which
will hear an immense amount of labor in prospecting and boring. The
data thus gained will be of immeasurable value to the country, both
scientifically and commercially. Part of this work, especially boring
iear the foothills, might receive Government aid.

In conclusion, I am sorry to say that the information-here givcn is
not as complcte or probably as accurate as it might bc, but I trust whatI have said will be soie matter for Teflection for a fcw minds, and
prolably may he the means of directing additional capital to the devel-
opmcnt and setlement of this vast arca.

Compressed Air.

By W. L. SAUNDims, New York.

In introducing the subject of compressed air before the members
of this Institute, I feel that I am addressing those who are not only
interested in the subject, but through the discussion which will follow I
hope to gain a good dea) of practical information. To nie compressed
air has been a close study and a pleasant pastime for more than twenty
years, and yet every time I attempt to climb up on a pedestal and

pose as an expert, I see all around nie things that I did not know.
Though one of the oldest of the sciences, thete is really less known
about compressed air than about steani, hydraulics or electricity, and
however deeply we may dig into the theories of thermodynamics, we
tind every now and then a practical mining engineer who shows us by a
little experience that the formula which has been guiding us is nothing
but a cobweb without substance or strength. a

I remember very well my first researches on the subject of com-
pression. After learning what was meant by isothermal compression, it
appeared very plain that a serious loss was suffered to take place in the
cylinder of an air compressor by attempting to compress without inject-
ing a spray of cold water into the cylinder during the process. All
theories and most.authorities taught me to advocate the " wet " type of
compressor as distinguished fron the " dry," and yet it is a fact that at
the present time I do not know a single builder who follows the wet
process. It must not be inferred, however, that the importance of cool-
ing during compression was over estimated. We have learncd to cool
by compressing in stages and have abandoned water injection because
of its complications of apparatus, the inevitable destruction of wearing
parts, and because it is not advisable to bring air and water together
while the air is at a high temperature. The reason for this is that the
capacity of air to take up niasture is in direct proportion to its temper-
ature. and even with the most efficient system of spray injection it is
difficult to start the compressed air on its journey to the mine at a tem-
perature low enough to produce dryness. During the building of the
Washington AqueductTunnel a central air compressing plant waslocated
at the foot of a hill. The transmission pipe leading up the hill to the
shafts would at times become practically filled vith vater which vould
be taken up and sent fornard like a piston into the workings. It is
interesting here to note that this difficulty was ovcrcome by pumping
fresh cold water into the air receivcrs at the foot of the hill, thus con-
dcnsing the moisture of compression. Dry stage compression actually
gives as a pressure line more nearly the isothermal than was obtained
by the injecion process. 1In stage compression there are two or more
air cylinders cach surrounded by water jackets. Intercoolers are placed
between the cylindcrs, and in this way the air is alternately compressed
and cooled until it is discharged into the receivcr. By this process the
air is maintained in a dry condition, and as it at no time rcaches a dia-
batic, or the heat maximum of temperature, it is not "burned," but is
delivered into the mine in a fresh and healthy condition. Too littie
importance is sometimes given by engineers to the interccoler. The
The common or cheap forni of intercooler only partially serves the pur-
pose, but the intercooler which is composed of nests of tubes around
which the air circulates, splits up the air into thin layers and as cold
vater passes through the tube these thin layers arc rapidly reduced in
tcmperature; so that with cold water, which I judge is not difficult to
obtain in Canada, it is quite possible to obtain air temperatures in the
intercoolers considcrably lower ian was the temperature of the air be-
fore it entered the compressor. Thris is an important point as affecting
both the actual and the volumetric efficiencies of the air compressor.
The theorctically perfect compressor is one which draws in air at a
temperature of zero or lower and discharges it compressed at normal or
outside temperatures. We m.St always bear in mind that during com-
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pression the temperature or the air at any stage depends upon its initial
temperature, and that the higher the initial temperature is the higher
will be the temperature throughout the process of compression. This
is not a theoretical but a practical question, which concerns those who
are engaged in the eveay day practice of air compression. Engite rooms
are usually warn and dirty places from which to draw a supply of air
for the compressor Hot air means thin air, and thin air drawn into a
compressor means a low volunetric efficiency. The mine owner who
pays for an air compressor of a certain size naturally wants to get out of
it ail the compressed air lie can. He should therefore sec that the
compressor draws air from outside the engne room and from the coldest
spot on the property. He should also see that his compressor is pro-
vided with a thorough system of cooling, because no matter how cold
the air may be, when it goes into the compressor it is sure to warn up
by the action of the piston. This warming up process causes the tr to
expand and to resist the act of compression in degree directly in propor_
tion ta the increased temperture-that is, the hotter it is, the harder it
is tu compress the air and the more power is consumtd for a given vol-
ume To express this in figures, we find that ihen air i, compressed an
a single stage machine from atmospleric pressure and 6o° Fahrenheit
temperature ta So pounds gauge pressure, the maximum theoretical luss
due to increased resistanre t* vough heat is about 33 per cent., when
represented in foot pound% of work. As a matter of fact no suc-h luss is
ever suffered, because maximum temperatures are neer reached een
in <ingle stage compressors, cool -netallic parts brought in contact ntith
the air ahorb -ome of this heat, so that we may safel) %ay that a well
designed waterjacketed single stage compressor suffer. a loss f 2o per
cent. in foot pounds of work when compared with isothermal or pierfect
compression, and under the conditions of temperature and pressure
stated above. We may therefore tay that in compressing air to So
pounds pressure without compounding, it is possible to lose one-third
in power though we usually lose on; fifth. To illu>trate with these
figures the importance of compounding, I would state that under the
conditions stated a two.stage compoun.' compressor. when properly
designed, would suffer a loss of a fraction over :5 per cent., and in a
four-stage machine we are able to get this down ta near 5 percent. As
some of you may be using air at too pounds pressure, you may be
intercsted to know the figures under these conditions. The maximum
loss in a one-stage conpressor is 3S per cent.: this in a two-stage ma-
chine may be brought down to a fraction over Y7 per cent., and in four-
stages to S per cent. Even at x,ooo pounds pressure the heat loss in a
four-stage compressor is brought down to a 7 percent. All representing
foot-pound of work.

The subject of cooling is not complete without a brief siatement
about after.cooling. It is casier to gel our ideas about intercooling
carried out than it is ta get any hearing when we talk about after-cool-
ing. Assuming that you agrcewith me that air should 3e cooled before
it enterc a compressor and that this process of cooling should go on
during compression, I would also like you to agree that even after wC
have bottlcd up the air in the receiver something might be gained by
infiicting it with a further and final cold bath. This is really the last
time that the cooling process should be applied, and from this time on
wc are ta turn square about, reverse our treatment, and begin to warm
up. An after-cooler betwecn the compressor and the recciver, or just
outside the recciver in the main line, is a good thing because it will
serve as a condenser ta abstract moisture from the air by bringing its
tempcrature below the dew point. Air at ail times contains moisture,
the average inoisture being about 5o per cent. of what is required to
produce saturation, and it is safe to say that during our cooling process
in the compressor we are not likely to abstract any of this moisture
The only mechanical wayas distinguished from the chemical process by
which we may get moisture out of air is to lower ils temperature. But

we must lower it below its initial temperature to produce any resilts.
Notwithstanding the best systems of jacketing, compounding and inter.
cooling, the compiessed air is usually discharged into the receiver -n a
temperature about double the initial tempeature, and as this air c.,5
on its journey to the mine, it is likely to condense moisture on tl
interior walls of the pipe In cold weather this freezes and accumuhéte.,
sometimes restricting and even stopping the passage of the air. In
other cases it condenses is moisture in the ports and passages of tl
drills and pumjps. These troubles can be reduced to a minimum and
even overcome entirely by a thurough system of after-cooling, which
means nothing more than reducing temperature and abstracting moisture
just outside of the engine room.

Before leaving the subject of compression, 1 would say a nord
about oil. Air cylinders do not require óil either in quality or quantitr
like steam cylinders. Vhat is good for the one is bad for the othr.
A steam cylinder needs an oi! of low flashing point, and plenty o it,
because the tendency of the wet steam is ta wash the oil out of thr
cylinder. Not so with air, there is no washing tendency and very ltttk
ail will last for a long time. This oil should be of the bst qualiir
obtainable and of a high flashing point. It should not be a coking oi,
that is when esaporated un a piece of hot metal it should not leae a
carbun deposit. This is a ..ubject which has been very much neglecte,
and this neglect iresponsible for much wasteof money, a:ad worse than
this, fur explosion> which destroy property and thrcaten lives. 1 he
actual amount of oil that should be used in an air cylînder is onequaritr
that hvic.h should be used in a steani cyhnder of the same size. i
iould call this a maximum, for very much less will oiten suffice, espec.
ially where the ail is of the best qualhay. Too much ail where therc;s
a cuking tendency results in chokîng the valves and ports. A discharge
valve might stick through cokmg, and wthen stuck ait irill admit sone of
the hot compressed air mto the cylander agamst the receding piston
which un the return stroke is compressed and carried to a tempera:ure
beyond the flashing point. Sometimes when discharge valves pre
trouble, they are cleaned hy injecting kerosene; this as a fatal crn-r.
Kerosene should never be used in the air cylinder, but instead of ian,
fill the oil-cup with soap-suds made preferably of sot soap, and feed
this into the cylinder ; let the compresser work with soap.suds instcad
of oil for a day each veek and no harm is donc, care being takena to
fecd with oil a hall hour befnc stopping, so that the parts may not lie
subject ta rust, which is the only danger from soap-suds.

Compressed air lias always been and still is supreme in minin,.
As a means of transmission and for surface work it must in many Lan,
give place to clectricity and hydraulics, but as an underground powe:
ils supremacy is admitted. No power is so safe, none so free frum
objections in mining work. It aids ventilation and cools the hcad.;ni
If the conduit pipe is large enough, you will suffer no loss by frzcaua
and may convey compressed air several miles from thegenerating stattoa.
In recent ycars compressed air economics in production, transnii%>c
and use have opened up a large field in directions other than mra.ng.
Al of our large railway systems are now provided with pncunm.at
appliances in the shops and many of thcm use the system for switchinz.
Machine work of ail kinds. such as drilling, chipping, riveting, mouubn
and hoisting is donc hy conpressed air. The air lift pump, for lif.am
water, sait -vater and ail from wells occupies a field of much usefulne.
le compressed air locomotive bas an established place in and alurt

mines, ninc of them being in constant operation in the Anaconda t. o
per Mines in Montana, and several are now at work for the Camf.ra I
Steel Company in Pennsyl.ania. The use of compressed air in b:*dge
and tunnel work has made possible many of these large undertakzag!.
The Blackwell tunnel under the Thames,in England, isone of the aosti

recent evidences of the utility of compressed air for such work. The
stupendous scheme, which has been inaugurated by the Pennsylvanà
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Railroad, to bring its terminal into the heart of New York City, is made
possible only by the use of cumpressed air,

In conclusion, it may be interesting to call your attention to a
column of" Donts," which I found in an engineering paper published
in far off New Zealand, and from which we may all, I think, carry home
some useful lessons.

"IDon't install a compressor just about equal in capacity to your
present requirements, for when once you have compressed air available
its number of uses becomes legion. Good practice is to provide a
compressor at least 50 per cent. greater in capacity than your immediate
necessities demand. Duplex compressors are made divisible, permit-
ting the installation and operation of one-half"at first and the other half
later when the additional capacity is needed.

"lDon't accept the theoretical capacity of an air compressor stated
ia the list of the maker, as the equivalent of the actual volume of air
needed for your service. Remembering the difference between theory
and practice, allow a small deduction for friction, heat, clearance, etc.,
being unavoidable losses in air compression, before calculating what
your actual delivery in compressed air will be.

"Don't buy an air compressor because it is cheap. It will prove
the most expensive proposition of its size that you have ever encountered.
It a water pump fails in its work, you will know it at once; if a steam
engine is deficient, its shortcomings are self-evident, but if an air com-
pressor is poorly designed or badly constructed, it may continue in the
evil of its ways until the scrap-heap claims it for its own, unless, as is
more than likely, an absolute breakdown calls attention to its deficien-
cies, and you learn all too late that the hole it bas made in your coal
pile, added to the loss of keeping it in repair, would have paid a hand-
some interest on the additional first cost of a properly designed and
properly constructed compressor.

Don't buy a second-hand compressor unless you know it has given
satisfaction in work similar to your own, and that its working parts retain
their full measure of usefulness without deterioration. An air compres-
sor with valves, pistons, etc., worn out or in bad repair, can waste more
good power than anything of its size known.

Don't buy a compressor that your neighbor used for operating oil
burners because you intend putting in pneumatic tools. For, even if all
compressors look alike to you, experience teaches that on burners oper-
ate under 12 pounds pressure, whilst pneumatic tools require ioo pounds,
and the oil burner compressor, with unevenly proportioned cylinders,
devoid of water jackets, will equal your service as well as a low pressure
boiler for heating will run a high speed engine.

Don't use air brake pumps or direct acting compressors. Statistics
show that their steam consumption is about five times that of a crank
and fly wheel compressor for the same volume and pressure of air de-
livered.

Don't install a steam driven compressor if your steam supply is
short and plenty of belt power available.

Don't put in a belt driven compressor if you have plenty of steam
and are short of belt power.

Don't draw your intake air to the compressor from a hot engine-
room, or from any point where dust is abundant. The volume of air
delivered by the compressor increases proportionately as the temperature
of the intake air is lowered, and dust or grit entering the compressor
clogs the valves, cuts the cylinders and generally impairs the efficiency.

Don't use any old thing for an air receiver. Compressed air under
i oo pounds pressure will leak a horse-power through a i-16 in. diameter
hole in five minutes, and a well made, strong, and tight air receiver is
the second essentially important factor if you would realize to the utmost
a'i the advantages which compressed air provides.

Don't connect your air admission and discharge pipes improperly

at the receiver. To secure the best results and eliminate moisture from
the compressed air, connect your pipe leading from the compressor at
the top of the receiver and lead your air pipe to points of consumption
from the bottom of the receiver.

Don't have leaky air pipes. Test your piping when it is installed,
and at regular intervals thereafter, allowing the full pressure to remain
an adequate length of time, and if the gauge indicates leakage locate
and remedy it.

Don't install your piping without properly providing for drainage of
condensed moisture at regular intervals in the system. The simplest
method is to slightly incline the branches leading from the main line
and insert drain cocks just before the hose connection is reached."

On the Use of Wood Gas in the Manufacture of Iron and
Steel.

By DR. JAMES DOUGLAS, New York.

Since suggesting in my paper, which appeared in the Transactions
of 1899, the utilization of the waste wood of Canadian Lumber Mills
for the reduction of iron ores and the making of high grade steel, I have
been experimenting on the gasification of wood for gas engine purposes.
The object I had in view was to make a fixed gas immediately in the
generator, and avoid the complication and waste which result from
gathering the volatile products of combustion in any form of condenser.
We have obtained this object by using the Loomis-Pettibone Generator
and apparatus, but modifying their method of working. The essential
feature of the Loomis process is that the air and steam are drawn by an
exhauster downward, and therefore the volatile products given off on
the surface of the charge, in passing through the incandescent lower
layer of fuel, are converted into fixed gases. When the apparatus is
used for making water-gas from coal, the operation, as described in the
pamphlet of the Loomis-Pettibone Co., is as follows:

" In starting fires in the generators, a layer of coke or coal, abGut
five feet in depth, is put in, and ignited at the top, the exhauster
creating a downward draught. When this body of fuel is ignited, coal
is frequently charged, raising the fuel-bed to about eight feet above the
grates, and there maintained. Bituminous coal is generally used, and
is charged at intervals as needed through the feed-door in the top of
the generator.

" Air is also admitted through the same doors, and, by means of the
exhauster, is drawnl down through the fresh charge of coal, and then
through the hot fuel-bed beneath. The resultant producer, or generator.
gas, is drawn down through the grates and ash-pits of generators i and
2, values A and B, up through the vertical boiler 3, valve C, to scrubber
and exhauster, valve D being closed, and is delivered into a small gas-
holder for supply to the furnaces. When the exhauster has brought the
fuel up to incandescence, the charging-doors E and F are closed, valve
B lowered, valve C closed, and valve D, leading to the water-gas holder,
opened. Steam is then turned on into the ash-pit of generator 2, and,
in passing through the incandescent coal, is decomposed, forming water-
gas. From generator 2 the gasses pas through the connecting pipe
shown near the top of the generators, and down through machine No. 1.
The gas passes through valve A into and up through the boiler 3, and
thence, after being washed in a scrubber, is conducted into a holder.
Water-gas is made for five minutes, when the temperature of the fuel-
beds having been considerably reduced, the steam is shut off, valve D
closed, valves B and C opened, and the charging-doors E and F
opened.

"This process of making water and producer gas is alternated at
intervals of about five minutes.

" In making the next run of water-gas, the course of the steam is
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reversed, i.e., valve A is closed, and the steani is turned into the ash.pit
of generater No. i. Valve B is left open, but the other valves, C and
1), and the Charging doors, E and F, are operated the sanie as in the
first case.

" While the fires are being blasted, and during the making of a run
of water-ga;, the hot gases in passing through the boiler give up a large
proportion of their sensible heat, which is converted into steam. This
in turn is directed under the fires in the generators for decomposition.
Another advantage of the double-generator apparatus is that, as all gas
is made to pass through the fire, the tarry matter from the coal is con.
verted into fixed gases that can be conducted any distance through
ordinary pipe, and ut any temperature or pressure. Again, as the steai
is forced through two fires, the percentage of condensable water-vapour
is exceedingly small."

The process above described is modified at the Nacozari works
with a view of making a uniforni gas of calorific pnwer, higher than
producer-gas and lower than water.gas out of wood. This is effected by
introducing very little steani with the air, and drawing the stean and
air almost continuouslydownward through ithe incandeccent fuel. Fvery
half.hour or so the heat of the burning fuel becomnes excessive, the fred
port is closed, and steam alone in a larger volum,: is drawn throughl the

MINING REVIEW.

layer of fuel. In two or three minutes the temperature is suff lentI7
reduced to permit of the door being reopened, and of the inixed a r and
steam being supphied to the charge The effect of thus drawis.g th,
gas, whether water-gas or producer.gae, through a layer of incand. scent

fuel, is to decompose the tar and all volatile products of conbust:on so

perfectly that little more than a trace escapes to the scrubber, and none
reaches the gas.engines, which are situatcd 400 feet from the 
hiolders.

When using wood, a layer of incandescent fuel, coke or charcoat
must be ignited on the grate bars of the generator before the feedmtig 0
wood billets commences. The Nacozari generators, having bren
designed for coal.fuel, are only 6 feet 9 inches internai diameter, andi
is found desirable to cut the green wood into lengths of i8 inch, .

which are fed in the sanie way as coal through the open port. Trt..
feeder, who can see perfectly ti surfiice of the charge, is careful to p.
vent the formation of cavities, whether the fuel be wood or coal. Who
using wood, a stack of billets cut into smalle: lengtis is at hand on u.
feed.flnor for the purpose of correcting irregularities in the surface (J
tne charge. When using wet wood the mixed water and producer-.,
is made without the injection of any steam, as the water in the fre,':
cut wood supplies the necessary steani.

I'.ATE I.

3 2

Shtnwing Peir of Gcncmtors and 15oiIer.
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PLATF Il.

Operating bIi-%incitestr Uvc2tui..g .Arms Co.

PLATF Ill.
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Co-.cenriiir MillI, 3lorenci, Atizona-I'ower turnitbd Ity ihrec Sa Ji P. Cas Enginms
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PLATE IV.

Thec Concentrating .Iil is oMcid hy ihice So II.1>. Cas Engines, placed in the center of the mil]. belled ta clulch puUecy on countershaft.
Two engircs aie requiret] in drive the mili. one for each side. Thic third engine ii fer reserve, thus insuring continuous opefation.

PLI.TE V.

Detroit Coplper'\iining Company. 'l\iotrti, Arizona -The Gas plani is locate] betitrcn the Smclipn and i oncenirating; Plant, u-iîh g2s jurpet
rhtr.qua::crs ofa milc hro Smicc antd nnc-qu2rier of a mile to Concentrating %Miii. Thc- Main Poureu lant 2: Smnclie: conssîls of
twro 150 ll.P. Ca.% cnginc«, çach opera:ing a tac K.W. ilietnating lilectrieazl Gener3tar runn:ng.in patalleI. Induction maototstt uare
in ibis clepartment. The Ccncernraing iiispete]b'hîeS1.'.GsEgis.Tr arc a number of sni gas cogines of
lifierirni mà1kes aloout the wotki.
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Th'le composition of the mixedl gases and their variations from day
to day, when made. from coal, nay be judged of from the following
sernes of analyses taken on consecutive days from the record, two or
three minutes being taken to draw off the samples and to make the

sinultianeous calorimeter readings:-

Gaz, made from Mixed Anthracite and Soft Coal, Nacozari Gas Plant.

- -- %0 c

2.2lixed Gas Anthracite 20 o i .47 2.78 0.10 8.80 o 1o 55.95 132.66
3.7 "19.901 1384 2.30 0.20 S.40 1o.oo 55.36 134.18
3.12 " 20. 10.40 2.31 0.20 7.3010-50 5S.39 t26.4

S. 2 " " 24.40 9.90 1.10 0.10 5.10 0.40 59.00 122.4
3.2 Soft coal 20.30 4.43 2.28 0.20 8.2 0 .00 54.59 137.13

3.3 " " 22.20. 11.51 1.74 0.20 7.40i0.20 56.68 128.70
3.4 " " 18.40 12.42 2.11 0.20 7.3010.00 59.17 122.82

" 21.6Jo 12.99 2.78 0.20 6.5a 0.0055.93141.70
3.6 " " 19.50 13.21 3.01 0.20 7.70o.oo 56.38 136.37

Composition of Wood Gas made by Nacozari Gas Plant, from Eight

Consecutive Analyses, is as follows:-

pi

3-r4 Mixed Gas

3.15 "
3.r5 Water Gas
3.15 Mixea Gas
3-16
3.1 "
3.191"

6.o5 p.mii.
9.3S p.m11

1o.:5 a.m.
..........
4.40 p.m.
11.35 a.1M
3.40 p.mf.
11.15 a.m.

Averagé of Mir.ed Gas
Analyses ....... ,.

.. ' u

11.70 2.30 o.6c
11.00 3.10 0.3c
14.80 1.67 o.30c
10.30 2.38 o.Sc
11.80 3.10 0.4c
14.00 2.45 0.2c
12.50 3.06 o.3c
15.50 2.31 0.2c

13.04 2-57 0.33
15.5 2.3 0.2c

ta O Z

z6.2o o.o 55.20
17.90 0.0 48.79
24.0o.c 47.92
20.2000. 14.94
17.20 0.20 45. 19
15.20o.o 45.80
z6.4oo.1 45.29
14.400 40 47 91

r6.oo 0148.co
14.40o0.4c 47.91

àeå

113.2

134.8
233.97
146.55
144.00
146.9
137.59

136.36
137.6

Calorimetric Tests on Wood.Gas from Nacozari Cas Plant.

Mixed Gas..

..

108.8
105.2
112.34
110.84
115.72
112.4
IýI.9
109.4
112.2

113.2
113.7
122.9
108.58Ç
109.7
u1.8

Mi125.8
122.5
128.77
128.14
134.93
131.7
12S.1
126.9
130.61
129.1
130.1
141.6
126 86
12S.1
128 85

The efliciency of the nixed gases, whether made from wood or
coal is substantially the sanie in the gas.engines. The engines are
direct belted to generators, which give continuously, with wood or coal-
gas, 4S kilowatts per generator, equal to 70 B.H.P. per engine. The

capacity of the engines is reduced, due to the works being at an eleva-

tion of 3,5oo feet above the level of the sea. A gas as high in hydrogen
as the wood.gas would give much trouble from back.firing in the engine.
No inconvenience, however, is experienced on that score, which is
probably due to the retarding influence of the high percentage of
carbonic acid.

I have no doubt whatever that this apparatus and process would
be admirably applicable to the conversion of the coarser waste from
saw mills; but in using sawdust the grate bars would, as in the Swedish

sawdust producer, have to be-dispensed with, and in their place prob-
ably a deeplayerofcokesupplied. The combustion ofthis coke would

PLATE VI.
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Gèneral déir Êt Concentratiig and Smelsing Plant oT ihe MIocezcrna topper Co., :acoMri, Sonora, %lexico.
:Alfl the .wr.isun1edbyLo:nis.GasPlatit with Gas:Engines and-Electrica'Distribution. -
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110.7
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" .. 115.8
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139.9
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129.5
128.4
135.7
134.2
140.6
146.5
122.4
136.4
140.7
134.8

139.2
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be slow, and therefore it would need to be replaced only every three or
tour days, when the accumulation of wood ash would necessitate clean-
ing out one generator and lighting anct'ier. It would probably be most
advantageous to use a mixture of sawdust and the coarser waste.

The wood used at Nacozari is a green scrub oak, which, however,
remains stacked in the yard for six weeks or two months before being
burnt. The very green wood does not give a gas of as high calorific
composition as wood thus partially dried and therefore the probability
is that sawmill waste would have to be stacked for a time before being
gasified. Whcther, therefore, the gas he used for sream generation at
the mill, or for heating in metallurgical furnaces, or as a source of heat
for other purposes, it would seem that the practicability thus afforded
of turning the large quantity of waste, which is annually disposed of at
considerable loss, into fixed gas, capable of being used at a distance
from the nil!s, should excite some interest among our lumbermen. At
Nacozari the quantity of wood-ash, as made, is large enough to warrant
us in ecã6erng fron them the potash salts, and the same would be true
at any mills which might adopt this method of disposing of theie waste.

Mining and Concentration of Corundum In Ontarlo

By M. F. FArtir, School of Mining, Kingston.

Although corundum, in a deposit capable of being economically
worked, was discovered in Ontario some twenty four years ago, the
mineral remained inidentified till the year 1896, when its occurrence in
the Township of Carlow, Hastings County, was proven.

During the ensuing two years the corundum-bearing rocks of this
district were accurately traced, and conditions of occurrence discovered.
The prevailing country rock is gneiss, composed chiefly of hornblende,
biotite and felspar, which is cut through by dykes and masses of felspar
and mica and in some cases nepheline syenite; these dykesand masses
carrying corundum as well as small quantities of magnetite, pyrite,
garnet, etc.

The largest deposit of corundum yet dircovered in Ontario, and
the only deposit which has as yet been economically worked, occurs on
the Robillard property, Raglan Township, Renfrew County. In this
instance the occurrence is on the southern face of a high hill, at whose
base lies a marsh, into which empties a stream running along the west-
ern base of the hili. The corundum occurs in a broad dyke of almost
pure felspar outcropping at intervals on the face of the hill, which is
thickly covered with underbrush. The corundum itself is in the form
of hexagonal crystals usually barrel shaped, scattered through the felspar,
the crystals varying in size from half an inch to five or six inches in
length, and varying widely in color athough usually of a brownish and
greenish shade. The crystals occur in varying profusion throughout the
felspar, being thickly concentrated in one place while a few feet away
the febpar will be practically barren; this concentration of the corundum
in the felspar apparently follows no definite law. The property was
secured by the Canada Corundum Company in 19oo, and during the
year work was begun in developing the deposit and in constructing an
experimental plant for the concentration of the ore and preparation of
the raw corundum for market. Since then the process has been grad-
ually improved, and 'from personal experience in this.plant,.I shall en-
deavor to first give a description of the mining of the ore and method
of concentration as at present practised, and then discuss the methods
in use.

Regarding the mining ittle need be said, as. the operations are ex-
ceedingly simple. As yet no&.inking or.tunneliig has been done either.
on this or on any other Ontario corurdum de~posit, a.'cdt which is to be
regretted, and the winning of the oremerely'consists -iristripping tlie
dyke, drilling being donc by hand and dynamite being used in blasting.
The ore is roughly sorted at the mine and .waste rock discarded ;.the

picked ore carrying probably an average of ro to r5.per cent. corundum,
being transported by wagon to the mill, situated three.quarters of a mile
away on the creek before mentioned. This method of mining will
probably be improved by the installation of a steam breaker plant at tht
mine and the use of power drills.

The concentrating proposition presented by the ore is the separa.
tion of the aluminum oxide with a sp. qr. of about 3.9 from the feispar
gangue with sp. qr. of about 2.4 to 2.5 and the elimination of such
impurities as magnetite and pyrite as well as mica. Previous to this
time the only attempt at concentrating corundum had been made on
the North, Carolina and Georgia deposits. In the case of the North
Carolina deposits the corundum occurred either loose in chlorite and
vermiculite scales or enclosed in a gangue of felspar, margaiite, etc., or
as a constituent of a solid rock. Where the gangue was 'sufficiently
soft it was merely wàshed in sluice boxes, through which flowed a strong
stream.of water, carrying away the lighter gangue; where the ore wa,
not adapted to this method it was crushed in breakers androlls, then
stirred in boxes with a strong current of water, thus removing part of
the gangue, and was then passed through a machine in which a coar<e
worm, like a screw conveyor, revolved on a shaft. Most of the gangue
was thus cut away by the friction of the corundum grains on each oiher
and was washed out by a current of water. To finally clean the corun.
dum it was placed in a machine called a " muller," a low tub in whiçh
two rolls moved round the circunference on the corundum. Iron teeth
in front of the rolls kept the orestirred up and a stream of water carded
the light gangue away. The methods used in Georgia were on the
same pririciple, depending on the grinding together of the corundum
grains to effect a separation of the gangue and corundum. These
methods were not adapted to the Ontario ore owing to the hardness of
the gangue and the close connection existing between the felspar and
corundum; so that any experience gained in the South was of little
value in designing a plant for the treatment of Ontario corundum.

For treatment of the ore at.the Ontario mine an old saw mill %ras
remodelled, additions made to it, and concentrating machinery winh a
capacity of about 25 tons of ore per day was installed. For the opera.
tion of crusher and rolls, water power is used, a head of 50 feet being
available. The creek is dammed above the mill and the water led
through a 14-inch pipe for about aoo yards to a five nozzle water wheel
of the Cascade type. The wheel is belted up to shafting and from there
power is transmitted to the mill by means of wire cable. The rest oi
machinery of the plant is run by a 25 h.p. high speed engine.

The orm as it comes from the mine, is dumped into ore bins situ.
ated at the crushing floor and from there is fed by hand into a No. 2

Gates Gyratory Crusher, with a rated capacity oi 12 tons per hour.
This rating is, however, far above its actual accomplishment on account
of the tenacity and extreme hardness of the corundum, and also the
toughness of the felspar which is finely crystalline and devoid of clear.
age lines. In crushing, the corundum and felspar do not part readity,
and a clean separation cannot be effected unless crushed to at least
z2 mesh.

After crushing to pass through a z34 inch ring, the ore is elevated
to a storage bin and is thence fed to a set of 16 x 24 inch belt-driven
Gates rolls, and crushed to 3 inch size. The crushing in these rolis,
as well as ail subsequent crushing is done wet. The ore is now elevated
to a two-cdmpartment Trommel x fitted with 4 mm. and 8 Mm. punched
steel screens, giving three sizes. (r) The .4 mra product passes to
TrormmDel 2. (2) The 8 mm. product passes to a double-compartment
Hartz jig fitted with 7=m. screeps, thus giving both heads and also
hutch'-product;,the overfiow is run off as.tailings, although a consider-
able aïnont-of corundun is here lost owing to the fact that until more
finely ,ciushed, the corundum and filspar do not break cleanly and a
large piece of felsparattached to a smeller piece of corundum will escape
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into the tailings. (3) The oversize from Trommel i goes to a double-

comparitment Hartz jig, whoseoverflowretu'ns to the rolls. The 4 mm.

product from Trohimel i passes to Trommel 2, which divides it into
thrce sizes. (1) r.5 mm. product going to a Wilfley concentrating
table. (2) 2.5 mm. product going to a double-compartment high speed
Gates jig (3) Oversize going to another double.compartment- Gates

jig with a slightly longer and slower stroke than latter. The overflow

fron these jigs is run off as tailings. The hutch product and heads
from ail the jigs go for recrushing to a set of 30 X 6 inch high speed
Colorado rolls, and after crushing are elevated to Trommel 3, which

divides into, three sizes:
() i mm. product going to Bartlett table.
(2) 1.5 mm. product going to Wilfley table.
(3) Oversize returning to rolls.

On the Bartlett table a fairly clean corundum-magnetite concentrate
is got on the two top shelves; the product fromn third shvCr passes to a
Wilflcy table which also receives the 1 ½4 mm. product fror-. Trommel 3,
an-d on this table also a concentrate of probably 85 per cent. is recov-

cred. The capacity of one of these tables on corundurn ore is about
12 tons per day, but of course depends on regularity of feed, and manip-
ulation. 'The concentrates from the Bartlett and Wilfley tables are
piaced on a steani drie, heated by exhaust stean from engine and
thoroughly dried, then elevated and passed through an electro-magnet.
'This first passage through the magnet removes practically ail the nag-
netite from sizes coarser than 24 mesh, but the percentage remaining in
finer sizes increases directly as mesh increases in fineness.

The dried ore is now ready for sizing, and is elevated and run onto

"splitters.," long horizontal frames, fitted with screens and given a recip-
rocating motion by means of an eccentric. These splitters "split " the
corundun into the primary sizee, go mesh and finer, 8o mesh, 30 mesh,
coarser than 30. Each of these sizes, with the exception of So mesh,
goes to a separate " grader " working on same principle as "splitter,"
and there the corundun is graded into sizes 12, 14, 16, 20, 24, 30, 36,

46, 54, 60, 70, So, 90, 1oo, 120, 150, 174, 200 mesh. Approximately

So per cent. of the product is in sizes 12 to 24, 45 per cent. is in sizes
30 to So mesh, and 5 per cent. in fines.

In order to get a sufficiently clean product for shipment it is neces-

sary that the sizes from 24 up to 200 nesh be "rewashed » to remove
the remaining felspar. Each size is washed separately on a Wilfley table
used for this purpose alone, and corundum practically perfectly free from
felspar is thus secured; whereas, without sizing, such a result was found
to be impossible with this ore. After this rewashing the corundun is
dried and again run through the magnet to remove any remaining mag-
netite. It is then sized again as before and put in 200 ILb. sacks ready
for market. The sizes fron 12 to 24 are entirely freed from felspar and
magnetite by one operation, so require no rewashing. Of the other
impurities in the ore, the mica causes no trouble and is easily removed
on the jigs, while the pyrite, which, however, is almost negligible, re-
mains in the finished product.

To discuss the methods of corundum concentration: The crushing
machinery, of whatever kind, necessary for corundum ore, should in the
first place be of the very best owing to the extreme* hardness of the
corundum itself; which, in fact, is only exceeded in this respect by the
diamond; and to the felspar also, which, although not as hard as a
quartz gangue wo7uld be, is more tough. Repairs to crushing machinery
used on this ore is a very important item of expense, so tlat an ordinary
jaw breaker of the Blake type would be more profitable than a gyratory
of the sane rated capacity, owing to the case, rapidity and low cost of
repairs of the former compared with the latter.

Regarding the rolls also, the best are necessary. Manganese steel
shelîs are here used on the roughing rolls, the life of a set being limiteS
10 about two months, as it is impossible to prevent uneven weài of·the

shell face and the forming of flanges on the edges. The shclls, however,
can be turned down in a lathe and again used. For recrushing the jig
products high speed rolis are best adapted, as the object is to produce
as small a proportion of slimes and fines as possible. The high speed
roll does this admirably, as it is possible for the ore, when once crushed
fine enough, to drop away from the coarser, thus escaping the further
crushing which resuits where "frce crushing " conditions do not prevail.
'T'le Colorado high speed rolls used here are especially adapted for this
hard vork, owing to the side adjustment by which the free roll can be
shifted laterally to effect the even wear of the shell face. Centrifugal
rolls, driven by a single belt at a speed of 8oo revolutions, were tried
here for recrushing concentrates, but owing to the rapid wearing out of
the shells, and the wearing out of the bearings from the jar caused.by
the crushing of such liard material, they were found entirely inadequate
for the work.

Regarding the trommels it will be noted that ail the material from
the roughing rolls passes first over a 4 min. screen; this of course causes
excessive wear on such a screen, and a better arrangement would be a
a set of short trommels each fitted with one size of screen and placed
in a serie. beginning with the coarsest and ending with. the finest, but
the method in use is best suited to this mill as the fail required is not
so great.

Hydraulic classification is not employed here and as a result slimes,
formed hy crushing, escape into the tails from the jigs and tables.
Owing to the character of the ore, however. by the proper arrangement
of the feed to the rolls, the production of fines can be reduced to a
minimum. To save the slimes hydraulic classification would have to
be resorted to, with subsequent treatment of the overflow in settling
boxes and some form of slime table. Although practically al] the pro-
duct passes over jigs before going to the concentrating tables, it will be
noted that no final product is obtained and that both concentrates from
the jig bed, and also hutch product from ail the jigs, go finally to the
concentrating tables. This seems to be open to criticisn. Fron ex-
perience with both Bartlett and Wilfley tables on corundum ore I think
that they will take i mm. and 1.5 mm. material direct from the trom-
mels without previous classification orjigging, and give a fair concentrate.
This would necessitate another table for a plant of this size and another
set of recrushing rolls, but the expense of jigging would be removed,
and loss of corundum in jig tailings obviated. As the jigs are at
present run it is necessary in order to prevent loss in tailings, to keep
the bed on the second compartment very low and, as a result, felspar
gets into the hutch. Of course without the use of jigs, so clean a con-
centrate might not be obtained on the tables ; but when this concentrate
is sized and rewashed on Wilfley, as is necessary in any case, no trouble
should be found in getting a pure corundum product. The increased
crushing necessary, where jigs were not used, would result in an increase
of corundum fines, but this increase would be unimportant, as the
corundum does not readily form fines.

I have already mentioned the necessity for careful sizing of the
table concentrates, and then final concentration of each size separately
on a Wilfley table, in order to secure pure corundum; this was proved
by experience. In experimenting, the "30 to So " mesh material, as it
came from the "splitters," was run together over a Wilfley table, but
practically no further coucentration took place; however, when this was
sized on the "graders " into the intermediate sizes 30, 36, 46, 54, 6o,

70, 80 mesh and each size run over the concentrator alone a perfect
corunduin product was obtained.

A machine which may yet have a very important bearing on the
economical concentration of corundum, is the Hooper Pneumatic Con-
centrator, one of which is in operation at this plant, being used only for
rewashing the sized material. As its -name implies; no water is used,
the conceiitrating being effected by air blast. This is'a greit advantage
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in the work for which it is used here, i. e., reconcentrating the sized
product, as it saves the redrying and resizing necessary where the
Wilfley is used; and it also gives a magnetite and pyrite concentrate,
thus affording an opportunity for removal of the latter impurity. It has
also the a.dded advantage of slightly greater speed than is possible on
Wilfley, but it has the disadvantage that it cannot treat a finer size of
corundum than zoo mesh nor coarser than 24 mesh. A change in

design may, however,.obviate this difficulty. If this concentrator were
used for general work, the crushing would be done dry and the ore care-
fully sized, as the machine will not work on damp, unsized material.

It might be added that, in the case of corundum occurring in
"nepheline" syenite, as is very frequently the case in Ontario, the
difficulty in getting a pure product might not be so great, as the corun-
dum breaks very freely from the gangue.

The Old and New Iron Industry Compared.

By JOHN BIRKINDINE, Philadelphia.

The activity prevailing in the iron and steel industry, especially
the developments contemplated and in progress in the Dominion of
Canada, will probably command attention at the Annual Meetings of
the Canadian Mining Institute, and the following is presented as
a contribution to such discussion and as a slight recognition of the
compliment conferred upon the writer by his election to honorary
membership.

The known deposits of iron ore in British Columbia, on the north
shores of the Great Lake region, in Central Ontario, in Quebec, New
Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Labrador, and in the adjacent islands, includ-
ing Newfoundland, have invited the prospector and explorer, while
facilities offered in the Dominion have suggested the possibility of the
ores from some of these being assenbled where fuel is cheaply
obtainable and markets for the products can be developed. Descrip-
tions of some of these deposits or of works to treat the ores are
included in the Institute's transactions and the history of iron man-
ufacture in Canada from the establishment of the St. Maurice forges
has been presented by those posted as to details or familiar with local
conditions. The development of the iron and steel industry within
the United States also forms an equally interesting story, although it
covers a lapse of time less than three centuries, and a brief resume of
this is offered.

This paper is suggestive rather than historical, hence mere men-
tion will be made of the early effort in the United States where an
iron industry was attempted along the Atlantic Coast from 1630 to
about 1740, primarily by utilization of bog ores and local brown
hematites. The production was not of importance, measured by
quantity, and practically all of the plants were either forges, or blast
furnaces and forges combined so that the pig metal was cast, and also
the wrought material fabricated.

About the middle of the i8th century the distribution of blast
furnaces extended over a somewhat greater area and in addition to
the brown hematites, magnetic ores were employed, but the ore was
either reduced to blooms in Catalan forges or the pig metal was still
fabricated in forges after it came from the blast furnace. All of the
furnaces and forges up to about 1840, were fed with charcoal and
were operated with cold blast.

The control of the iron works was generally directed by the
owner, who exercised absolute dominion over a considerable territory.
Each plant produced its fuel from wood, cut and carbonized upon
property connected with the furnace or adjacent thereto, mined ore
from its own or convenient lands, or quarried limestone nearby, making
these early iron works self-dependent. In addition to the sppply of,

raw materials, each works nlaintainied its store,:smithery, and generally
a mill to supply the employees and their familiçs; little money was
usedi, most of the labQr being taken out "lin trade" at the store or
mill. Each aggregation of houses about these iron works, wvhich
sheltered the employees and their families-as tenants of the owner, was
a setlement and independent of others, often Teached by long and
tedious wagon journeys. The transporting of the material to the
furnace or forge and also the product from them was by animal power,
first on the backs of mules, or later by large wagons each drawn by
a number of animals. These wagons made extended journeys to
points of consumption and brought back, with the necessary supplies
required for the community, news from the outside world. The owner
or "iron master " was practically "monarch of all he surveyed," own.
ing the lands, farm, furnace, forge, mill, store, tenements, not
infrequently the church and school house, or at least the ground they
occupied, and while slavery prevailed in a portion of the United
States, some were also owners of many of the employees. On his
arm, feed for bis horses and cattle and grain for his mill were raised.

If he elected to serve, he was Justice of the Peace and Post-Master-
otherwise trusty subordinates were named at his dictation. He was
the political, and in some instances, the religious guide for his peopl,
but often the manager did not intrude upon religious duties as upon
political privileges, giving to his employees and their families unlinited
proxies to represent him at the revival services at which a number
"got religion" each year-at least a supply believed to be sufficiear
until the frogs croaked in the spring, after which it was often accepted
as more or less of an incumbrance.

Long credits allowed on the sales of products or claimed on the
purchase of mat'erials, made the owner or manager of one of these
older plants also a banker, whose fiscal work was mainly confined to
short seasons recurring once or twice every year.

As to the blast furnaces, a massive stone stack about 30 feet 1.igh
and about 30 feet square at the base enclosed the refractory lit.ing
whose greatest diameter seldom exceeded 9 feet. This furnace, uper
ated by a water wheel propelling pistons in wooden cylinders or moved
ponderous bellows, was kept in operation from 8 to 1o months of each
year, producing an average of about zoo tons of pig iron per nunih,
but was then blown out for re-lining. During this season of inactivity
the miners and furnace men not needed in repair work were sent into
the forest to chop wood for the next season's coaling or aided in strip.
ping the overlay from ore banks. The raw materials for the furnace
were produced by hand labor, hauled by wagons to the charging floor
on the hillside or bank at the same height as the furnace top, and fed
into the tunnel head by barrows, baskets or boxes. The metal pro-
duced and the resulting cinder were also handled by manual labor,
and the labor item was prominent in the cost of metal produced.

This briefly details conditions prevailing up to about the year 1340.

With the introd4ction of the hot blast, nearly contemporaneously
with the application of mineral fuel in America, and closely following
the construction of canals, and later tht development of railroads, ii
became possible to utilize as avenues of transportation the canals and
railroads. Some blast furnaces were moved from the immediate vicin-
ity of the ore or fuel supply and the tendency was to locate new plants
about business centres. The size of the furnace was increased and
improvements in equipment; introduced, but up to about 188o, there
were a number of cold blast furnaces constructed and operated prac-
tically as described above. There are several cold blast charcoat futr.
naces still active in the United.States, _.hose equipment, however, bas
been improvçd and labor saving. intros;uced to -a limited e.tent.
ThseJurnces.produce specigl grades of metal which command ,rices
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permittin¡ of. following tie methods indicatedbgt the demand for
quantityis sligbç..

With the -propogtions of the furnaces inçreased' and improved
steam machinery to\operate therp, the produçt was augmented and
from a score of tons pcr week the ou;put gradually increased to as
much as zoo tons per wçek. About .;850, products from a fqrnace of

200 tons pçr week were occasionally reached as more powerful equip,
ment was supplied. The forges being separated from the blast furnaces
and rolling mills substituted, more of the prQduct of the furnaces was
carried to distant wQiks where it was manipulated and fabricated into
commercial forms.

In the next two decades interest in the chepnistry of t*he blast
furnace was excited, and about 1876 the technical side of irori smelt-
ing received liberal attention, the iron masters of the United States

profiting largely from the Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia, where
experts in all branches of iron metallurgy came together from various
parts of the world and discussed the problems which each had.to meet
with in his own locality. In the meantime the manufacture of steel
by the pneumatic, or what is generally known as the Bessemer process,
vas advancing and the requirements for metal became greater, so that

the prodict per furnace and the total for the United States was mater-
ially increased. 'rhe machinery to operate the blast furnace was con-
stantly improved and this improvement extended to the mills where
the pig metal was either puddled or converted, requiring a large output,
to meet which the capacities of furnaces were augnented.

Up to 187a the majority of the iron plants had been operated by
individuals or partnerships, but incorporated companies entered the
field, thus permitting of enlarged development with greater capital and
division of responsibility. The fire-brick hot blast stoves were intro-
duced about the time of the Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia,
aiding to augment the output and decrease the fuel con5umption per
ton of iron, while chemical researches demonstrated the increased
value of rich ores and the demands of the Bees,.emer plants made
necessary the selection of many ores low in phosphorous,

About the year z88o a daily output of an individual furnace
which reached zoo tons was phenomenal. Since that time general
advances in all lines technical, metallurgical and mechanical have been
pronounced and a fumnace which two decades ago produced zoo tons
per day is not now notable if it exceeds 300 tons, although the dimen-
sions of the stack may be the same. Various experiments were made
to develop the blast furnace in height, in diameter of bosi ar.d in
diameter of crucible, but there has been no greatly augmented height
nor has the diameter of bosh of many of the furnaces been extended
much more than those of the largest fumnaces of twenty years ago,
although the record of some individual plants have reached 8oo tons
in one day, or as much as an up.to.date furnace would -produce in a
year prior to 184o. In the larger plants which are now in operation,
equipped with powerful steam engines, ample boiler capacity, sufficient
hot blast stoves, appliances for handling the raw materials and also the
product, an average exceeding 500 tons a day is not unusual for a
considerable period. A blast fumnace plant designed to produce 1,200

tons daily, may at present consist of two or three furnaces, and the
question of preference is an open one. It is probable that, all things
considered, better results will be obtained from dividing this quantity
among three units than among two, that is, having three fumnaces each
producing about 400 tons pçr day rather two with a capacity of 6oo
tons per day. This, however, is not the time to discuss this detail.

A developtpent spçji as hat indicatpd in the foregQjng hurried
recital could not have bee sp.asmodic bt was grdil and witþin a
half century marked .advances have been fairly persistent, although
some developments were quite sudderg, Çppsiçgwpis ;n çaefp.1

study by çpgineers, mechanics, chemists and superintendents t. obtaip
a large output anfd secure the grea.est economy of operation has
resu.teg in achieving the record described.

Undeç the older method detailed, it would be impracticable to
assemble the large amounts of raw materials required, or to handle
these, and the present product at one of our modern blast furnace
plants. The nuinber of men and animals necessary would interfere
with each other, and the available space around a furnace plant would
be insufficient for the work, if it were done according to the oider and
more expensive methods.

To obtain the amount of pig iron credited to the United States
in :9:o (15,e78,354 gross tons) it has been necessary to develop
enormous mines, both of ore and coal, to equip them with the best of
machinery for winning and handling the material, to build thousards
of coke ovens, to construct hundreds of miles of railroads supplied
with powerful locomotives and capacious cars in which the materials
can be cheaply transported and from which they can be readily dis-
charged; to erect enornous shipping docks where the ore is con-
veniently and economically handied into vessels and to.prepare also
extensive docks where the ore can be taken from vessels and tran-
sported rapidly and at small cost placed on stock piles or railroad
cars.

These features have also resulted in the establishment of an
important maritime trade on the Great Lakes, where powerful modern
vessels of large capacity have been supplied in great number.

When the raw material reaches the modem blast furnace, it is
received and distributed by means of mechanical appliances and bins
costing large amounts of muney, the tendency being to eliminate, as
far as possible, in mining, in handling, in transportation and at the
furnace, manual labor, by substituting mechanical appliances. The
pack mule first gave place to the wagon and team, the wagon and
team were supplanted by canal boats and these by railroad cars carry-
ing five tons of material. Now cars holding 5o tons drawn by
ponderous locomotives move the ore which is dug from mines by
steam shovels or won by the use of air drills, supplemented by elect-
rical or air motors. It is discharged by gravity from cars with drop
bottoms, which either carry the material directly to the consumer or to
docks where the material drops into pockets and from these is shot
into vessels. Great "grabs" at the terminal docks lift this ore from
the holds of vessels and mechanical appliances convey it to stock piles
and cars, these latter transporting the ore to the bins or stock piles at
the blast furnaces where other mechanical appliances move it or lift
it to the fumnace top, and nuch of the ore now used is not touched by
hand from its native bed until it enters the throat of the blast f urnace.
This ore obtained from mines several hundred, and even exceeding
i,ooo miles distant from the blast fumnaces, is delivered to them at no
greater cost than some of the near by ores fed to the older furnaces
which were won entirely by manual labor. Similarly the advance-
ments in coal mining have been in the use of compressed air and
electricity or continuous rope haulages with cars which convey the
fuel to the ovens into which it is automatically dumnped. Some ovens
are built so as to utilize a portion of the non-condensible gases, the
condensible being converted into commercial products, and in addition
to obtaining value from these it is possible in b; .product ovens to
utilize some .coals which otherwise would be unfit for coking by reason
of their low volatile contents. The metal, after it is smelted in the
l1ast furpace, instead of being.tapped as Fas formerly the case, ani
handled by nirual labor, now runs into ladles carried o. trucks which
deliver it to mechanical casting machines, or it is charged dir.c. i.to
zpjixer or -çonyçrters at the steel plant. It is at these plants that

-lpechagic*l ety.ad,grt.congmy i lar .4ni mrateial :have
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reached a muost commendable result. The converted metal cast into
ingots of weights up to 5 tons (and in the construction of ordinance or
armor plate of 20 tons or more) passes to hydraulic presses or to
blooming mills and in many cases a practically continuous mill permits
of the finisied product being produced without the metal reaching a
temperature below that which can be readily raised by temporary
" wash" heats. The finished product from a number of these mills,
whether it be rail, bar, shape or plate, is now produced and marketed
at prices no greater than the old charcoal furnaces received for
pig iron.

The perfection of the mechanical equipment is marvelous. The
molten metal brought in ladle cars each holding 15 or 20 tons, is dis-
charged into a tilting mixer with a capacity of 300 tons. This mixer
feeds the converters or open hearth furnaces from which ingots are
cast and quickly conveyed to soaking pits or gas furnaces. Powerful
cranes place the ingots on the feed tables of blooming trains to be
rolled and sheared to billets and these pass to other trains so that in a
brief interval the finished rail, shape, bar or plate is produced.

It is probable that in a modern mill ten tons of finished product
are obtained by the employment of no greater number of workers than
were necessary in crudely fabricating one ton a half century ago.

With the increase of quantity and the improvements for handling
and using the raw materials, augmented capital became ncessary to
develop and exploit large mines, to build railroads, to construct
vessels with the necessary shipping and receiving dock.:, to erect
furnaces, converting plants and mills of large capacity and. equip them
with the machinery and appurtenances requisite to produce the
quantity of material desired at the lowest practicable cost. As this
augmentation became general, private or partnership control was,
except in relatively few instances, supplanted by corporate ownership.
At present corporate control is so combined as to encourage centraliza-
tion of interest and management, capital of some of the important iron
and steel companies reaching figures scarcely appreciable to the
average business man. When the stock of companies is rated by
hundreds of millions, and in one case exceeds one thousand million
dollars, the figures are hardly understood by most of those engaged in
commercial enterprises. This centralization and consolidation is being

watched with great interest; that it has merit can be demonstrated
from a number of iroints of view; that there is danger in it is apparent
from, different aspects. But few combinations have been possible

except by associating with successful and good paying enterprises,
others which were at least doubtful and whose location, equipment or
other causes, handicapped them in the race for pre-eminence. 'l he
stronger will have to carry the weak, and there may be times when
this burden will be troublesome. A great business can undoubtedly
earn great profits, but enormous capital also means proportionate
interest charges which must be met.

While we may consider ourselves in an era of consolidation, the
entire iron and steel business may not be so classed. The bulk of the
iron and steel trade of the United States is undoubtedly controlled by
a few corporations, but there are a number of relatively modest
enterprises which are, and under proper management, will continue to
be successful. Although the prices of products may be generally
dictated by the stronger, the relatively weaker will prove important
factors not only to the supply of the general public, but will be used
to a greater or less extent to supplement deficiencies of the larger
enterprises, and even a small producer with a moderate amount of
product to dispose of may demoralize a market apparently strongly

sustained.
In some of the later developments which have been made or are

in contemplation, there is apparent neglect of the .essential feature of

convenience to a remunerative market. The industries which have.
been most profitable have developed from smaller ones to great ones.
There are but few instances wvhere large plants have become success.
ful unless these have resulted either from an carlier development or of
a combination of neighboring interests. Many of the modern plants
occupy the sites of ancient industries, are successors of these, or ait
located in districts in which for a term of years labor lias been
educated and market facilities secured.

The danger which seems to threaten the iron and steel industry
is the enthusiasm with which great projects are launched and for which
great promises are made. With no desire to question the propriety oi
a number of the important projects contemplated or in course of
erection, there is, to the careful observer, an apparent neglect in some
instances of the question of practically continuous remunerative
markets.

The iron and steel indústry of the United States is no longer in
its infancy, it lias grown to maturity and individual plantq now pro.
duce more metal in a year than the entire United States supplied less
than half a century ago. Nor is the industry dependent upon local
supplies of raw material; railroads with improved locomotives, large
cars, substantial road-beds and bridges and advances in vessel con.
struction both as to power and capacity, the facilities of shipping and
receiving docks where these are necessary, the equipment of important
mines and the selection and handling of the material mined, all com.
bine to admit of assembling raw materials from long distances or of
shipping manufactured products to far away consumers. The
mechanical appliances and methods introduced at the blast furnace,
the converter, and the mill, make possible enormous outputs at small
cost for labor, fuel 'and administration.

The substitution of mechanical appliances has naterially reduced
the requirements for skilled labor, while the transportation problem
permits of the assembling of the raw materials and distribution of the
product.

The modern blast fumnace stack, although three times as high,
occupies no more ground space than its ancient prototype, and the
equipment of 4,ooo H. P. boilers, cross compound blowing engines,
supplying i,ooo cubie feet per second, at pressures of 20 pounds or

more, delivered through zo or more tuyeres into the blast furnaces at

temperatures of 1,200 degrees Fahr. seem strange developments from
the weary water wheel forcing from its bellows or tubs a weak blast

through a single open tuyere. The 3,ooo,ooo or 4,ooo,ooo gallons of
water demanded for steam and cooling purposes by a modern blast
furnace would have gone far, under a liberal head, to have been the
motive force operating the older furnaces.

The advances in quantity of product, in the control of its charac-
ter, in the low consumption of fuel, have all been made possible by a
study of the chemistry of the blast furnace, which exposes to the

student the secrets of the smelting process, and the modern furnace is

a much a tribute ta the work of the chemist as it is an example of the

highest skill of the mechanical engineer. It is not alone to the blasti

furnace that such credit is due, for the Bessemer steel converter with

its startling reactions, the massive open hearth steel -fumnaces, the

handling of large ingots, the rapid passing of these into- commercial

shapes, equally pay tribute to the genius of the metallurgist and the

mechanic.

The Centre Star is on the shipping list again, and the output has been
at the rate of four thirty-ton cars daily since operations were resumed. It
is regarded as probable that this wiil be increased at an early date to tep
cars daily or thereabouts. The :nanagement of the inine- is devôting its
attention principally to the development of the deep workings, and good
progress la being muade in the shaft and the horizontal workings at the 7-0
foot level ecently goï tnder way.
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Thle Harris System· of Pum*ping by Compressedi Air, as
Applied at the Deloro Mine.

By J. P. KIROAARD, Deloro, Ont.

'lie raising of water from mine workings is often a serious problem,
and always a heavy cost on mining, even under favourable conditions;
this subject, therefore, is a matter deserving of serious consideration.

At the Deloro Mines, Hastings County, Ontario, a shaft-was being
suink which had an inflow of water amounting form 4oo,ooo to 500,ooo
gallons per 24 hours. To deal with this amount of water by the then
existant plant of " direct-acting steam pumps " was both slow and costly.

Tie greater part of this water flowed into the mine through and
along the footwall, at the soith end of the ore chute, and from thence
to the lower workings, where the shaft was to be sunk.

Tie writer conceived the idea of impounding most of this water,
naking a permanent pumping station on the third level, and thus prac-

tically leaving the lower workings dry. An old shaft at the south end
of tre ore chute, heing admirably situated to suit this purpose, was
selected.

The bottom of this old shaft was 47 feet below the second level
and full of water, and 35 feet above the thirL zvel, which latter had
already been driven under and past this shaft.

The work preparatory to the installation of this, pumping system
%vas as follows :-

A chamber 30 x 15 x 12 feet was blasted out on the third level
immediately under the bottoni of the old shaft, and ail necessary pre-
parations made for constructing a dam to prevent the water from flow-
ing into the third level. This being done an upraise was made to the
bottom of the old shaft, thus unwatering the shaft.

While this work was in progress investigations were made of the
several types and varieties of pumping engines. The direct-acting
pump was out of the question. Plunger pumps driven by compound-
condensing engines seemed the best in this line of pumps, but the
situation was such that, should anything happen to the pumps or engine,
they would be drowned before repairs could be effected.

The next thing presenting itself as suitable was the " Harris " sys-
tem of lifting water by direct air pressure.

Not only did this systen promise great economy over previous in-
stallations, but its construction was such that no machinery was required
in the mine, other than two tanks and some pipes connecting them with
the machinery on surface; and with this system there could be no
drowning, no matter what happened to the surface equipment.

The objections against its adoption were these, viz., its greater first
cost compared to other systems, and secondly it was an untried system
as applied to a comp. -atively high lift mining installation. However,
against these, its simplicity so appealed to the writer that it was finally
adopted.

'lie two tanks, 4' X 20', were placed in the "sump" or "chamber"
on the third level, the pipes connected to surface and the dam built.

'lie reservoir thus made, (that is the chamber at the bottom of
the shaft 30' X 15' X 12', and the shaft itself, being 82 feet below the
second level, and 9' x i5' in cross section) altogether gave a storage
capacity Of 130,000 gallons approximately, thus permitting the engines
at surface, if so desired, a period of fron 6 to 7 hours rest, without any
fear of the water finding its way to the lower workings.

This arrangement bas proved very satisfactory and has been a
strong factor in reducing the cost of operations, not only in shaft sink-
ing, but also in stoping; these places now being dry, comparatively
SpeakIng.

It had also reduced the cost of raising water fron 25 to 30% on.

former cost-part of the economy being in fuel, but mainly in labor
and repairs.

Formerly it was necessary to have a pump man constantly attend-
ing the pumps; now this service is entirely dispensed with. It will be

apparent from what lias been said, that this system is only applicable as
a " stationary pump," but as such, it is, in the writer's opinion, very
satisfactory.

The "Harris" system of air-lift, is composed of two tanks in the
mine, which are connected by two air pipes to an autornatic switch
located in the engine-house at surface, the switch in turn, being con-
nected with an air compressor.

The principle of the system is simplicity itself, although not easy
of explanation.

A " cross compound" "steam and air " of the Rand type, class B,
compressor is placed at a suitable location at the surface, and two
tanks, 4' X 20' each, are placed in the mine-the air compressor and
tanks are connected by two air pipes, and between the air compressor
and the tanks at a suitable paint near the compressor a switch is
located.

This switch serves the purposes of changing the inflowing air from
one tank to the other at regular intervals; these inteivals are termed

cycles."

The duration of the cycle may be varied from 2y2 to 6 minutes, to
conform to the amount of the water to be raised ; these variations are
governed through the amount of air forced into the system.

If there is only a limited amount of water to be raised, (and there
is no object in maintaining a constant supply) provided that the sump,
or reservoir is of sufficient capacity, the engine may be stopped for a
time and again started by simply turning stean on the compressor, the
switch at once resuming its functions, no attention being required at
the tanks in the mine.

As regards the air, the systen is " closed " or return pipe system,
.e., the same air is used over and over again, returning to the compres-
sor at the end of each cycle for compression, ranging in pressure from
that required to do the work, to that which equals the pressure due to
the hcad of water around and above the tanks.

The greater the head above the tanks the greater the cconomy.

In this feature is the chief economy. The tanks are so connected
that they receive air and water alternately, when one receives air and
delivers water, the other receives water and delivers air.

It will thus be seen that the air is not brought up to working pres-
sure fron the atmospheric pressure, as would be the case in the ordi-
nary air compression.

Attention should be drawn to the fact that the only moving parts
in the mine are the inlet and outlet valves at the tanks.

These valves only move once for each cycle, and as near as can be
ascertained by )istening to them, they open quickly but close gradually,
hence the wear is slight. In this case they have never caused any
trouble.

In the particular plant under review 96 pounds air pressure is re-
quired to force the water through an 8-inch pipe to the mill tank, a
vertical lift of 208 feet. The "lift " is kept running steadily night and
day in order to supply the requisite water for mill purposes, also for
condensation purposes in the compressor house for the condenser of
the air lift, and also another pertaining to a 2o-drill compressor.

As before stated, the air is forced into the system at 96 pounds
pressure, and after the completion of the cycle it returns-through the
switch into the low pressure air cylinder at a pressure of 65 pounds;
immediately after switching, and gradually decreases in pressure through
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the cycle to zero, ot the pressure of lhe atmôsphere: on reaching this
point and the compressor still running and having no other source of
supply, (it should be noted that there is a small loss of air through
leakage and the working of the switch, as this latter is exhausted into
the atmosphere, this loss is made up by a supply of air through a snall
check valve on a j4' pipe, fixed to the low pressure inflow pipe) it fol-
lows, therefore, that all the air in the systeni is extracted, and finally a
partial vacuum is created within the tant: and pipe line of that side of
the syrteni; this vacuum continues to increase ntitil it reaches a point
where the atmospheric pressure on the surface of the water overcomes
the weight of the inlet valve on the suction pipe connected to the tank,
and the water rushes in filling the tank. The vacuum will vary with
the height of the vater ; if below the tank, switching will take place at
about i i inches, if above the tank at 4 to 5 inches or less.

The sÇ.itch in general appearance resembles a direct acting ste..m
punp, having what corresponds to both stean and water ends. At what
would be the steam end, there is a vertical cylinder serving the purpose
of the valve, in this works a piston. The space above the piston is
directly connected with the air inlet of the compressor, but the space
under this piston is open to the atmosphere; it therefore follows that
as the low pressure cylinder exhausts the air out of the tank and the
pipe connecting it with the switch, creating a vacuum, a vacuum is
necessarily thus produced above the little piston ; when this point is
reachea, the atmospheric pressure pushes the Piston upwards and this
in turn, beirg suitaàbly éonnecîted with h rötary valve on a Y4 inch pipe
connected with thehigh pressitré air pipe, opehs ibis valve, admitting
the air -vhich acts iupon another piston similar to the stean piston in an
ordinary pump. This latter piston is directly connected with a plunger,
corresponding to the water.end of a pump, but this latter acts as a
valve, opening or closing the passages -leading to the pipes -cornecting
coipressor -and tahks with the switch.

The drawings that accompany this brief description give a general
view of the-arrangement of the ".Harris System of Air Lift " as applied
to the raising of water at the Deloro Mine.

-1ig. i is a plan; Fig. 2, a section ; Fig. .S, an -elevation of the
tanks and dam ; Fig. 4, an elevation showing the.position of the tanks
in the mine.

Referring to the drawings, 'a is a cross.compound stean and air
Rand drill compressor, type B, steam, îa.,6-i6, air, 14-S.16; a' is a
condenser; 'b is the switch located in the ërlgine rooin ; e t'are 3 air
pipes leadin-g from cônpressor to switch, and fron switch to tanks, in
the mine ; d d' are the tanks, each 4' x 20' with an approximate capa-
city of x,Soo gallons each ; e c are the suction pipes ; ff' the valves
on the delivery pipes; f/- the S" delivery pipe; this, as also the air
pipes, c c' are securely clamped beLween tinbers, at intervals up through
the shaft, and from the collar of the shaft are laid together until they
reach the compressor building, here the air pipes are connected with
the switch, while the water pipe is secured under the cave of the house,
running the full length of the building, 75 fect, and from thence up the
hill on trestles, until it reaches the miill at the level of the ore floor, a
total vertical height of 65 fecet, above the collar of the shaft; here the
pipe empties into a tank, , 6 fect diameter, by S feet deep, this tank is
in turn connected with another tank, g', at the opposite corner of the
mill, these are the supply tanks for the mill; h is an S" over.flow pipe
conected through the bottom of the tank, g, and lcading back to the
circulating tank, i, in the compressor building.

This was donc to obviate any waste of water, which might other.
wise occur if the mill at any time needed less water than the regular
stdp'ply.

On the aéliveiy pipe, _', at f a 6" branch is ixea, leing to the
ciftilïtiigtânk i; bu'this 6' pipe is-va7 lh'e,f, forbeipsh'df iregû-
latint'the %7iiffnt 6fl itEr -iièêaa fdr'Ihat flþisr eftiâ ïis.

For about four to six nònths in the year all the water raised by
the air-lift from the mine is needed at the mil], and during this time
the condensers, as also the boilers at the compressor, are supplied bv
an auxiliary pump located on the river; (j is a 2o.drill cross.comp.und
steam, single acting air, Rand compressor, furnishing air for all uider.
ground work, j' the condenser); la battery of three, roo h.p. each,
return tubular boilers.

Fig. 4 shows the position of the tanks in the mine; it will he no.
ticed that these are located at the bottom of a shaft ending on the third
level. As already explained, nearly all the water of the mine is con.
fined to this place, the fourth level is almost dry, as is also a winze
lately sunk to the fifth level, it is also pointed out that work is beinz
pushed to pass under the bottom of the water shaft, lcaving 5o feet ci
the ore in place.

When this air-lift was put in, it was thought quite probable that the
water would break through to the fourth level, it was therefore specified
that the lift should be capable of lifting 5ooooo U.S. gallons per :
hours from the fourth level, this would add about 70 feet more to the
vertical lMt. The makers of the plant have given a guarantee thit the
plant will perform the above duty, should it be necessary to move the
tanks down.*

The writer would like to give more detailed data covering the ein.
ciency of the plant, but owing to the fact that the steam used for the
lift is drawn from the same boilers that are supplying the larger com
pressor, and this latter running constantly, there bas been no oppo:.
tunity to make a test other than a series of "cards " taken at inten-li
of Y5 seconds, throughout the cycles, both from the steain and a:
cylinders.

These cards are very interesting, showing the variation throughor::
the whole cycle-there are no two cards alike, but the very fact of this
varia tion makes thein of litile value-no in'ormaition of value can Le
dèauced from îhêm.

A «table showing theše variatiòns is hereto attached.
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Electrolytic Production of Metais, with Special Reference
to Copper and Nickel.

By WM. iKOEi.R, Cleveland, Ohio.

In considering this subject, we enter a field made attractive by the
successfiul experiments of painstaking, original investigators, but hedged
about with patents obtained by persons who seck to appropriate the
results of these experiments which they had neither the patience nor
the wisdom to make. We shall find that electro-metallurgy is based on
facts known to gcnerations carlier than our own, and by their age the
common property of cvery scientist of to-day, and that the principles
involved are so much mattcrs of general knowledge that they are not
the special properties of any man or association, that all are frce ta use
theni, and that any process, by whatever name it is known, is protected
hy patents only to the extent in which it is a combination of these weil
known principles with some patentable invention.

Electro-metallurgy, or, in other words, the electro deposition of
metals from solutions, as at present practised, is not to be confoundcd
with the production of metals by means of heat generated, and the
electrolytic action dependcnt upon the reduction, in an electric furiace.
It is more than that, and is naturally divisible into two branches: first,
the electrolytic refining of crude metals, and, second, the direct produc-
tion of metals from solution.

Before entering directly upon the subject under discussion, it inay
be well to give a few moments to electrolysis in gencral. By clectrolysis
we mean those chemical reactions which take place when a suitable
elec:ric current passes through a chemical combination, which is tcchni-
cally termed an electrolyte. In producing clectrolysis, conductors of

STiIAI.

i LP
Iighi anld low pres-

sure cylinders.

two grades or classes are necessary. Conductors of the first class are
wires or sheets of conducting material, such as are used in the meclian-
ical arts, their object being simply the conveying of the clectric current
fron a point of higher to a point of lower potential difference. A con-
ductor of the second class is always a chemical comL... ttion, existing
either in solution or in a state of fusion. In clectrolysis, co..ductors of
the first class work in pairs. The electric current is not complete when
a conductor of the first classenters a conductor of the second class, and
to complete the circuit another conductor of the first class must also
enter the conductor of the second class, usually at a point opposite that
at which the first entered. This pair of conductors of the first class,
when in contact with the electrolyte or conductor of the second class
are known technically as electrodes, and it is virtually at these points of
contact that electrolysis manifests itself. The electrodes are disting-
uished with relation to ihe direction of the electric current, as the anode
and cathode respectively, the current entering the electrolyte at the
anode and leaving it at the cathode. On account of the potential diff-
crence produced by the electric current at the electrodes, substantially
different masses of the electrolyte (directly proportional to the quantity
of current passing) are set in motion. These moving masses, compos-
ing the electrolyte, arc terned ions, and, for further distinction, those
moving toward the anode are called anions; those moving towrard the
cathode, cathions. At the electrodes proper, in an electrolyte, the ions
undergo a chemical change, and this change is known as clectrolysis.

The results of this change, according to conditions under whi.h
electroly.sis takes place, can become of a very complex nature. Under
primary conditions the results are comparatively simple. For example,the elkctrolysis of copper sulphate or sodic chloride solution produces

i the first case copper, sulphuric anhydride and oxygen, while, in the
second case, sodium (or sodium hydroxide and hydrogen,) and chlorine
gas are produced acccrding to the following equation -

Cu S O gives Cu + SQ4
S 04 + HO = H: S 04 + 0.

Na CI gives Na + Ci
Na + H0 =N OH +H.

A given quantity of the electric current passing through different
electrolytes vill ahvays set frce the same number of valences or transfer
them into different combinations. This can most readily be shown by
allowing the same current to successively pass through different
electrolytes. Resuits are shown in the following table:-

C.athious Comrpared ta AtomicElectrolyte Electrodes lined z mMlgram . Error
Hydrogen

iue Su- Platinum 6.co2 mg. a mg. Hydroez

1to Illatinmim HIydrogen Hydrogen IrI

IP n ssiu .t Silver 15o mg. = Silveriynd ZO&.2 mg. 1 - .4
2. Cyar.ide- Platinum Silvlve107.6 

KAg Cu3  Sive

Chlnode .Copper 33ong. Copper3. Cln o- ParM Copper 63.6 mg. 63.3 4%
Cu, i, o Caron 1Capper

Cupric '- Copper Reduction Copper
4. ChIloride Platinm of 190 mg. .. . 1 6 o,%

Cu Ci, Carbon Copper CP .

Copper -- Copper igo mg. Copper
5. Sulp te Copper. 3i.S mg. 63.3 04%

Cu 04 Platinum o ...

St.atiic Platinun -
6 taCi or Tin 170 mg. i - Tin

.Chone _ Platinum Tin. i aS3mg. 117.S ~4
S__or CarbonI Tn
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The figures, representing the quantities of cathions liberated, give
when compared to one unit weight of hydrogen, the amount of metal
represented by one of their valences, while a single valence represents
its atomic weight. In the solutions 2 and 4, the silver and copper
atoms monivalent, in 3 and 5 the copper atoms are bivalent, while in 6
the tin atons are quadrivalent.

From the foregoing it will also bc seen that the quantity of cathions
or anions liberated are proportional to the strength of the current and
the time through which it is acting. According to researches of F. and
W. Kohlrausch, o.32' mg. copper are liberated from the solution of
an oxide sait of coppe- by one coulomb.

o, 657s mgs. of Copper from cuprous sait.
o,305o mgs. of Nickel from nickel oxide solution.
0,2394 mgs. of Sodium fron sait solution.
o,3 6S2 mgs. of Chlorine from chloride solution.

This list can easily be extended and the values of ail elements cal.
culated. The results are known as the electro chemical equivalents.
A coulomb being an ampere second, and knowing the potential differ-
ence necessary to overcome polatization and bring about dissociation
of an electrolyte, the power necessary to deposit a certain quantity of
metal from an electrolyte can easily be calculcated. For example,
cstimating a horse power at 73o watts, or volt amperes, and figuring
the potential difference of an electrolyte at one volt, a horse power
will contain 73o available amperes. From the above we have the de.

position of o.32S9 mg. copper through one coulomb, ivhich, in one
hour would be (o.3 2S9 mg. x 36oo seconds) s.xS grms. copper per
hour. i.iS x 73o equals S6x grms. per hour per horse power, or 2o
kilos, about 44 pounds, per horse power day.

. As the subject of this paper is electrolytic production of metals,
the methods by which mante and crude metal are obtained can only
be briefly discussed, For their production various metallurgical
operations are resortcd to. The ores are subjected to roasting and
smelting operations, thereby increasing the metallic values of the pro-
ducts and elininating some impurities,. When the metal content is
sufficiently high they are subjected to what is known as the Bartlett-
Thompson separation smelting, by ibis means producing crude copper
and nickel. The crude metals are then clectrolytically depnsited in
gencral froin sulphate or chloride solutions on pure metallic cathodes.
(Process by Titus Ulke.)

In the production of copper and nickel, we will first take up the
subject of refining. For this purpose a high grade matte, or, better
stili, crude metal of about 95 per cent. fineness is necessary. The
possibility of refining copper by this means was made known by
Cruikshanks' researches, dating back to iSoo. Of greater importance
to refining in general is the process patented by Elkington in February,
1570. This process is the basis of all refining processes in present
use, and the inventor claims the recovery of copper, together with the
separation of other metals associated therewith. To ibis end copper
ores undergo smelting operations until crude metal is obtained, which
is then cast into plates. With the aid of electric current, these are
dissolved in a suitable electrolyte and the copper deposited upon other
plates. The precious metals contained in the crude metal fall during
clectrolysis to the bottom of the electrolytic vats. The inventor pre-
fers working ores which contain sufficient silver to effect the good
qualitics of a pure copper. The impure, or blister copper, is tapped
fram the meiting furnace irto cast iron molds, about 6oo mm. long,
zoo mn. wide, and 25 mm. thick. In one end of such a plate a large
and hcavy T shaped headpiece of copper is cast into the same. le
object of the T shaped headpiece is to provide means for the suspen-
sion of the plate and ait the sane time secure electrical contact.
These plates are then suspended, together with the cathode plate, in
carthenware vessels arranged in terrace formi. This terracing * o
facilitate the circulation of the elcctrolyte, which is a solution of

copper sulphate, containing a snall amo•int of free sulphuric ac.d.
The vessels, or electrolytic baths, are connected with each other by
lead pipes. The solution from the lowest vessel flows into a sulup,
from which it is pumped to the vcssel at the head of the system, and is
again allowed to circulate through the system. The variations of tms
process and the manner in which the refining of metals is now carr!ed
on, are wholly mechanical, and in no way is the original process
changed or new principlc3 introduced, although there are innumerable
improvement patents in existence. The pioneers in the work or
developing the electrolytic refining of copper are Siemens and Halske,
offBerlin, through whose efforts the success of the process has heen
largely secured.

It may here be noted that the method described in the treatment
of copper is applicable to the production of other metals: gold, silh er,
lead, zinc, nickel, etc. The Wallace Farmer patents, a description of
which will be given later, have special application to this extension of

A scheme for the Prodcciion of Copper and Nicke (according to informeica
receired bywriter) as propoed by Mr. Tius Ulke, for the working of Can.=
Pyrhotite Nickel Orcs ai the Sault . Maie, Canada. Fron the above diapa=
it wili be noticed the proccss is a rcfining process and uses crude metal as e
matcrial, necesstating roasing and smexling opeaiions Iogeher with sepm.a
sr:clting to the stage of ubtaining 2 crude meta of abou go to 95% me al ccntenic.

the p:acess of all metals, especially to nickel. In fact, the production
of fine nickel from crude nickel anodes, using an electrolyte of nickel
ammonium sulphate, is at present being carried out an the hats
indicated for copper production, and the success attending refining has
led to much experimental work on lines tending toward direct proCuc.
tion of metals from ores or furnace products. This brings us to he
second phast of electrolysis; namely, the direct production of ùne
Metal.

Many experiments were made to solve this problen by u.ing
mattes or furnace products directly as anode material in a suit.be
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tlectrolyte identically as in copper refining. It must be born in mind
that, in copper or metal refining it is very necessary for economic
working to have a pure anode material. Even then the electrolyte
will become so fouled by the accumulation of impurities that it
becomes necessary to regenerate it. The question may naturally be
asked hete, if impurities accumulate with comparatively pure anode
material, what will be the ratio of this accumulation, and what will be
the effect in using an anode material containing from 1o to 95 per cent
of impurities ? Upon the answer to this question hinges the direct
economic production of metal through electrolysis. A number of pro-
cesses tend to answer this question, and we will speak of them in the
order of their priority or date. First of these is the Marchese Process,
(D.R.P. No. 22429 May 2nd, 1882.) This process was given a
thorough trial by the Societa Anomima Italiana of Genoa. This com-
pany built a 125 horse-power plant for a practical test, and after
spending large sums of money came to the conclusion that the same
was a failure. The method of working was as follows :-

1st. The smelting of copper-bearing ores to matte of about 30 per
cent copper and 40 per cent. iron was accomplished by well-known
methods.

2nd. This matte was cast in plates (800 x 800 x 30 mm.) by
means of iron frames or molds, a strip of copper being at the same time
cast into the matte to serve as connection. Later this strip of copper
was supplemented by a copper wire gauze extending through the whole
form. This was done in order to prevent a too rapid disintegration
of the anode plate, and also to equalise the distribution of the electric
current throughout the whole mass composing the anode.

3rd. The cathodes, thin copper plates (700 x 7oo by 0.3 mm.)
were suspended by copper strips from wooden rails extending over the
bath.

4 th. The electrical connection between the anodes and cathodes
of a single bath and twelve baths were known as a multiple series.
Al the cathodes of one bath were connected to one conductor, while
all the anodes were connected with the positive conductor. The con-
nection of the first to the second bath, and of the second to the third,
and so on throughout the series, were made between the cathodes of
the preceding bath and the anodes of the following bath.

5th. The baths weie lead lined wooden vats (2000 X 900 X [000

mm. deep). Twelve of these vats set in terrace form were connected
to one machine.

6th. The electrolyte was composed of a solution of copper and
iron sulphate, which was obtained by roasting ore and leaching the
roasted product with dilute sulphuric acid. The circulation of the
electrolyte through the series of baths was accomplished by means of
lead pipes connecting the individual baths, the overflow from each
entering at the bottom of the succeeding bath. (The diagram giving
outline of process is appended).

This process proved a failure from a financial standpoint and was
speedily abandoned. The prominent reasons for this failure were the
uneven disintegration of the anodes, polarization arising from the en-
crusting of the anodes with impurities and consequently a very high
rise in voltage, and further an accumulation of impurities in the
electrolyte.

Nothwithstanding the failure of the Marchese Process, certain ex-
periments carried on in connection therewith developed valuable and
interesting facts. The action of the electric currents upon iron salts,
during electrolysis, was found to result in the production of ferric sul-
phate from ferrous sulphate. This fact was made the basis of a patent
issued to Body in 1886. Although Body's process and apparatus
were not limited to copper alone, but were made the issue or the ex-
traction and recovery by electrolysis of metals in general. This pro-
cess is in reality the forerunner of what are at present the two princi-

pal processes for the recovery of metals from their solution ; namely,
that of Siemens and Halske, and that of Hoepfner.

Body's electrolytic vat consists of a square box made of Portland
cement and covered with an acid and waterproof paint. Parallel to
the four sides and some distance therefrom, are four tile plates so

C(-go.

Outline scheme for the Electrolytic Production of Copper. Siemens & Halske
(Ferric Sulphate) Process.

joined as to form a second box. The bottom of the outside box is
composed of a carbon plate and is connected as an anode to the ter-
minal of an electrical generator. The four tile plates composing the
inner box are half the height of the outer box. Within the gap formed
by the inner box and the bottom of the outer box, is stretched a felt
cloth or some form of a diaphragm. In the space between the two
vessels the copper cathodes are suspended. The electrolyte, composed
of a solution of a ferric salt in salt or sodium chloride, enters the
bottom of the inner vessel. Upon the carbon plate is placed raw ore.
The solvent action of the electrolyte, together with the action of the
electric current, dissolves the soluble part of the ore. The electrolyte,
after filling the inner vessel, overflows into the outer, and here the
copper, which it has taken up, is deposited. The electrolyte is drawn
off at the bottom of the outer vessel.

According to Body's specifications, as the electrolyte flows through
a bath, the following reactions take place :

1st. The metals contained in the ore are brought into solution by
the reduction of a ferric sulphate or chloride solution to ferrous sul-
phate or ferrous chloride.

2nd. The dissolved metals are deposited upon the cathode.

3rd. The nascent chlorine generated at the anode reconverts the
ferrous salts into ferric salts, and the excess of chlorine dissolves more
metal from the ore lying in contact with, or existing as part of the anode.

Body's process was improved by Siemens and' Halske. The im-
provement consisted in having the reactions between ferric salts and
the m"tal in the ores take place outside of the electrolytic vats, and
indepeadent of the electrolysis. Figuratively speaking, they stored up
the workat the anodes in the electrolytic baths for immediate use
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outside of the baths. In their patent specifications they claim the
following method of procedure :

Sulphide ores (copper bearing pyrites, etc.) are roasted at a low
temperature in such a manner that the iron contained therein is mostly
oxydized, while a part of the copper should be present as copper
sulphate, another part as oxide, but by far the greater part as sulphide.
The roasted ore is then leached with the solution flowing from the
electrolytic decomposition vats. When this solution had dissolved as
much copper as is possible and all the iron salts have been converted
back again into the ferrous condition, the same is then returned to the
electrolytic vats for copper extraction and reconversion of the ferrous
salts to ferric salts. The solution is then returned to be used for
further extractive purposes. This cycle continues until the solution
becomes so fouled with impurities that it becomes necessary to purify
the same. The chemical processes involved in leaching and electrolysis
are represented in the following equations:

1.-H 2 S0 4 +2 Cu S0 4 +4 Fe S04=2 Cu+ 2 Fe2 (S0 4 ),+H 2

SO 4 .
2.-x H2 SO4 + Cu2 S + 2 Fe2 (SO4)3 = 2 Cu S04 + 4 Fe

S04 + S + x H2 S0 4 .
3 .- Cu O + H2 SO 4 = Cu S04 + H20.

4--3 Cu 0 + Fe2 (S04).= 3 Cu SO 4 + Fe2 03.
5.-Cu O + 2 Fe SO 4 +- H2 O =Cu SO 4 + (Fe 2 0 + S0 3 )

- H
2 .

If we compare reactions i and 2, we will immediately see that,
provided al] the copper in the ore exists as copper sulphide (Cu 2S), the
solution after lixiviation contains exactly as much copper sulphate,
iron sulphate, and sulphuric acid (reaction No. 2) as the solution
before electrolysis has taken place (reaction No. i). In other words,
the electrolyte is completely regenerated, and can be used as such.

From reactions 3, 4, and 5 it will be seen that if the ore contains
copper oxide, the solution will contain more copper, less iron, and less
sulphuric acid.

It is hardly necessary to state that copper matte may be used in-
stead of roasted ore. In this case, more iron will be brought into
solution, and it becomes a difficult technical proposition to obtain
solutions of the identical chemical composition. It may here be noted
that in the electrolysis of the above solution, provided a good and
rapid circulation exists, hardly any polarization is found to take place,
and the potential difference of a bath remains constant at about 0.7
volts for the same current density, as when refining with matte or
soluble anodes requiring about 1.5 volts for the decomposition of the
anodes and the deposition of copper.

The electrolytic bath used by Siemens and Halske consisted of a
shallow wooden vat, containing a false bottom. Upon this bottom is
placed the anode, which is in turn connected with the terminal of the
dynamo through an insulated cable. The anode is composed of gas
retort or artificial carbon, either in plates, rods, or broken pieces. If
the broken picces are used, they receive a bedding composed of per-
forated lead plates. On, and covering the anode is placed a diaphragm
or fiter composed of felt or some other suitable substance. The space
over the filter or diaphragm, known as the cathode chamber, contains
the cathode in the form of a revolving cylinder, being a cylinder of wood
covered with a thin sheet of pure metallic copper, which in turn,
through brushes and the like, is connected to the other machine ter-
minal. The cathode cylinder can be revolved slowly by means of
suitable gearing or power transmission. The copper containing
electrolyte flows into the cathode chambers in such quantities that the
cathode cylinders are at all times covered by it. By rotation of these
cathodes, the cathode solution is kept in constant motion or circulation.
The electrolyte passes through the filter or diaphragm and flls the
anode chamber, whence it is drawn off from this space formed through

the false bottom. The inflow is kept constant with the outflow,
thereby securing perfect circulation. The electric current enters the
bath through the anodes and leaves it through the cathodes. At the
cathodes the electrolyte gives up about two-thirds of its copper con-
tents, while at the anode an equivalent quantity of sulphuric acid

(SO3+O) is liberated. The electrolyte, partially freed from its copper,
flows through the filter into the anode chamber, where the ferrous
sulphate, formed in the leaching of the ore, is reconverted in ferric
sulphate by the sulphurous anhydride liberated at the anode. The
ferric sulphate solution, on account of its higher specific gravity, sinks
to the bottom of the vat and is there withdrawn, to be again used for
leaching purposes. The potential difference of a bath is claimed to be

0.7 volts at 16 amperes per square meter of cathode surface. Within
the last four or five years, extensive mechanical improvements have
been made in conjunction with this process.

With the above process it is possible to bring into solution copper
and nickel bearing materials on identically the same line as copper

Diagram of the Marchese Process.

alone, enabling to produce copper and nickel from ores and furnace
products (mattes, etc), containing both. Since copper is deposited at
a different potential difference from that required to deposit nickel, it
becomes possible to separate the copper from the nickel contained in
the electrolyte, producing thereby a solution of nickel, iron sulphate,
from which nickel can be separated either as a salt by displacement,
or produced electrically in the metallic condition. It has been found
that copper chloride acts similarly to ferric sulphate or chloride, in
many chemical reactions-it undergoing oxidation and reduction, and

MINING REVIEW.THE CANADIAN
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a change of valence very similar to that observed in iron salts. This

property of copper salts was introduced as an improvement over the

Siemens and Halske process, and we have in this the fundamental princi-

pal of the Hoepfner electrolytic process. As in the Siemens and

Halske process, we have the extraction of ores or metal bearing
products with cupric chloride. The cupric chloride reduces to cul-

prous chloride the same as ferric sulphate or chloride to the ferrous

condition. While the cupric chloride is being reduced, an equivalent

amount of metal from the product to be leached is dissolved. The

process as carried out in practice is as follows: Ore, mattes, or other

furnace products, are pulverized. This finely-ground product is treated

with a hot solution of chloride, associated with salt, or saline chloride

solution. The cupric chloride solution should contain from 6o to 75
grms. of copper per liter. The leaching is performed either in suitably

constructed revolving drums or cylinders, or by means of a jet of super-

heated steam acting upon the pulverized ore product and leaching

solution in specially constructed vessels. (This improvement was

devised and introduced by the writer while in Europe in 1896.) By
this means the cupric chloride solution is converted into cuprous

chloride, dissolving an equivalent amount of copper from the material

to be leached. If the cupric chloride solution contains 6o grams

copper per liter before leaching, after leaching it will contain theoret-

ically 120 grams of copper per liter. This ratio is very nearly attained

in practice. If the ores or mattes contain silver, gold, nickel, cobalt,
etc., the same will go, in equivalent amounts into solution, producing a

complex chloride solution. This solution, after arriving at normal tem-

perature, is ready for electrolysis. By submitting this solution to elec-
trolysis, using copper electrodes, it is possible to drive all the silver,

gold, and precious metals out of solution. (Improvement devised and

introduced by the writer in 1895). According to Dr. Hoepfner, to

establish between electrolysis and lixiviation of ores a process constitut-

ing a true cycle, it is necessary to have the original lixiviating liquid
produced by electrolysis and the original electrolyte reproduced by
chemical process.

For the successful carrying out of this scheme the arrangement of

the baths, the chemical composition and the circulation of the electrolyte

become of the highest importance. In carrying out his process (D.R.P.

53782, March 1888) he employs baths or a system of baths divided by
diaphragms into two compartments. One compartment contains anodes
which cannot be dissolved by electrolysis or nascent chlorine and the
other compartment cathodes of pure sheet copper.

A solution of a halogen salt and cuprous chloride circulates by
itself past the anodes and a similar solution flows past the cathodes.

At the cathode metallic copper separates, and at the rate of 2,36 grms.

for each ampere hour, or twice as much as is deposited by unit current
when a solution of an oxide salt is used, viz., copper sulphate.

At the anodes free chlorine would be produced if no cuprous chlo-
ride were present at this point, and a voltage of 1.8 volts would be
necessary at the poles of the bath.

The chlorine, however, combines in the nascent state at once with
the cuprous chloride which should be present to form cupric chloride.
By this means a depolarization is produced which experience has shown
amounts to about one volt. The electrolysis therefore practically pro-

ceeds with a potential difference of only o.8 volts per bath.

Cuprous chloride (Cu 2 Cl 2) developsin its formation 65.75 calories.

Now as 45 calories of heat thus developed correspond to one volt of

electromotive dissociating power, 65.75÷45 = 1.46 volts is that electro-

motive force in volts which is necessary for decomposing cuprous chlo-

ride into 2 copper and 2 chlorine atoms. Cu2 C12 = 2 Cu + 2 Cl.

In order to overcome this resistance in practice the tension must
increase to about 1.8 volts, as with 1.46 volts the disFociating and
combining power only just balance each other, so that a quantitative
decomposition cannot as yet take place. When, however, chlorine in

a nascent state oxidizes cuprous chloride to cupric chloride the follow-
ing reaction occurs :-Cu2 C12 + C12 = 2 Ci C12. As cupric chloride
(Cu CI2) represents 125.4 calories, 125.42 -65.75 or 59.67 calories be-

come free and help the work of the depositing current. Theoretically,
therefore, according to Hoepfner, electrolysis commences when apply-
ing only 65.75 -59.67=6.08 calories, or 0.13 volts.

The liquor at the cathodes, while successively flowing past a num-
ber of cathodes, gradually loses all its copper and leaves the electrolytic

Diagram for working Chloride Solutions viz. Hoepfner Process, together"Jwith
additions and improvements introduced by writer, viz. : Production of caustic (Salt
Electrolysis) Liquid Chlorine, utilization of sulphur for Sulphuric Acid, Salt Cake
and Muriatic Acid ; also Nascent Chlorine for leaching purposes.

bath to be later on brought back into the process for completing the
cycle. The liquor at the anode retains its full copper contents, but in
the state of cupric chloride instead of cuprous chloride. At the elec-
trodes the following reactions take place:-Cu, C12 gives 2 Cu at
cathode, while by electrolytic displacement the chlorine travels to the
anode and combines with the cuprous chloride to form cupric chloride
(Cu, C12 +2C1 = 2 Cu C12).

The solution of the cupric chloride coming from the anodes is then
employed for extracting copper, etc., from ores, mattes, and the like.
In copper ores containing sulphide of copper the following reaction
takes place :-(Cu Cl2 + Cu S = S + Cu2 Cl 2 .) (2Cu C12 + Cu, S =
S + 2 Cui, C12.) This shows that the cuprous chloride formed has
taken up as much copper as had previously been precipitated by
electrolysis as metallic copper. As compared with the quantity
of copper the concentration of the liquor is now twice as great as
originally ; in order, therefore, to establish the original concentration
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the cathode liquor which has >een electrolytically deprived of its cop-
per and flowing from the cathode cells is added thereto. It will be
seen that the above constitutes a continuous process forming a complete
cycle. The cycle is distorted by the gradual dissolution of iron, arsenic,
antimonyand the like impurities contained in the ores or mattes which
become dissolved in place of copper. This defect, however, is over-
corne by the removal of such impurities, more especially the iron, by
the purely chemical method through the use of oxide of copper.before
conveying the cathode liquor to the baths.

Simultaneously with the iron, arsenic, antimony and bismuth dis-
appear. The advantages of this process according to Hoepfner are:
ist. Twice as much copper is produced from chloride solution as from
sulphate with the sane expenditure of energy. 2nd. The halogen salts
of alkalies and carth alkaline inetals (especially calcic chloride) possess
such a dissolving capacity for cuprous chloride that in case of solutions
frce from iron, concentrations can be effected which cannot even be
remotely obtained with sulphate solutions. Front this it follows that
the slighter volume of liquid used in the Hoepfner process enables a
smaller plant to produce the same quantity of copper as a much larger

plant using sulphate solutions.
An acid solution of cupric chloride in calcium chloride is a very

I)owerful solvent of many mctals. If the solution contains fret chlorine,
gold, silver and allied metals are readily brought into solution, and
through proper rmeans can be readily recovered fron such solutions
independently. In properly constructed divided b:tths, having a perfect
circulation of th.- anode and the cathode portions of the electrolyte, the
writcr has obtained irom cuprous chloride solutions a quantity of copper
compating very favorably with the best electrolytic copper produced
from sulphate solution. The voltage necessary did not exceed one volt
per bath. Therefore one horse-power day, at the rate of 7oo volt
anperes to the horse power, produces 39.6 kilos. or 87 pounds of pure
copper to the horse-power. This is double what can be obtained from
sulphate solutions.

Cohen cites a very interesting experiment in the electrolysis of
cuprous chloride without diaphragms. He noticed that in the clectro-
lysis of chloride solutions at a low current density thesolution of cupric
chloride, regenerated at the anode, sinks to the bottom of the vessel
containing it, on account of its increase in specific gravity, and there
fonns a definite rising stratum. If the copper cathode be of sufficient
length to reach this stratum copper will be dissolved fron the sane.
By employing a very deep bath this difficulty is overcome. His method
was as follows:-A deep vessel, having a sump in the bottom thereof,
a long carbon ancde extending into the sump, a siphon removing the
solution from the sump, a short copper cathode reaching about half-way
down the bath and an inflow to supply perfectly reduced cuprous chlo.
ride solution. Cohen claims thatwith this apparatus a current density
of 2o amperes per square meter cathode surface, and a potential differ-
ence of one-half volt per bath, he has obtained copper equal in all
respects to the best copper produced by any known process. Accord-
ing to Cohen's claim, it would be possible figuring 7oo, instead of 73o,
volt amperes to the horse-power, to produce 79.2 kilos, equivalent to
about 174 pounds of pure copper to the horse-powerday. Theorctically
the above is possible, but the writer thinks that practically it would be
very difficult to attain any such results.

If copper nickel ores or mattes are used in the Hoepfner process
after removing the copper, a solution coming from the cathode com-
partments of the bath will be obtaincd containing ail the nickel, cobalt,
etc., in the original electrolyte. This solution upon purification by the
rernoval of iron, cobalt, etc., electrolyzed in proper baths, will yield
nickel and fret chlotine gas. The chlorine gas coming from the nickel
clectrolysis is in the Hoepfner processreabsorbed by a cuprouschloride
solution to be further uscd in extracting more metal froin ores and
nattes, or it may be condensed into liqtaid, or absorbed by lime to pro-

duce bleach. The electrolysis of nickel chloride reverts back to a
simple chloride solution (Ni Ci=Ni+C), and for every 59 equiu leni
of nickel deposited there will be 7t equivalents of chlorine gas set fret.
The electrolysis of a nickel chloride solution is a simple and eiegant
technical proposition. Practically about six kilos or thirteen 1.ounds
of nickel are produced by one horse-power day. This yield is accorn-
panied by the liberation of about 15 pounds of chlorine gas, yielding 45
pounds of 35 per cent. bleach. Sulphate and chloride solutions are Of
such a nature that one can almost say that what is possible with *h.

sulphate solution is also possible with the chloride solution. It is ib
fact just as easy to refine from a chloride solution as from a sulphate.
It is therefore possible to produce copperand nickel or any other mnetal
fron a chloride solution at the sane time using a soluble anode. il.
electrolysis of a salt or sodium chloride solution in the presence of a
soluble copperand nickel anode producing therebyasolution of copper
and nickel chlorides and alkali (caustic soda), was introdnced by tht
writer as a part of the chloride process for producing metals (iS9S,
that ir solutions of metallic chlorides from copper, nickel ores, rnattes,
etc.

The electrolysis of a salt solution having as an ultimate object tEt
production of caustic together with metallic chloride was made tL
basis of a patent issued to Faure, Eng. Patent No. 1742, in 187:, ard

again Trickett & Noad, Eng. Patent No. 7754, x888. (For furfte:
particulars sec Elcro/yic AIali Idustry, George Lunge, Vol. 3.)

Little was known regarding the production of electrolytic nickh:
prior to 1840. At that time an English patent was granted claimiz
the recovery of nickel from the solution of the double cyanides. Tni

patent had little value. But of greater importance are the researc:es
of B&ttger, who establ]ihed the conditions upon which the producti1
of pure nickel from nickel ammonium sulphates or chlorides depend.
This suggestion toward the production of pure nickel was Made t.,
object of a patent by Andree, Nov. 'st, 187 7 . According to Andree,
nickel ores or mattes or nickel.cobalt-copper corr.binations, either a
sulphides or arsenides are connected with the positive terminal of an
electric generator and suspended as anodes in dilute sulphuric aci3.
Upon the cathodes only pure copper would be deposited, while tEe
nickel going into solution remained in solution as long as the electrolyte
remains acid. Towards the end of the operation, carbon anodes te.
place the matte anodes and all the copper is forctd out of solution,
leaving an electrolyte of nickel sulphate with iron sulphate. To ekc-
trolyze this solution the saine is displaced or made alkaline with an-
monia, the precipitated iron separated by filtration -ind the resulir.t
nickel ammoniun sulphate solution electrolyzed producing tlhereb7
pure nickel. About ten years later, in April, 888, Farmer applicd fo
a patent upon an apparatus having for its object the prod::ctio-
of sheet metal and the refining of crude nickel. Farmer :ses a
revolving drum placed in a vat containing an electrolyte of nich!
ammonium sulphate, chloride or nitrate. The anode of the ind
is composed of a semi-cylinder of impure nickel placed below the
drum with its curvature in the direction of the drum or cathode-
The cylindrical cathode revolves, thereby agitating the electroly:e.
while at the same time the nickel is deposited by means of tL-
electric current passing through the same. It is diffictult to

electrolytically separate from crude nickel the metals which coitam,
inate it. A patent was issued to Basse & Selve in iSg: having for is
object the separatio. of nickel from iron, cobalt, zinc, etc. To acco-
plish this a neutral or weak acid solution, containing ni. kel, cobalt.
iron, zinc, etc., is treated with a sufficient quantity of an organi«t sub
stance to prevent the precipitation of nickel, iron, etc., through ail:alis
Concentrated caustic is added to slight excess, and the resultinj- so-:
tion electrolyzed. Atacurrent densityof o3 to i.o amperes per. -Iur*
decimeter of cathode service, iron, cobalt and zinc separate et the
cathode, the nickel remaining in solution or partly separates as hydrox-
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ide. If the current density is large and the solution strongly alkaline,
nickel vill also separate as hydroxide at the cathode. In order to

obtain the nickel fromt the purified solution the solution is treated with

carbonic acid or ammonium carbonate to convert all free alkalies into

alkali carbonates. The solution is then again submitted to clectrolysis.
The organic compounds used for the above purpose are tartaric, citric,
acetic acids, glycerine, dextrose, etc. The writer has obtained very
good results in this direction by the use of creosote sulphonic acids,
made by treating phenoles, obtained fron coal tar with sulphuric acid.

The much patented double decomposition arising when a solution

of sodium chloride is electrolyzed in the presence of soluble anodes,

carrying nietals capable of forming chlorides, has again been made the

basis o; a patent granted to Frasch in i gor. The Frasch process. was

supposed to be an improvement on the Hoepfner process and was ex-

pected tosupercede it and completely revolutionize all methods involved

in the clectrolytic production of metals. Much was claimed for the

process by the inventor, but little has been realized, as the result of its

work at Hamilton, Ontario, show. Sufficient critical comment

upon the Frasch process has appeared within the past year to make

further details regarding it unnecessary here. It is the writer's opinion
that the patent for the Frasch process was granted as the result of the
exertion of a shrewd patent solicitor rather than the public recognition
cf an invention containing new and original ideas on the subject of
clectro.metallurgy.

Hoepfner's process, or rather the legitimate electrolysis of chloride
solutions, is a commercial success, as is evident from the fact that,
,st, the Papenburg Works in Europe continue to operate the sane;
2nd, the Canadian Copper Co. are daily producing a ton or more of
metal from chloride solutions, and, 3rd, zinc production from zinc
chloride,which is technically a much more difficult problem than nickel
froi nickel chloride, is successfully carried on at present at the
Brunner.Mond works in England. It stands to reason, therefore, that
the failure of the Frasch process, judging from results at Hamilton,
must be explained in other ways than in the technical difficulties sur-
rounding the clectrolytic decomposition of a chloride solution.

In the production of metals by the Hoepfner or by the Siemens &
Halske process the question of diaphragms is an important one. The
reactions occurring at the cathodes are always of a reducing nature,
wchile those at the anodes are always of an oxydizing nature. The
result is that the electrolyte surrounding the anodes is of a different
chemnical nature from that surrounding the cathodes and it becomes
necessary, therefore, to keep the electrclytes separated by a substance
having the property of allowing the individual ions to pass, but at the
same time preventing the anode and cathode solutions from mechan-
ically mixing. In the carlier experiments felt, cotton cloth, jute, parch-
ment paper, etc., etc., were largely used. Hoepfner uses nitrated
cotton.ducking to advantage. In recent times porous tiling and the
like (porous cup material as :ased in two liquid or primary elements)
has come extensively into use. The writer is informed that the Cana-
dian Copper Company is using this substance at the present time in the
construction of its baths. The Pukall porous cups and diaphragms
manufacturcd by the Royal Berlin Porcelain Company of Europe, arc
comng into extensive use. Asbestos cloth, mineral wool, spun glass,
sand, cements, etc., etc., in almost every conceivable forni and combi-
nation, have been patented for the above purpose. Although there are
innumerable patents, good, bad and indifferent, affecting the manufac-
ture and use of diaphragms, very few of them give satisfactory results.

From what has been said it will be seen that the electrolytical

production of nickel and copper as at present carried on reverts back
10 two f:ndamental methods, namely: ist. The production from
sulphate solutions; and, and: The production from chloride solution,
and any variations of method claiming to introduce new and original
ideas or novelties are more of a·mcchanical than a chemical nature.

BELL'S ASBESTOS.

The directors beg to submit to the shareholders the report and
audited accounts for the year ended 3rst December, io1.

The result of the year's operations is a net profit
of ....... ...... ................. L z6,324.:6.6

To which has to be added the amount brought
forward........ .. . ................... 1,913.14.2

Leaving for appropriation......................... £ 18,733.1 o.3

The directors recommend:-

r. The payment on the 7th April, of a dividend at the rate of 6
per cent. per annum, free of income tax.

:. To place to reserve fund £9,ooo.

3. To carry forward £2,538 ios. Sd.

The trade of the company in raw and manufactured asbestos and
machinery, and the result of the working of the company's mines -in
Canada, zhowed considerable improvenent during the ycar.

MR. E. V. CORLESS, B Sc , 31cGILL
Who was awarded the President's gold
medal for the best Students' paper pre-
sented to the Transactions of The Can-
adian Mining Institute dwuing 1901.

It was the intention of the writer to furnish a list of patents on this
subject, but the number is legion, and it was thought better not to
cumber this paper with information which can be had from the Patent
Office. In fact, the chemical and mechanical part of electrolysis lias
been so many times patented that doubt is thrown upon the merit and
validity of each and every patent of this nature now upon the market.
The question continually arises: Which of these patents are good, and
to whom should the producers of metals pay royalties? So uncertain
is the answer to these questions that resort is more and more made to
the courts, and pending their decision capital is tied up and production
stopped, and a new element added to the uncertainties of metallurgical
and mining operations which should be as positive in operation as they
are scientific in method.

Appended are outline schemes showing the more prominent fea-
tures of the different processes in use.
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AsuEsTos IN VERMoNT.-In a report to the Directors of the Geo-
logical Survey of the United States, Mr. J. F. Kemp has something to
say of the occurrence of asbestos in the State of Vermont, which will,
we are sure, be of interest to those of our readers who are interested in
the production of the mineral in Canada. He says:-

The asbestos occurs in two distinct and contrasted varieties. In
one case it forms veins which ramify in every direction through the
serpentine. The asbestos fibres are perpendicular or at a high angle
to the walls, and vary from a maximum length, as at present exposed,
of 34 of an inch, down to not more than 1-16 of an inch. The variety
is similar in all respects to the Canadian product but it is met only in
the prospects owned by MIr. Tucker at Tucker's Mill and near Lowell.
The second variety of asbestos is what, for lack of a better name, I
will call "slip-fiber" because it occurs upon the slickensided sur-
faces that are common to this exposure of serpentine, just as to all
others the world over. These fibres fori layers of varying thickness,
seldom more than 3< of an inch, but as they run parallel to the slick-
ensided surfaces they may theniselves be of various lengths, from a
fraction of an inch up to 3 or 4 inches. The fibre is coarser than that
of the veins, and will not furnish so good a grade. At the sanie time
it occurs in larger quantity. This is the variety of fibre which will be
produced by the New England and the National companies. It also
appears in a minor degree in the other openings

The developments of the Ncw England company are the most
advanced. Foundations have been laid for a mill of an estimated
daily capacity of 400 tons. An engine-house has already been erected
and equipped, and a superintendent's house is nearly completed, in addi-
tion to boarding bouses for the men. The mill is admirably located,
so that from the cliff of asbestos rock, which rises to the north of it
and is much higher, the crude material will be run into it on tram cars
and will pass by gravity through the concentrating process. The mill
will, in the natural order of things, be productive in 12o2. At the
National company only a snall open cut has been made, in order to
expose the deposit. The writer was unable to learn whether the in-
stallation of the mil, etc., is immediately contemplated or not. In the
town of Lowell the enterprises have as yet only reached the stage of
open cuts. In the openings thus far made near Lowell the quantity is
apparently not so great as at Tucker's Mill, although the general qual-
ity appears to be much the same.

There is little doubt that the region will become commercially
productive, and that very considerable amounts of asbestos will be
contributed by it to the markets.

CANADA's GREAT NICKEL DEPosiT.-Dr. A. E. Barlow in a

short summary of his investigations in the Sudbury District last year
for the Geological Survey concludes: It is now confidently believed
that the nickel and copper deposits of Sudbury are the most important
of their kind known in the worid. The inauguration of the extensive
and well equipped works of the Mond Nickel Company at the Victoria
mines, and the extension of the works of the Canadian Copper Com
pany, will rapidly place Sudbury in the foreground of the nickel-
producing areas of the world.

GRAPHITE MINING IN CANADA.-It is understood that the pro-
perty owned by the Walker Mining Company, Township of Bucking-
ham, Que. has been sold to a strong American Syndicate and that on
the completion of certain negotiations with the old mortgagees, work
will be prosecuted on an extensive scale. During the past year con.
siderable progress was made in this industry and the outlook for a
larger production of this valuable mineral in Canada is more hopeful.
Work was prosecuted at the deposit at Calumet and some selected

minerai was shipped. The Nnrth American Graphite Cormpanq
worked during most part of the year and shipped a number uf car
loads of the finished product of its mill. It is hoped that the "vest.
igations and experiments during past years, made by this cuisipany,
have resulted in such improvements in the methods and machinery for
the treatment of the rock that the difficulties encountered in the past
will no longer debar the development of the extensive depo.sits cf
graphite-bearing rock of the vicinity. In Ontario, the unum
Graphite Company bas been taking steps to extend its operations br
erecting a mill for the treatment of the ore.

COPPER PRODUcTION IN NEw BRUNSwICK.-In his repor to
the Geological Survey just issued, Prof. L. W. Bailey makes reference
to the important copper mining operations now being carried un hi
the Intercolonial Copper Company at Dorchester, a subject by the
way, on which we will have something further to say in a handomeiî
illustrated article in next month's REvIEw. ProfessorBaileysays:--T'n1
conditions of the occurrence of ore at this point have been given nz
earlier reports. The ore is of low grade, not averaging over 3% per
cent. of copper, but is widely disseminated through the mass of t:e
rock, from which, it is thought, that by the employment of new acd
improved processes it can be profitably extracted. For this purpose
a large and expensive plant bas been introduced, but at the time cf
our visit it had not yet been brought into operation. It is proposed to
crush the entire rock, consisting of grey conglomerate and sanidsto::.
more or less mixed with coaly matter and containing the ore, mainy
chalcocite, in veins and scattered nodules, and, after roasting atd
treatment with acids, to separate the copper by electrical action. .
copper ores of a like character and with similar associations are knoer
to occur elsewhere in the province, as on the Nepinquit river, ner
Bathurst, the results of the operations at Dorchester will be awai:ed
with interest.

CORRESPONDENCE.
The Lead Question.

SiR-I find fron the Unrevised Statements of the Imports and Expo:3
of the Dominion of Canada, that for the year ending June 301h, 1901, th
imports of lcad in all forms into Canada amounted to 1..394 tons, and W
the balf year ending December 31st, 1901, to 9,13134 tons.

The extremely low price prevailing in the latter period stimulated :-
portation, and the figures quoted are probably the largest ever sliou fa
any half year period.

Taken together, the quantity of 20,000 tons for 34 years, indicatesu
average consumption of Lead in Canada of about 13,000 tons per ann::.
which agrees with the estimate generally made by those interested in t
production of the article.

The United States appears to afiord a market for about 2So,ooo to:sd
lead. Allowing our population to be one-fourteenth of their's, ue shoù!
use in Canada about 20,000 tons per annum.

That we do not is due to two causes :-
r. Thîat lead is largely used used in roofing, and in plumbing in large

and costly buildings, such as are found only in great cities, and of getà:
cities we have proportionately fewer than they..

2. Thrifty, enterprising, and well-to-do people, use lead paints largly.
for the preservation of their buildings and for decorative purposes. Thome
less wealthy, and less advanced in aesthetic culture, are content with w
waslies and ochres, or to allow their structures to stand four square toi]
the winds of licaven in native wooden nakedness.

As we have now energed from the pioneer stage of Canadian experie::.
we may expect to sec our comparative deficiencies in this respect i:er
diately supplied.

Not only, from this time on, will our houses and barns of new- crect'o1
be painted before occupation, but accumulated arrearages will be ma1b
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good. All the old houses, and barns, and mills, and fences in the country
n.dt ai;o be painted, so that the consuiption of lead in Canada in the

inutueduite future tnay be expected to reach not only a pet capita ratio equal
to that of the United States, but a higher figure, let us assume, 20,000 tons

pet aliuulm.
li some appreciative remarks in regard to the lead mining situation in

Kootenay. B.C., printed in your February number, you state, and quite
rightly, that the crux of the question is that of a market, but you speak
soniewiat hopelessly of the value of out own honte market.

It is a fact that the present ruling prices for lead in the London market
are ver' unfavourable. In July, igoo, lead was worth in London £1S per
t;!lg toi. In November goî, it was down to £io 5s. Lately it lias
advaired to £ i 7s. 6d, equal to $2.45 per 100 pounds.

At this rate the B.C. rniner receives $1.46 per roo Ibs (being the London

price, less $i.oo per ioo lbs. retained for refining and transportation to Lon-
dois) or for ore carrying 50 pet cent. tead the wiuer receives $1.46 per zoo

lbs. for 9'0 Ibs., equal $13.14 pet ton of ore, whereas freight and smelting
charges are $s5.oo per ton, leaving a balance of $1.86 to be paid out of the
srlter contents of the ore, together with cost of mining, conveyance from
mine to railway, and all other charges.

The present price of silver (53 cents per oz.) is almost as low as bas ever
been knowin, and the situation is that only mines exceptionally high grade
in silver Can work.

The production of tead in B.C. in rgoo aiounted to 3i,ooo tons, and
the production in 1901 to 28,WOo tons, but that it was inainained for the
latter year at so high a figure was due entirely to the impetus given by the
hligl prices of the year before.

The great lead producing mines Of B.C. are now closed, and must remain
so until prices rise, or the very distasteful alternative is resorted to of a
lower rate of wages to miners.

The production Of lead in 1902 will certainly not amount to 20,00 tons,
and nay not exceed ro,oow tons, so that lad we the opportunity of supply-
ing in full the Canadian market we would have for this year no exportable
surplus.

.ead miined and smelted in Canadaand refuinedabroad is nuow readmîîitted
into Canada by payment of duty only upon the cost of refiniing.

Therc being as yet no refinery in operation in Canada, out smselters
avait thenselves of this privilege to the extent of supplying fuilly the
Ca:nadian demand for lead in the formu of pig.

Oi the total consumption of leaid products in Canada, however, cite
bal consists of " corroded " lead, the material which, when ground and
miiixed withi oil, becomes lead paint.

1;y a maladroit arrangement of the Canadian tariff it occurs that the
foreigner who is imîpeded by a i5 pet cent. rate of duty (or if an English-
mi by a rate of« zo pet cent.) fron shipping his pig lead into Canada, cai
by subjecting it to a further and important process of manufacture, get it
admiitted as raw white lead, at a 5 pet cent. rate (or if an Englishman at3s
per cent).

Against the competition of concerns in the United States and the Old
Country, already engaged in the corrosion of lead on a large scale, with
facilities already provided, and ample capital already invested, it is almost
useless to expect the establishment of the business of lead corro.sion in
Canada, vith a tariff fence so low as this.

I do înot wish, for a monent, to use your paper as a mnedim througa
whichi to obtain circulation for a contribution to the current discussion
upon the trade policy of the Governiment.

This particular itei of the tariff was fixed as at prescnt at a tinie wlen
there was no lead prodnction in sight in Canada, and now that conditions
bave chaiged, it necessarily awaits a convenient opportunity for readjust-
ment.

lu the mîeantime it amounts to the offer of a premiutm for the mainu-
facture abroad of an important article, the raw material for which is a drug
in our owîsn market.

I ai awarc that a proposition to increase this rate of duty will neet the
bjection that an increased price to consumers of paint will be involved,
ut therc is no evidence that this would follow.

The luîty upon iîixed paint is now 25 pet cent, and this I fancy fixes
te price of paint mixed at homte.

Whsile our millets in B.C. receive for tead $1.46 pet zoo lbs , their
euigibouîr. in the Coeur DeAlenes camp get from the Lead Trust of the
aitoi Suites $3.50 per too ib., and yet the price of white lead in ail is
taticaIlI the saie (about $5.5o pet ioo Ibs) on both sides of the line.
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I do not Claiur that while the present excessively low price of lend con-
tinues, that there is any very happy solution for the difficulties of the lead
mining camps. But the opportunity to supply in full our own muarket
vould save the industry fron extinction.

Even with last years' production of 28,ooo tons, the sale at hone of one-
lialf, at London price witlout the deduction of freight to London, will
greatly facilitate the disposition of the other lialf. And this could, I think,
be accomplished if tead were given in the tariff the sane treatient accorded
similar lines of goods.

Bounty uipon Rfntiin:g.-Iln the Session of 1901, the aumsi of $Ico,ooo.oo
pet annumu was appropriated by Parlianieut to be paid out during five years
beginîning July îst, 1902, at a rate of $5.oo per ton of refined lead forthe first
year, with a decrease of $i oo for each year.

Under the stimulus of this offer, a refinery in connection with the
works of the Canadian S:nelting Co., at Trail, is in an advanced stage of
construction , and the Marysville Smelting Co. have also announced their
intention cf establishing one in connection with a smelter which they have
under way at the Sullivan line in Post Kootenay. At the tine that this
bounty was offered, the price of lead was about £14, and a production of
about 3o,ooo tons pet annum was being maintained.

The price of silver was at the samse timte 65c per oz., and an advance to
75c. was freely predicted. Wlen a few months Inter lead fell to La, and
silver to 53 cents, the production fell off 5o per cent. or iore, and is nîow
proceeding, as I have said, at a rate of fromt zo,ooo to 2,oo tons.

At the begiining of 1902 the B.C. snelters and railways miet the
necessities of their customers by a cut of $4.oo pet ton of ore in freight and
treatment charges.

It is possible that the present charge ($S5 pet tont upon average ore)
would admit of further reduction, if it were possible for the snelters to
market the lead bullion without loss.

The deduction of $r.oD pet ioo Ibs. from London price does not, how-
ever, comie near meeting the actual cost of refining a ton of bullion, paying
freight froi B C. to London, and meeting the inevitable charges for coni-
mission, interest, etc., involved in the transaction.

The total of these charges is nearer $1.75 pet soc Ibs. than $t.oo, so that
the wihole of the carnings of the snelter for the t reainent of ore would be
lost in the cost of marketing, if the whole of the lead production was
actually shipped to London.

That the business is continued at all uider present conditions is due to
the fact that a portion of the output is marketed in Canada, and another
smîall portion in Ci:ina and Japanî, at prices slightly better than London and
with a great saving in freight.

A readjustmîent of the ternis upoi which the botnty of last year was
offered, maintaining the liiimit of expenditure as nlow at $roo,ooo per annui,
bnt allowing it to be paid at a iighier rate pet ton in case the total produc-
tion falls below the amoiuit at vhich the whole appropriation could be
earned at present rates, would afford sensible relief to a badly harassed in-
dustry, and would be but justice to tho.se who in good faith arc investing
their money in lead refineries.

It is promiised by the snelting companies that in order to promote the
establishment of works in Canada for the corrosi-on of lead, a price will be
made upon lead pig, such as will enable such au idustry to meet outside
competition. even under the unfair existing tariff conditions.

One thing is certain, that to the ore shipper the irzeducible minimum
of price bas been reachued, and that the benefit of every concession that can
be obtained by the smielter or the refiner miiuust be transferred to the pro-
ducer under penalty of a total cessation of ore supply.

G. O. BUCHANAN.
Kaslo, B.C., x5th April, 1902.

Sia-I beg to call your attention to the present condition of the lead
smelting industry in British Coluiibia.

Two years ago the Trail sielter settled with the lead mines on the basis
of New Vork quotations for lead, less the duty of i zc. per lb. on lead con-
tents. In making fresh contracts, however, the manager of this sielter
rcpTesented that it would be more satisfactory to the mine owners to settle
on the basis of London quotations for lead, which would yield them quite
os nichi. Accordingly new contracts were made on the basis of these
quotations, less $t6 to $t8 pet ton freighît on the lead to London. At the

,beginning of the present ycar, however, the rate of freighut was raised to
$20 per toi, besides an increase in snielting charge, and -shortly after lead
in London dropped about 40 pet cent below New York quotations. The
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result has been that the lead mines have been receiving about i2c per lb.
net instead of 2,•C. per lb., which they would have received for the lead on
the basis of the New York quotations, less duty.

The Trail smelter may claim that they are obliged to ship their lead to
London, but if they had closed down altogether the lead could have been
shipped to the United States so that it would yield 2!C. per lb. In other
words, the C.P.R., instead of fostering the lead industry, as they promised
to do, have been causing it a serious injury by keeping their smelter in
operation. The actual difference to mines carrying 50 per cent. of lead
amounts to between $io and $12 per ton.

This explanation may be rather involved, but it is correct, and I think
it would be well for you to have a paper on the subject by some of the
British Columbia engineers, who are thoroughly familiar with the subject.

This of course brings up the question of refining of lead in this country,
which is the most important matter now before our present Government.
The refining of copper should be dealt with at the same time.

I daresay that these matters are before you, but I take the liberty of
drawing your attention to them.

Vours truly,

Montreal, 2nd April, 1902.
CLARENCE J. McCUAIG.

SIR-In 1899 ail of the lead ores of the Kootenay were purchased ex-
clusively by American smelters, which at that time had not been formed
into a trust. The bisis of the purchase of these ores was to allow the mines
90 per cent. of the lead at the New York quotation for lead, less the duty of
i 54c, per pound on oo per cent of the lead contents, allowing the mines 95
percent. of the silver and deducting $20 per ton for freight and treatment
charges.

The smelters first purchasing ores in the Kootenay country paid the i 1/c.
per pound on ioo per cent. of the lead contents and sold the resulting lead
in the United States ; this being possible on account of the very high price
of United States leid as compared to the London figure. During 1899, and
especially the latter part of 1899, it was found in the smelters' interests to
take advantage of the bonding privilege accorded by the United States
government, smelt the ore in bond and export 90 per cent of the lead im-
ported in it. In other words, these smelters were purchasing foreign ores,
British Columbia ores, on the basis of prices paid for metals in New York
and selling in the London market. There being no fixed relations between
the price of lead in London and that in New York, it was self-evident that
there was no more sense in basing the price of British Columbia ores on the
United States prices for lead than there would be in basing such prices on
quotations for lead in Russia.

In the fall of 1899 it was decided by all the American and Canadian
snelters that instead of purchasing ores on the basis of the New York price
it would be advisable to change to the prices in the market where the metals
were sold, natnely, London.

In December, 1899, the price of London lead was about £16 17s. 6d.,
which, with a deduction of $14 from the Lndon price was equivalent to
about $58.92 per short ton. At the same time the New York price was $4.45
per ioo pounds, or $89.oo per short ton, and with a duty of 1%c. deducted
on oo per cent. of the contents. the net amount paid per ton for British
Columbia ore was $55.66. In other words, the amount which was agreed the
smelters would allow the British Columbia mines in December, 1899,
amounted to $3.26 per ton of lead better on the London basis than it was on
the New York basis. This on a ton of 50 per cent. lead ore (assuming pay-
ment for 90 per cent. of lead contents) amounted to $1 .46 per ton of ore.

It would be impossible for any suelter manager or mine owner to
prophesy for any length or period of time as to what the relative prices in
London and New York would be for the next two years, but the statements
which I enclose for your perusal show that during the year ioo the mines
of British Columbia (assuming their ore to contain 50 per cent. lead)
received on an average of $6.o9 more per ton of ore shipped than they
would have received had they remained on the old basis in which they were
allowed the New York price less the American duty.

In the year 190:, it will be noticed that on account of the very low
price of London lead, the mines would have received more for their lead
lad they been paid on the Sew York basis. It must be taken into cou-
sideration, however, that the freiglit and treatment charges in 1901 were
reduced $i.oo per ton as compared with 1oo. Leaving out the question,
however, of this reduction, the mines of the Kootenay country are shown
by this statemient to have gained on account of this change to the London

basis $230,ooo, or an average of $2.22 per ton of ore, assuming freiglit and
treatment charges to have been constant, which, as explained above, they
were not, for in fact contracts were made in favor of the miner to the extent
of $i oo per ton during the year 1901. Please keep in mind the fact that in
December, 1899, when the change was made, that it figured in favor of the
miner to the extent of $1.46 per ton of ore, while the average for 1900 and
1901 shows that-the mines have netted $2.22 per ton more than they would
had they been left on the New York basis.

I give you the above figures assuming that there might have been a
grain of truth in Mr. McCuaig's statement that the Trail smelter was
responsible for the change. But this statement upon Mr. McQuaig's part
is untrue, as the American smelters have continued to purchase ores in
Britibh Columbia to almost the same extent as they did previous to the
starting of operations at Trail, and the basis used in the purchase of these
ores was exactly the same by the smelters in the United States as that
adopted by those in Canada.

Certainly the Trail smelter is not responsible for the formation of a
gigantic trust in the United States, which is the real cause of the withdrawal
of certain of the American smelters from purchasing British Columbia ores
in 19o1. In the first place the Trail smelter is not sufficiently powerful to
keep the American Smelting and Refining Company out of this market, and
had the Trust wished to purchase ores at the ruling prices in the country,
they would have proceeded to have done, just as the Everett smelter and
the Selby Company have been doing.

As a matter of fact, the management of one of the largest lead producers
opened up a correspondence during the fall of 1oo with the management
of the American Smelting and Refining Company, and asked them to
kindly quote a treatment charge on their output for the year 1i9o, stating
that he would arrange freight rates to whatever snelting point they might
wish to take his ore. The management of the Trust was at first evasive,
but finally replied to the effect that they were not in the market for British
Columbia lead ores, shewing that neither the Trail smelter nor freight rates
made by Canadian roads had anything whatsoever to do with their absolute
withdrawal from the market. The real causes for their withdrawal were
two :-

1st-There was no profit to be made in British Columbia lead ores at
the ruling prices of the country.

2nd-They had more lead in the United States than they could possibly
take care of, there being a shortage of dry ores and a tremendous over-
production of lead ores. To prove that this is the cause I will only state
that in the Coeur d'Alene country the Trust paid certain lead mines as high
as $t8,ooo per month to keep them closed ; in other cases they paid $io,ooo
and $12,ooo per mynth to mines to get them to reduce their output one-
third.

As a further proof of the above statement it would be well to refer to a
copy of the report made by Mr. S. S. Fowler, Consulting Engineer of the
Whitewater Mines, Ltd., taken from the B. C. Review, of London, of
December 14th, 19o1, in which the Chairman states in part as follows:-

" At the end of last year your directors had hope that the mine had
entered upon a dividend-paying basis, with every prospect of its continuance.
It was, therefore, with considerable consternation that we were met with the
decision of the American Smelter people to cease taking lead ores from British

Cclumbia, except upon exorbitant ternis. We thought, however, that this con-
dition of things would be of short duration, and continued full operations at
the mine and mill until March last, when the mill was shut down, and work
confined to development only. In April all hands were discharged, except
the small force necessary for keeping the workings in good order, and it was
not until July last that we succeeded in making terms with a local smelter
for the treatment of our ore, which terms Mr. Fowler descuibes as more

favourable than those -we haid been havingfrom the Aierican sie/ter. Operations
were continued with one shift until August, since when full operations have
been resumed. I think, also, that we may look forward to some cousider-
able improvement in the smelting position-in the first place, owing to the
liberal action of tLe Dominion Government in granting a subsidy upon lead
locally refined, and, secondly, from the competition of local smelters with
those of the United States, which is likely to follow. In fact, we understand
that a local refinery will before long be established at Nelson, which place
is no great distance from our mine. Our difflculty has been that there was
practically no demand for the ore, such as the Whitewater mine produced,
in Canada itself. Almost all the ore from our part of British Columbia has
lad to go to the United States, and we have, had to-tike what terns thee American
sme/ters wou/l give us. We hope, however, that the outcome of the establish-
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ment of the local smelter and refirery I have referred to will be to promote
competition and to offer a ready market for our productions. "

As still one more additional proof of the looseness of Mr. McCuaig's
statements I wish to state that a special correspondence was opened between
the Great Northern Railway and the American Smelter Trust, by which the
Great Northern Railway endeavoured to get the American Smelter Trust to
come into the British Columbia market. The result of this correspondence
was that the American Smelter Trust said they wonld advise them further
in case they decided to purchase British Columbia ores. This ended the
correspondence, and nothing more was heard from the Smelter Trust.

At the beginning of the year 1901 British Columbia was turning out in
the neighbourhood of 300 tons of lead ore daily, which was far in excess of
the tonnage that could be handled by the smelters located at San Francisco,
Everett, Trail, and Nelson. For this reason the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company undertook to and di I market a large amount of ore in Germany
and other European countries; they wou*d have been glad had the Ameri-
can Smelting ani Rerxing Company taken this tonnage, but the correspon-
d±nce above referred to between the management of one of the large pro-
perties and the Smelter Trust was certainly conclusive so far as convincing
the railway companies that the Trust would not purchase any ore in British
Columbia at any price.

Mr. McCuaig states that the actual difference to mines carrying 50 per
cent. lead amounts to between $îo and $12 per ton. He is not very explicit
as to exactly what he meaus; under any interpretation his statement is not
correct. Assuming for a min ite that there was some truth in it, no Ameri-
can smelter could possibly purchase British Columbia ores at New York
prices, less the duty, when New York prices are at their present figure and
Lonion prices are £ ro os., as such a procedure would mean a tremendous
financial liss t> any such company. There is, in other words, more lead
being produced in the United States than they can possibly take care of.
Th ey must of necessity, therefore, export lead originating from Mexico and
British Columbia under the bonding privilege, or else export lead originat-
ing in the United States for which they had paid $80 per ton, and sell it in
London, where they would receive 46s. per ton.

In conclusion, I wish to state that the Trail smelter was simply one of a
number of smelters which decided for business reasons that it would be
well to chaoge the method of purchasing British Columbia ores so that the
metal quotations used would be those of the country in which they would
sell their product.

S2.ý,nd : That a change made from the New York to the London basis
h is resulte 1 in round numbers in an advantage of $230,oo, or approxi-
mately $2.22 per ton of ore, to the mines during the years 1oo and 1901.

Third : That the American Smelting and Refining Company withdrew
from the British Columbia market because they were not willing to purchase
British Columbia lead ores at the ruling prices in the country. and further-
more, because they had more domestic lead ores than they could handle,
as shown by their paying lead mines with which they had contracts to keep
closed.

Fourth : Every effort was made by the Railway Companies and the
mine owners to induce the Smelter Trust to continue purchasing ore in
Britsh Columbia and that allsuch attempts proved futile.

Fifth: The entrance into the British Columbia fields by local smelters
certainly had the tendency of giving the miners a better price for their lead
ores, and had it not been for these smelters the bulk of the mines of the
country would have have had absolutely no market to which they could
have shipped their product during the year 19o.

To show the feeling of the mine owners of British Columbia, I enclose
for your information copy of a resolution which was unanimously passed at
Nelson, June 28, 1901.

Yours, etc.,
LEAD MINER.

Nelson, 21st April, 1902.

P.S.-Please keep in mind that the freight and treatment charges in 1899
were $20; in 1900, $20 ; in 1901, $19 ; and in 1902 it lias been proposed
to make charges $15, reducing the zinc limit, however, from 1o% to 8%.

NOVA SCOTIA STEEL AND COAL.
Your Directors submit herewith the first Annual Report and General

Statenient of assets and liabilities, and abstract of Profit and Loss Account
for the year ended December 31st, 1901.

The company was organized June 2Sth, 1901, to take over as a going
conceri as from the 1st January, 1901, the bu-iness, assets and liabilities of
the Nova Scotia Steel Company, Limited. The reports and statements now
submitted therefore include the business for the calendar ) ear 1901.

The capital of the company consists of:-
5o,ooo shares of Common Stock ....... ......... $roo oo each
20,000 shares of 8% Accumulative Preferred Stock. 1oo oo each

of which 30,900 shares of Comnon Stock and 10,300 shares of Preferred
Stock were issued in payment of the property, business and assets of the
said, The Nova Scotia Steel Company, Limited.

An issue of 30 year 6 per cent. gold bonds of the company was made,
and the bonds of the Nova Scotia Steel Company, Limited, amounting to
$1,500,000.00, were redeened at par.

The company mined and disposed of over 350,000 tons of iron ore;
238,000 tons of coal; and 26,ooo tons of limestone and dolomite. Upwards
of 52,000 tons of pig iron and steel ingots were produced.

The prospects for the year 1902 are favorable. Large quantities of coal
and ore will be required to meet the sales already made and the require-
ments of the company for the year.

A coal washing plant and the first block of coke ovens at Sydney Mines
are completed ; excellent coke has been made and shipped to the blast
furnace at Ferrona.

The erection of a new coal shipping pier at North Sydney is progressing
favorably, and it is expected that it will be ready to be used during the
present shipping season.

In order to increase the output of coal, new slopes, on the Sydney Mines
coal areas, are now being opened up. As the work progresses, the output
will gradually increase, and it is believed that by the end of 1903, the
development work will be completed and the new mines producing to their
full capacity.

Contracts have been entered into for the blowing engines, and a large
portion of the material required for the construction of a new 200 ton blast
furnace, for which the capital is now provided. The site has been selected
at Sydney Mines, and the work will be prosecuted as rapidly as possible.

All the products of the company now being sold at thirty days, net
cash, the loss in the collection of accounts should be very small, and every
effort will be made by the management to maintain the business on
this basis.

The profits for the year ended December 31st, 1901
amount to...............................$508,936 79

To which add balance at credit of Profit and Loss
Account of the Nova Scotia Steel Company,
Limited, December 31st, 1900............... .... 242,c30 24

$750,967 03
Which your Directors recommend be distributed as follows:-

Interest on Bonds........ .......... $ 93,237 84
Dividend paid on Preferred Shares to

July ist, 1901........... ... ,........ 41,200 00
Dividend on Preferred Shares to Jan-

uary Ist, 1902........................ 41,200 oo
Reserve Funds for depreciation, plant,

renewals, etc....................20oo,ooo oo
Dividends on Common Shares at 4%

payable April 15th, 1902. ........ 123,600 00
Balance at credit of Profit and Loss

Account carried forward .......... 351,729 19
$750,967 03

The Directors have decided that so long as the earnings justify,
dividends on the preferred shares should be payable quarterly, and on the
common shares half yearly.

All of what is respectfully submitted.

CANADIAN MINING INSTITUTE.
EASTERN ONTARIO SECTION.

A PUBLIC MEETING of Mine Owners, Mine Managers, Mining Eng-
ineers and others interested in promoting the welfare of the mining industry
in Eastern Ontario, will be held in the CITY OF KINGSTON, ONT., on

Tuesday Evening, 6th May, 1902
for the purpose of completing the Eastern Ontario Section of the Institute.

B. T. A BELL, CHARLES FERGIE,
General Secretary. President.

W. L GOODWIN,
Chairman.

CANADIAN MINING INSTITUTE.
NOVA SCOTIA SECTION.

A PUBLIC MEETING of Mine Owners and Mine Managers, Mining,
Civil and Mechanical Engineers, and all who may be interested in promoting
the welfare of the profession and industry of nining in the Province of
Nova Scotia, will be held AT SYDNEY, CAPE BRETON, on

Friday Everning, l3th Jurie, 1902
for the purpose of completing the organization of the Nova Scotia Section'
of the Inst'tute.

A programme of papers on subjects of interest to the coal, iron and gold
mining members will be presented.

B. T A. BELL,
General Secretary.

CHARLES FERGIE.
President.

C. SHIELDS,
Chaicman.
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CANADIAN MINING INSTITUTE.
EASTERN TOWNSHIPS SECTION.

A PUBLIC MEETING of Mine Owners, Managers and Miniug Eng-
ineers, and others interested in the ruining industries of the Eastern Town-
ships of Quebec, vill be held AT SHER BROOKE, QUE., on

Tu*esdcay Evenirig, 10th Jurie, 1902
fur the purpose of conipleting the organization of the Eastern Townships
Section of the Institute. A programme of papers will be subtnitted for dis-
cussion. All mining men cordially invited.

B. T. A. BELL, CHARLES FERGIE, GEO. R. SMITH,
Genteral Serretaty. JPresident Chairmai.

LOBNITZ GOLD DREDGERS ARE
AT WORK IN BRITISH NORT11

AND SOUTII AMERICA, AFRICA,
ASIA, &c.

Telegraphic Address:
LOBNITZ, RENFREW. AI Code used

S. DILLON-MILLS
MINING EXPERT

Address all correspondence to

538 Huron Street TORONTO.

Specialty :
Examination, Prospecting and Initial
Developnent of Mining Properties.

LOBNITZ & CO., LIMITED,
M A N U F A C TU R E D R E D G E P L A N T.

MOST 1.IiROVEI IESIGNS.

GOLD DREDCERS.
ALL PARTS MADE TO GAUGH.

QUICK DELIVERY OF STANDARD SIZES.

LOBNITZ & CO., Ltd., RENFREW, SCOTLAND.
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MINING ENGINEEE.

ANTED-Position by Mining Engineer with 20

years practical experience in charge of iron and
coal mines in England. Surface and underground
work ; boring, sinking, and developing; erection of
machinery ; management of men, etc. Holds English
Government certificate as Colliery Manager.

Address :
H. WILSON, 1570 Ontario St., MONTREAL.

WANTED
FOR A LIEBRARY.

COPIES of Volumes 1, II and III of the Federated

Canadian Mining Institute ; Volumes I and Il

General Mining Association of the Province of Que-

bec ; Vols. 1, Il and III, Canadian Mining Institute.

Cash will be paid for any or ail of these copies.

Write "' J.B.," Canadian M/ining Review, Ottawa.

MININGSTOCKS.
We are open to act as Fiscal Agents in

Boston and New England for the sale of

the Treasury Stock of a good Mining

Company. Address with full particulars

EDWARD HEOGES & C., Bankers and Brokers
19 Congress Street, BOSTON, MASS.

FINEPERFORATED METALS
FOR

Stamp Battery
Iuntington Miii

and Jig Screens
AMERICAN ENGINEERING WORKS

204 Dearborn Street CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

IN PREPARATION
TWELFTH EDITION

Canadian Mining |Mnual
FOR 1902

Up to date particulars of the Organisation, Equipment, Operations,
Output, Balance Sheets and Dividends of all Canadian

Collieries Metal Mines Stamp Batteries
Blast Furnaces Smelting Works

600 PP.-HANDSOMELY BOUND

The most complete and handily arranged work of reference to Canadian

inining undertakings extant.

.. PRICE FOUR DOLLARS..

THE CANADIAN MINING REVIEW
OTTAWA, CANADA.

GUN NETAL - - Price £24.

CoivE W OR -- Affection.

- Price £30.

ColE W\\oR - - Affianced.

Stanley'slPatent Mine
Sr aff, 6 feet, closing to
20 inches, very port-
able..............£2 5S.

COTIE WORD - Elenent.

Mathematical, Drawing, and Surveying Instruments
Of every descrip' ion, of the highest Quality and Finish, at

the niost inoderate Prices.

SPECIALTY FOR MININC SURVEY INSTRUMENTS.

PRICE LIST, POST FREE

Address-W. F. STANLEY & CO. Ltd.
CREAT TURNSTILE, HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

'FTlegrams-" TURNSTILE, LONDON.

Gold Medals, Inventions Exhibitions, 1885, and Mining Exhibition, 1890

We carry a Large Stock.

W. H. C. MUSSEN& co.

ROPE ::i RAILS
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CHOOL OF MINING,
KINGSTON, ONTARIO.

AFFILIATED TO QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY.

The Following Courses are offered.

i-Three Years' Course for a Diploma in
(A) Mining Engineering.
(B) Analytical Chemistry and Assaying.

. -Four Years' Course for a Degree B.Sc. in
(A) Mining Engineering.
(B) Chemistry and Mineralogy.
(C) Mineralogy and Geology.

3-Coursesain Chemistry, Assaying, Mineralogy,
and Geology for degrees of Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) and Master of

Arts (M.A.)
For further information see the Calendar of Queen's University.

4-Post-Graduate Course for the Degree of
Doctor of Science (D.Sc.)
For further information see the calendar of Queen's University.

Next Session begins October 3rd,

... 1900...

Matriculation Examination held at Queen's University, Sept. 20th.
Unmatriculated Students admitted to Special Courses.

The School is provided with well equipped Laboratories for the study of Chemical Analysis, Assaying, Blowpiping,

Mineralogy, Petrography and Drawing. In the Mining Laboratory the operations of Crushing, Amalgamating, Concentrat-

ing, Chlorinating, Cyaniding, etc., can be studied on a large scale.

MSR CALENDAR OF THE SCHOOL AND FURTHER INFORMATION APPLY TO,-m '

Dr. W L. GOODXWIN,
DIRECTOR

SCHOOL OF MINING, KINGSTON, ONTARIO.

s
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flîd bu lear the Thunder?
Where there is thunder there is lightning.

Every electric plant should be provided with

Lightning Arresters which will PROTECT I

NOW
IS THE

TiME
.Write for Bulletin No. 823..

MANUFACTURED AND SOLD BY

GA DIAN ERALEECTRIC

Head Office: TORONTO, ONT.

BRANCH OFFICES-
Montreal, Que.
Halifax, N.S.
Ottawa, Ont.
Winnipeg, Man.
Vancouver, B.C.
Rossland, B.C.

FACTORIES-
Toronto, Ont.
Petepboro, Ont.
MontPeal, Que.

THE

Canadiail Pacifie Railway
IS THE MOST DIRECT ROUTE

TO THE

Gireat Mining
Regions

0F

British Columbia, the
Yukon and Alaska.

COMMENCINC JUNE 15, 1902,
the IMPERIAL LIMITFn trains, crossing the continent in 97 hours,

will L ave Montreal and Toronto for Vancouver every Sunday,

Wednesday and Fridav, June to October.

First-class Sleeping and Dining Cars attached to all through

trains.

Quickest route to the Yukon via the C. P. R. to Vancouver,

C. P. N. steamships to Skagway and White Pass Railway and con-

nectincg steamers to Dawson.

Magnificent fleet of steamers in the inland waters of Southern

British Columbia by which all important points, not connected by

rail, can be reached.

For rates, reservation of berths, etc., apply to nearest C. P. R.

Agent or to

C. E. E. USHER, C. E. McPHERSON,
General Passenger Agent, General Passenger Agent,

Eastern Lines, Western Lines,

MONTREAL. WINNIPEG, Man.

ROBERT KERR,
Passenger Traffic Manager,

MONTREAL.
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PROVINCE OF NOVA SCOTIA.

Leases for Mines of Gold, Silver, Coal, lron, Copper, Lead,Tin

PRECIOUS STONES.
TITLES GIVEN DIRECT FROM THE CROWN, ROYALTIES AND RENTALS MODERATE.

GOLD AND SILVER.
Under the provisions of Chap. 1, Acts of 1892, of Mines and Minerals,

Licenses are issued for prospecting Gold and Silver for a term of twelve
months. Mines of Gold and Silver are laid off in areas of 150 by 250 feet,
any numîber of which up to one hundred can be included in one License,
provided that the length of the block does not exceed twice its width. The
cost is 50 cents per area. Leases of any number of areas are granted for a
tern of 40 years at $2.00 per area. These leases are forfeitable if not worked,
but advantage can be taken of a recent Act by which on payment of 50 cents
anuually for each area contained in the lease it becomes non forfeitable if
the labor be not performed.

Licenses are issued to owners of quartz crushing mills who are required

to pay Royalty on all the Gold they extract at the rate of two per cent. on
smelted Gold valued at $19 an ounce, and on smelted Gold valued at $18 an
ounce.

Applications for Licenses or Leases are receivable at the office of the
Commissioner of Public Works and Mines each week day fromi 10 a.m. to
4 p.m., except Saturday, when the hours are from 10 to i. Licenses are
issued in the order of application according to priority. If a person dis-
covers Gold in any part of the Province, he may stake out the boundaries of
the areas he desires to obtain, and this gives hi one week and twenty-four
hours for every 15 miles fron Halifax in which to make application at the
Department for his ground.

MINES OTHER THAN GOLD AND SILVER.
Licenses to search for eighteen months are issued, at a cost of thirty

dollars, for minerals other than Gold and Silver, out of which areas can be

selected for mining under lease. These leases are for four renewable ternis
of twenty years each. The cost for the first year is fifty dollars, and an
annual rental of thirty dollars secures each lease from liability to forfeiture
for non-working.

All rentals are refunded if afterwards the areas are worked and pay
royalties. All titles, transfers, etc., of minerals are registered by the Mines
Department for a nominal fee, and provision is made for lessees and licensees
whereby they can acquired promptly either by arrangement with the owner
or by arbitration all land required for their mining works.

The Government as a security for the payment of royalties, makes the
royalties first lien on the plant and fixtures of the mine.

The unusually generous conditions under which the Government of
Nova Scotia grants its minerals have introduced many outside capitalists,
who have always staed that the Mining laws of the Province were the best
they had had experience of.

The royalties on the remaining minerals are : Copper, four cents on every
unit ; Lead, two cents upon every unit ; Iron, five cents on every ton ; Tin
and Precious Stones, five per cent. ; Coal, io cents on every ton sold.

The Gold district of the Province extends along its entire Atlantic coast,
and varies in width from 10 to 40 miles, and embraces an area of over three
thousand miles, and is traversed by good roads and accessible at all points
by water. Coal is known in the Counties of Cumberland, Colchester, Pictou
and Antigonish, and at numerous points in the Island of Cape Breton. The
ores of Iron, Copper, etc., are met at numerous points, and are being rapidly
secured by miners and investors.

Copies of the Mining Law and any information can be had on application to

THE HON. C. E. CHURCH,
Commissioner Public Works and Mines,

HALIFAX, NOVA SCOTIA.

1Zý'm ýUp
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PROVINCE of QUEBEC
The attention of Miners and Capitalists in the United States

and in Europe is invited to the

OREAT MINERAL TERRITORY
Open for invesi ment in the Province of Quebec.

Gold, Silver, Copper, Iron, Asbestos, Mica, Plumbago,
Phosphate, Chromic Iron, Galena, Etc.

ORNAMENTAL AND ST1RUCTURAL MATERIALS IN ABUNDANT VARIETY.
The Mining Law gives absolute security to Title, and has been
specially framed for the encouragement of Mining.

Mining concessions are divided into three classes:-
1. In unsurveyed territory (a) the first class contains 4oo acres, (b)

the second, 200 acres, and (c) the third, 1oo acres.

2. In surveyed townships the three classes respectively comprise

one, two and four lots.

Ail lands supposed to contain mines or ores belonging to the
Crowin may be acquired from the Commissioner of Colonization and
Mines (a) as a mining concession by purchase, or (b) be occupied and
worked under a mining license.

No sale of mining concessions containing more than 40o acres in
superficies can be made by the Commissioner to the same person. The

Governor-in-Council may, however, grant a larger extent of territory up

to 1,ooo acres under special circumstances.

The rates charged and to be paid in full at the time of the pur-
chase are $5 and $io per acre for mining lands containing the superior
metals*; the first named price being for lands situated more than 12
miles aud the last named for lands situated less than 12 miles from the

railvay.

If containing the inferior metal, $2 and $4 according to distance

from railway.

Unless stipulated to the contrary in the letters patent in conces-

s.ons for the mining of superior metals, the purchaser has the right to

mine for ail metals found therein ; in concessions for the mlning of the

inferior metals, those only may be mined for.

*The superior metals inllude the ores of gold, silver, lead, copper, nickel, graphite, asbestos,
mica, and phosphate of lime. The words inferior metals include all other minerals and ores.

Mining lands are sold on the express condition that the purchaser
shall commence bona fide to mine within two years from the date of
purchase, and shall not spend less than $500 if mining for the superior
metals ; and not iess than $200 if for inferior metals. In default, can-
cellation of sale of mining lands.

(b) Licenses may be obtained from the Commissioner on the fol-
lowing terms :-Application for an exploration and prospecting license,
if the mine is on private land, $2 for every 1o acres or fraction of
100; if the mine is on Crown lands (1) in unsurveyed territory, $5 for
every 100 acres, and (2) in unsurveyed territory, $5 for each square
mile, the li, ense to be valid for three months and renewable. The
holder of such license may afterwards purchase the mine, paying the
prices mentioned.

Licenses for mining are of two kinds Private lands bicenses where
the mining rights belong to the Crown, and public lands licenses.
These licenses are granted on payment of a fee of $5 and an annual
rental of $1 per acre. Each license is granted for 200 acres or less
but not for more ; is valid for one year, and is renewable on the same
terms as those on which it was originally granted. The Governor-in
Council may at any time require the payment of the royalty in lieu
of fees for a mining license and the annual rental-such royalties
unless otherwise determined by letters patent or other title from the
Crown, being fixed at a rate not to exceed three per cent. of the value
at the mine of the mineral extracted after deducting the cost of
mining it.

The fullest information will be cheerfully given on application to

THE MINISTER OF LANDS, MINES AND FISHERIES,
PARLIAMENT BUILDINGS, QUEBEC, P. Q.
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DOMINION OR CANADA
SYNOPSIS OF REGULATIONS

For Disposal of Minerals on Dominion Lands in Manitoba, the North-
West Territories, and the Yukon Territory.

COAL.

Coal lands may be purchased at Sio.oo per acre for soft coal, and $2o.oo

for anthracite. Not more than o acre3 cati be acquired by one individual or
company. Royalty at such rate as may:îv from time to time be specified by
Oider in Council shall be collected on the gross output.

OUARTZ.

Persons of eighteen years and over and joint stock companies holding
Free Miner's Certificates may obtain entry for a mining location.

A Free Miner's Certificate is granted~for one or more vears, not exceeding
five, upon payment in advance of $io.oo per annium foi an individual, and froin

$50-00 t $1oo.oo per aiinum for a companv, accordimg to capital.

A Free Miner having discovered mineral in place iay locate a claim

1500 X 15oo feet by narking out the samne with two legal posts, bearing loca-
tion notices, one at each end on the line of the Iode or vein.

The claim shall be recorded within fifteen davs if located within ten miles
of a li1ning Recorder's Office, one additional day allowed for every additional
ten miles or fraction. The fee for recording a clain is S..oo.

At least $îoo.oo must be expended on the claim each year or paid to the
Mining Recorder in lieu thereof. When S5oo.oo has been expended or paid
the locator may, upon having a survey made and upon complying wxith other
requireients, purchase the land at $i.oo an acre.

Permission may be granted by the Miiiister of the Interior to locate claims
containing iron and mica, aiso copper in the Yukon Territory, of an area not

exceeding î6o acres.
'lhe patent for a mining location shall provide for the payment of royalty

on the sales not exceeding five per cent.

PLACER MINING, MANITOBA AND THE N.W.T., EXCEPTING THE
YUKON TERRITORY.

Placer mining claims generally are oo feet square; entry fee $5.oo renew-
able yearly. On the North Saskatchewan River claims are either bar or
bench, the former being îoo feet long and extending between high and low
water mark. The latter includes bar diggings but extends back to the base
of the hill or bank, but not exceeding i,ooo feet. Where steani power is used,
claims 200 feet wide may be ottained.

DREDGING IN THE RIVERS OF MANITOBA AND THE N.W.T.,
EXCEPTING THE YUKON TERRITORY.

A Free Miner mav obtain onlv two leases of five miles each for a tern of
twenty years, renewable in the discretion of the Minister of the Interior.

The lessee's right is confined to the subnerged bed or bars of the river
below low water mark, and subject to the rights of all persons who have, or
who may receive entries for bar diggings or bench claims, except on the Sas-
katchewan River, where the lessee may dredge to high water mark on each
alternate leasehold.

The lessee shall have a dredge in operation within one season from the
date of the lease for each five miles, but where a person or company has ob-
tained more than one lease one dredge for each fifteen miles or fraction is
sufficient. Rental $u0.oo per annum for each mile of river leased. Royalty at
the rate of two and a half per cent., collected on the output after it exceeds
$1o,ooo.oo.

DREDGING IN THE YUKON TERRITORY.

Six leases of five miles each may be granted to a free miner for a term of
twenty years, also renewable.

The lessee's right is confined to the submerged bed in the river below low

water mai k, that boundarv to be fixed by its position on the ist day of August
in the vear of the date of the lease.

The lessee shall have one dredge in operation within two years from the
date of the lease, and one dredge for each five miles within six years from such
date. Rental, $ioo.oo per mile for first year, and $io.oo per mile for eaclh
subsequent year. Royalty ten per cent. on the output in excess of $15,ooo.oo.

PLACER MINING IN THE YUKON TERRITORY.

Creek, Gulch, River and Hill Claims shall not exceed 250 feet in length.
measured on the base line or general direction of the creek or gulch, the width
being from 1,ooo to 2,000 feet. All other Placer Claims shall be 250 feet square.

Claims are marked by two legal posts, one at each end bearing notices.
Entry must be obtained within ten days if the claim is within ten miles of
Mining Recorder's office. One extra day allowed for each additional ten miles
or fraction.

The person or company staking a claim, and each person in his or its
emlplovment, except house servants, must hold a Free Miner's Certificate.

Thle discoverer of a new mine is entitled to a claim 1,ooo feet in length,
and if the party consists of two, 1,500 feet altogether, on the output of which
no royalty shall be charged, the rest of the party ordinary claims only.

Entry fee $r5.oo. Royalty at the rate of five per cent charged on the
gross output of the claim, with the exception of an annual exemption of
$5,000 00.

No Free Miner shall receive a grant of more than one mining claim on
each separate river, creek or gulch, but the same miner may hold any number
of claims b purchase, and Free Miiners, not exceeding ten in number, may
vork their claims in partnership, by filing notice and paying fee of $2.oo. A

claimi may be abandoned and another obtained on the same creek, gulch or
river, by giving notice and paying a fee.

Work must be done on a claim each year to the value of at least $200.oo,
or in lieu of work payment may be made to the Nlining Recorder each year for
the first three years of $200.00 and after that $400.oo for each year.

A certificate that work has been done or fee paid must be obtained each
year; if not, the claim shall be deemed to be abandoned, and open to occupa-
tion and entry by a Free Miner.

The boundaries of a claim may be defined absolutely by having a survey
made, and publishing notices in the Yukon Official Gazette.

HYDRAULIC MINING, YUKON TERRITORY.

Locations suitable for hydraulic mining, having a frontage of from one to
five miles, and a depth of one mile or more, may be leased for twenty years,
provided the ground has been prospected by the applicant or his agent; is
found to be unsuitable for placer mining; and does not include within its
boundaries any mining claims already granted. A rental of $15o.oo for each
mile of frontage, and a royalty of five per cent. on the gross output, less an
annual exemption of $25,ooo.oo are charged. Operations must be commenced
within one year from the date of the lease, and not less than $5,ooo must be
expended annually. The lease excludes all base metals, quartz and coal, and
provides for the withdrawal of unoperated land for agricultural or building
purposes.

PETROLEUM.

All unappropriated Dominion Lands shall, after the first of July, 19o0, be
open to prospecting for petroleum. Should the prospector discover oil in pay-
ing quantities he may acquire 64o acres of available land, including and sur-
rounding his discovery at the rate of $i.oo an acre, subject to royalty at such
rate as may be specified by Order in Council.

JAMES A. SMART,
Deputy of the Minister of the Interlor.

OrrAwA, 9th Dec., 1901.
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Ontario's

Mining

Lands..,

HE Crown domain of the Province of Ontario contains an area of.

over rooooo,ooo acres, a large part of which is comprised in.
geological formations known to carry valuable minerals and ex-

tending northward from the great lakes and westward from the Ottawa
river to the Manitoba boundary.

Iron in large bodies of magnetite and hematite : copper in sulphide.
and native form ; gold, mostly in free milling quartz ; silver, native and
sulphides ; zincblende, gallena, pyrites, mica, graphite, talc, marl, brick
clay, building stones of all kinds and other useful minerals have been
found in many places, and àre being worked at the present time.

In the famous Sudbury region Ontario possesses one of the two
sources of the world's supply of nickel, and the known deposits of this
metal are very large. Recent discoveries of corundum in Eastern On-
tario are believed to be the mnost extensive in existence.

The output of iron, copper and nickel in 1900 was much beyond
that of any previous year, and large developments in these industries
are now going on.

In the older parts of the Province salt, petroleum and natural gas
are important products.

The mining laws of Ontarid are liberal, and the prices of mineral
lands low. Title by freehold or lease, on working conditions for seven
years. I'here are no royalties.

The climate is unsurpassed, wood and water are plentiful, and in
the summer season the prospector can go almost anywhere in a canoe.
The Canadian Pacific Railway rurt through the entire mineral belt.

to For reports of the Bureau of Mdines, maps, mining laws, etc , apply

to HONORÀ13LE E. J. DAVIS,
or Commissioner of Crown Lands,

T HOS.DW. GIBSON,
Director Bureau of Mintèb,

Toronto, Ohtario.

.*0*0e. +e e+
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ELEVATORS-CONVEYORS

Coal and Ashes Handlling Machinery Freight and Package Elevator

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

Endless Apron-Pan and Truck
Conveyor

Elevator Buckets
Any size, shape or

capacity.
Chains of Every Descrip-ion

OUR PRICES WILL INTEREST YOU.

Screens,

Dump Cars,

Coal and Ore

Handling Machinery,

Coal Washing Machinery.
Logs, Lumber, Sha

Ilandled Rapid

WI LLIAMS

Chains, Wheels,

Spiral Conveyors,

Cable Conveyors,

Water Elevators,

Crushers
ivings, Refuse, Sawdust,
dly and Economically.

&WILSON
Sole Canadian Selling Agents for

The Jeffrey M'f'g. Co. MONTREAL. Write for Our
Prices.



THE SNOW STEAM PUMP WORKS,
EANUPACTURE*R8 OF

Steam Pumps, Pumping Elgines and HldFaulic Machinely
eeal Agents for Canada, DRUMMOND, MCUALL & CO., Montreal,

Local Agent F. R. MENDENHALL, Rossland, N. O,

Kept ln Stock at Montreal and Rossand.

MONTREAL...
PIPE FOUNDRY CO.

CAST IRON
WATER AND OASP' i_____

orrics:
OFFICES:

CANADA LIFE BUILDING

MONTREAL.
VORUS: LAOUI8, QUEL PaOES On APPUOATION.1

The Montreal Car WheelCo.
. MANUFAOTURERS 0F

Workes

LACHINE@
Que

OHILLED
WHEELS

AlAlA Um

For Rallroad, Electrio Car, Street Rallway and
Lumber Truck Servios, Ete.

THOMAS J. DRUMMOND, GseeeI MaSem

MONTREAL.

CANADA IRON FURNACE GO. Limited
MANuF'AOTI4,:EnR 0F'

Brand:

Throo River** OHARDOAL PIC-
ALSO A#f(UES F PR$-0 AND-4 WRESSED BRICKS.

Canada Life Bu IdIIg

mms as " *ff@. t. ONUMMOn<D, ManagImg BSsetoe and TufeLR

Pumps

IRON

-im



THE DOMINION WIRE ROPE 00. LIMITED
MONTREAL,

Nanufacturers of

CAN.

" LANG'S9" PATENT WIRE ROPES

FOR COLLUERY AND GENERALMINING PURPOSES, ALSO BEST STEEL WIRE ROPES
FOR ALL PURPOSES.

SOMETHINC
NEW...

*AhXEU~

Iu~fao ~

TO LAST...

~Ow IALOGUE ONIlalfax, N4S. APPLICATION.:

Pos,
liRtC PICB

SOMETHIN C

MNINO AND CONTRACTORS RAILS
RELAYING RAILS lb....56.bs..

IMMEDIATEE SHIpaMECr.

LIGHT MINING RAILS
12 Ibo., 25 Ibo., 30 Ibs., seP Yard

..IN STOCK..AM

65 Ibs. per Yard.

O E
.. MinIng Ca

SWHEELBARROWS ,,
SPECIAL ORE BARROWS

Charging Barnows
PICKS, SHOVELS, HAMMERS, TOOLS, Ec., ETc.

Barrett Jacks.
OCTAGON DRILL STEEL C"RD IN

Office: 299 ST. JAMES ST., MONTREAL

INIA-À NU&

Car Movers.


